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2. 12thcentury Oratory, said to be on thesite of themartyrdom ofSaintHeiier at thehands of pirates in the6th century.

THE AUTHOR
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PREFACE
by Helier de C. Mourant, President of the National Trust for Jersey

In a person's face are the marks of character - a furrowed brow, a sensuous mouth, a smiling eye.
In the face of a building also there are to be found indications of its character, inviting or
repulsive, and Mr. C.E.B. Brett is an expert at reading a building's character.

He has already praised or found wanting buildings in St. Peter Port, Guernsey, and in Alderney, and
has been Invited to compile this list or architectural aperju of buildings in St. Helier, Jersey,
which he has done without financial reward and as a labour of love.

His criticism is courageous.
His comment is clear.

His praise encouraging.

The photographic record alone is of the greatest importance, illustrating, as it does, a large cross-
section of buildings and details as they were in 1977.

Mr. Brett has a most observant eye and has shown us many aspects of our town which familiarity had
led us to overlook. He has persuaded us to search for and discover a great deal of information about
individual buildings, their architects and builders which we thought did not exist.

This publication will, I am sure, stimulate both interest and discussion, and adds a valuable contrib
ution to the bibliography of Jersey architecture, and for this we are all in his debt.

Let us conserve that which is good, redeem that which is worthy, and reject that which is bad.
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ARRANGEMENT & CLASSIEICATION
This survey has been designed more as an inventory than as a guidebook; nevertheless, it seemed best
to divide up the parish of St. Helier into manageable segments, and to provide a separate map for
each. The entire parish is covered - including the extensive rural area which lies within its bound-

aries - but no attempt has been made to pursue the built-up area of the town where it has spilled
over into neighbouring parishes. The first section, A, deals with the seaward face of the town

proper; it covers the Esplanade, the Harbour, and Elizabeth Castle. The second section, B, deals
with Fort Regent, Havre des Pas, and that part of the town which lies to the east of the outcrop of
rock upon which Fort Regent is built. The third section, C, by far the longest, deals with the cen
tral parts of the town, working gradually outwards by sectors from the Town Church so as to include
both sides of Peirson Road, Rouge Bouillon, Janvrin Road, St. Saviour's Road, La Motte Street, and
Hill Street, so far as they lie within the parish. The fourth section, D, deals with the western out
skirts of the town. The fifth section, E, deals with the northern outskirts.

The criteria for inclusion, and the classification system, are broadly speaking the same as those em
ployed in the thirty-odd volumes on Irish buildings published by the Ulster Architectural Heritage
Society, and in the volumes on St. Peter Port and the island of Alderney prepared by the same compi
ler. The primary consideration has in every instance been the external appearance of the building
concerned: interiors are discussed only in the cases of churches and important public buildings: his
torical or local associations are not normally taken into account in the absence of architectural

significance.

A Buildings marked A are considered of the very highest merit and importance: they should be
preserved at all costs.

B Buildings marked B are of considerable importance, and should be retained if at all possible.

Buildings listed, but not designated by letter, fall into two categories. In a certain number
of cases, it was felt that quite recent buildings, whatever their merit, should not be passed
over without mention. The remainder represent buildings of some merit and importance, which
should if possible be retained; if necessary, integrated into any new development.

G Special weight has been attached to groups of buildings, even though the individual buildings
constituting the group may be of varying interest and importance. Every intrusion within a
group should be resisted.

Z Indicates a visual shock which, in the opinion of the compiler, constitutes an eyesore.

0 An Oddity: a new category, especially invented for St. Helier, which, as will be seen, is rich in
such quirks and quiddities.

flQB' 11 J.3 1111 16. J

4. New potatoes at the Weighbridge, turn of the century.



COMPILER'S INTRODUCTION

I paid my first visit to the Channel Islands just over three years ago, at the invitation of the
National Trust of Guernsey. After compiling a survey of the buildings of St. Peter Port, I was very
pleased to be asked to follow it with a survey of the buildings of the island of Aldemey. It gave
me particular pleasure when I received a flattering invitation from the National Trust for Jersey to
complete the trilogy by preparing this survey of the buildings in the town and parish of St. Helier.

In this, as in the previous surveys, my part has been that of a neutral outsider, looking at the
island with fresh eyes, without preconceived ideas, and without prejudices, personal or political.
Such a position has considerable advantages, especially when writing upon questions of taste; but it
has disadvantages too; in particular, the disadvantage that the compiler starts his work from a situ
ation of ignorance. It would clearly be impertinent, indeed impracticable, for a stranger to try to
write about St. Helier without the assistance and support of well-informed local people.

This survey, accordingly, represents a work of collaboration. I cannot pay too heartfelt a tribute
to the assistance I have received from the team of helpers, all members of the National Trust for
Jersey, who worked with me. Dick le Sueur acted as chairman of the team; Joan Stevens and Richard
Blayne made available to me unstintingly the fruits of their own very extensive researches into the
history and records of Jersey; Bob Paton helped particularly with the preparation of the maps, and
with research into the archives of public bodies; Robin Cox performed miracles of diligent research
in unearthing the dates and architects of numerous buildings from old newspaper files, the public
registry, and other obscure sources. Dorothy Vincent acted as general co-ordinator, typed successive
drafts from my heavily-annotated palimpsests, tactfully set me right when I was straying, and
generally qualified for my nomination as the perfect secretary of 1977. To all of these I owe a very
warm debt of gratitude; as also to the numerous individuals who willingly supplied information about
the buildings in their charge or ownership; and to Mrs. Elizabeth Cavanagh, of the Ulster Architect
ural Heritage Society, who typed the final fair copy for the printer. I am grateful also to Hrs.R.H.
Kamen, of the R.I.B.A. Library, and to Dr. J. Mordaunt Crook, for biographical information about some
of the architects mentioned. Finally, I must thank Bob and Anne Paton in particular, and the members
of the National Trust in general, for the hospitality shown to me during my three visits to the
island in April 1976, February 1977, and July 1977.

A considerable number of people have helped with the illustrations; I am especially grateful to David
Barlow and Bob Paton, for photographs specially taken for this survey; to the States of Jersey Police
Force, and in particular Dot. Con. M.A.F. Dryland, for developing and printing photographs; to the
Soci^t^ Jersiaise, and to Mr. Ren6 le Vaillant, for illustrations derived from material in the
Soci6t^'s Museum; and to Richard Mayne for making available his collection of postcards and old
photographs. The Librarians both of the States Library, and of the Musee, gave me constant and
attentive assistance. I should mention also the Thesis by Maurice Boots, A.R.I.B.A., on 'Architecture
in Jersey', which furnished much useful information, though, as it has never been published, it does
not appear in the Bibliography.

It is inevitable that this Survey must contain mistakes: I shall be grateful for any corrections: I
accept personal responsibility for them, as also for all the expressions of opinion which it contains.
Tastes differ: I do not expect all those who read this publication to agree with me: in particular,
the classification of buildings into categories ranging from A to Z (not to mention 0) must be a
highly subjective and personal matter. I can only plead that, in distributing medals and raspberries,
I have in no instance been influenced by either favouritism or malice.

In conclusion, I must express the very earnest hope that this survey will prove of interest and value
both to visitors and to the people of Jersey. Some years ago, between 1968 and 1971, a preliminary
list of buildings of architectural importance was drawn up, at the request of the States, by the
Association of Jersey Architects. I have drawn largely on their photographic record, though in a
ntunber of cases (particularly in relation to modem buildings) my conclusions differ from theirs. If
this publication leads to an intelligent and informed debate on the future of St. Helier, and of the
buildings which give it its character, then such differences will be entirely unimportant: what
matters is that the States, their officials, and public opinion at large should take a positive inter
est in the conservation of all that is best, and the improvement of what is less appropriate, in a
town which still contains many buildings of merit and charm. As, I hope, this survey demonstrates.

C.E.B.B.
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Churches: Opposite:

5. The Town Church (C 1); note the flamboyant tracery.
6. St. James's Church (B 10) before the lamentable amputation

of the crockets from its pinnacles.

This page:
7. Durell Monument, Town Church, by Sir Henry Cheere.
8. Interior of St. Simon's in 1867 (C 55 b).
9. St. Mark's Church (C 42 c) in 1855.
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10. Elizabeth Castle (A 1} in 1856; Ouless print.
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^2. St. Helierin 1709
13. St. Helierin 1781
14. (opposite) St. Helierin 1834,

plan by Eiias Le Gros.
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IS. Drawing by Poulton & Woodman for Halkett Place Evangelical Church (C 14e} of 1855;herestrongly recommended forconservation.
perhaps as a meeting-room, gallery and arts centre.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Jersey is the largest, the wealthiest, the most populous, and the most southerly of the Channel
Islands. Its population, at the last count, was nearly 75,000; of these, over one-third were resi
dents of the parish of St. Holier, the principal town of the island. But the boundaries of the town
do not coincide tidily with those of the parish: the north-western parts of St. Holier are still
quite rural in character, while the built-up area spills over into the neighbouring parishes of St.
Saviour and St. Clement.

The town proper is of comparatively recent origin; until the early nineteenth century, the best
harbour in the island was that of the neighbouring village of St.Aubin, and it was here that the
enterprising merchants and privateers of Jersey, and the equally enterprising cod-fishermen who
worked the Newfoundland Banks, at first built their houses. But from a much earlier date the church
and Elizabeth Castle had furnished the nucleus around which there grew up, by degrees, a market town,
a seaside resort, and the administrative capital of the island. The tiny oratory on the islet to
seaward of the Esplanade dates from the 12th century, and archaeologists have found evidence of habit
ation in the 12th century in the Old Street area of the town centre; the town church dates largely
from the 14th century; Elizabeth Castle, from the 16th century; one or two buildings survive from the
17th century. St. Helier has still a sprinkling of good 18th century buildings. But for the most
part, its buildings are of the 19th or 20th centuries: part Regency, part Victorian, part modern.

It is not, at first sight, a particularly attractive town; nor is it one of any very obvioiis architec
tural distinction. Brash and ill-considered multi-storey buildings of the post-war years have unduly
intruded on such unity of style and scale as it once possessed. Yet, as the length of this survey
indicates, St. Helier retains a surprising number of individual buildings and groups of merit and
significance. It is a town which tends to hide its lights under bushels; though there is not much to
excite the flSneur who wanders casually around its centre, the visitor who is prepared to explore
side-alleys and half-suburban avenues will find some unexpected rewards.

Earlier writers on the town have been, to put it mildly, a little guarded in their praise. Ansted
and Latham's Guide, first published in 1862, commented: "The town of St. Helier, whether seen from
the sea, or indeed from any other of its approaches, is altogether wanting both in architectural and
picturesque effect. This want of beauty in itself is, however, redeemed by Elizabeth Castle and Fort
Regent which stand as two sentinels, one on either side of the harbour. The effect is also somewhat
improved by the green background. As a mere town, it has no other objects of interest than the shops
afford...." Inglis, in 1834, attributed his favourable first impressions to "the indications of
general prosperity which are everywhere visible", not to "the excellence of the streets; the beauty
of public edifices; or the splendour of private houses." Henri Boland, in 1904, is still less
flattering: "Disons-le, 1'aspect du port Saint-Helier est un d^senchantement. La ville est cachee
aux regards; la muraille morose du Fort Regent ... n'est pas faite pour rejouir les yeux, et la
premiere impression est desagr^able et mauvaise" - but he adds, as do I: "mais on doit s'en defendre,
comme generalement, de toutes les premieres inq)ressions."

The greater part of the town is built on a semi-saucer of low-lying ground - once partly marsh, part
ly sand-dunes - ringed by low hills, surprisingly steep in places though they never reach a height of
500 feet; but the site is divided into two unequal parts by the great outcrop of rock upon which Fort
Regent is built, through which a road tunnel, opened in 1970, has recently been driven; and its low
shoreline is guarded by the island outcrop upon which Elizabeth Castle stands. The original centre
of St. Helier occupied only a fraction of the site; but by the early years of the 19th century, the
town was reaching out to the hillsides. Inglis, in 1834, says: "The town lies fronting the sea, and
is backed by a range of heights: but betwixt these heights and the town, there is a level, varying
from a quarter of a mile, to a mile and a half, in breadth. This level forms a semi-circular suburb,
the arch of which is not less than three miles; and the whole of this space is occupied by villas and
cottage residences, with their gardens and orchards.... These residences are not confined to the
level ground; they encroach upon the heights also, adorning the slopes, and crowning the eminences;
and the general neatness of the exterior of these villas, with the substantial garden walls, the
luxuriant foliage, and frequent vineries, strongly confirm the impressions" (of prosperity) "which
have been awakened in walking through the town."

The earliest houses in the town were presumably built of granite in the farm-house style characteris
tic of the island; their development has been very fully discussed by Joan Stevens in her excellent
book, 'Old Jersey Houses', frequently referred to in the survey which follows. These were substantial
stone dwellings - since there was plenty of stone and little timber on the island, the Elizabethan
frame-house seems never to have been built here. Lime also had to be imported, there being none in
the island, so the early buildings were ill-glued together, and had a tendency to dissolve in wet
weather; they were usually built "sur I'herbe", that is without fovmdations. Jean Poingdestre,
writing in 1682, remarks "The Houses in Jersey are not soe slightly built, as they are generally
throughout England, being built of stone very substantially: some are couered with slate, but for ye
most part they are tach't" (thatched) "soe artificially that they are neuer a whit the lesse beauti-
full for it." Slates and tiles were also in use at quite an early date. Most of these houses incor
porated the graceful cut-stone archways, usually with chamfered voussoirs and prominent keystones, to
be found in Jersey, Guernsey, Normandy and Brittany, but with features peculiar to the island. Of
these houses, none survives in the town proper, though there are still several in the more rural parts
of the parish.
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A handful of late-17th and early 18th century town houses may still be seen near the centre of St.
Heller; for the most part mutilated by the insertion of shop-fronts. In 1734, the town still contain
ed only 354 houses. Its period of expansion began with the French and American wars of the last
quarter of the 18th century, when privateering became a major and lucrative island industry. On
Twelfth Night, 1781, a French expedition successfully landed and induced the Lieutenant-Governor,
caught in bed, to sign a surrender of the island: but the gallant Major Peirson led a sharp counter
attack in the very market-place of St. Helier, and died in the moment of victory. This, the 'Battle
of Jersey', is remembered with great pride by the citizens, and lends a glamour which it might not
otherwise possess to the Royal Square. A few years later, the outbreak of the French revolution
brought to the island a sudden influx of refugees. There were at least four thousand of these
Emigres: "les logemens suffisaient a peine pour loger ces families... plusieurs Itaient gens de
naissance et de fortune, et ne contribuerent pas peu a jeter une certaine aisance dans la societe....
Plusieurs transf^rerent une partie de leurs richesses a Jersey, et les y depenserent, cause premiere
de I'^lan donn^ a I'accroissement de la ville, et de sa prosperite actuelle." (De la Croix, writing
in 1845).

It is perhaps surprising, in view of this very specific evidence, that these aristocratic refugees
should have made so very little discernible mark on the tastes, habits and architecture of the town.
Indeed, the whole question of French influence - or its absence - is a difficult and puzzling one.
Amongs the refugees were some of great distinction; Chateaubriand spent over a year at a recently-
built house in Parade Place, recovering from the combined ill-effects of a serious wound and a bout
of syphilis. He later wrote warmly of his time on the island, singling out for particular notice its
exquisite honey and its butter "d'un jaune fence, qui sent la violette". (The latter delicacy, at
least so far as its perfume is concerned, seems to have disappeared from the island's culinary
repertoire.) A generation later, on 5th August 1852, an even more distinguished proscrit arrived -
Victor Hugo. He spent three years on the island, before his enforced departure to Guernsey. For
most of this period he lived in a house in Marine Terrace, just over the parish boundary in St.
Clement's, but established his mistress Juliette Drouais at Nelson Hall, Havre des Pas. There were
features of Jersey life which he did not care for - he resented having to keep the shutters closed
when he organised Sunday billiard parties - but in general his tributes to the island were lyrical:
"un bouquet grand comme la ville de Londres, c'est Jersey"; and, "Ce que j'aime dans Jersey, je vais
vous le dire, j'aime tout...."

The growth of St. Helier during the period of the Napoleonic wars was not entirely attributable to
the influx of French refugees; the population was much inflated by the large garrison of British
troops stationed there, and also by an influx of Irish workers brought in to help with the building
of Fort Regent and other works. These came mostly from Galway and Sligo; it is interesting that
their arrival so far antedated the Famine. There is still a clearly-defined Irish quarter near
Aquila Road, where street-names, house-names, and even (still) the names of some residents, reminded
the coiiq>iler of this survey of home. And of the two Roman Catholic congregations in the town, one
is distinctively Irish in flavour, the other distinctively French.

After the end of the wars, the island attracted great numbers of half-pay military men and their
families: the climate was agreeable, living was cheap and comfortable, communications with England -
especially after the introduction of steam packets - were speedy and reliable. Numerous island spec
ulators were quick to build terraces, crescents and villas for these new residents: and it is to this
influx that St. Helier owes the greater nximber of its fine Regency residences. Gradually tourists
and holiday-makers followed. Queen Victoria's visit to the island in 1846 encouraged more visitors.
At first, the two communities seem to have kept their distance from each other. Inglis wrote, in 1834:
"There is one thing very striking in the aspect of the street populations of Jersey, - the extra
ordinary contrast exhibited between business and idleness. The English residents form a large propor
tion of the inhabitants; and the English residents have nothing to do. There is therefore the
constant contrast between that portion of the population whose object, and I may even say whose
difficulty is, to get quit of time, and that other portion, the native inhabitants namely, whose
object is, to make the most of it."

Island politics in the early years of the century were characterised by an extraordinary degree of
provincial bitterness: Inglis again: "The whole inhabitants of Jersey are divided into two factions,
calling themselves Laurel and Rose; and which, in their mutual animosity, and extreme bitterness, re
semble the Guelfs and Guibbelines of the Middle Ages". And an anonymous author: "They hate each other
more bitterly than rival actors or singers. They seldom intervisit, seldom intermarry, seldom salute
each other in the streets, and they carry their animosities into every transaction of their lives,
legislative, judicial, municipal, and private". Balleine adds, in 1948: "Gardens with laurel hedges
still show where Laurel supporters lived. No Rose-man would allow that accursed shrub on his land."
Presumably Laurel-men were obliged to deprive themselves of roses in their gardens, too!

As the century progressed, however, the new British colony became assimilated into this acrimonious
commvmity, with beneficial results. The incomers required churches, schools, theatres, shops; so
that, by the mid-century, the old centre of St. Helier was being transformed to meet the needs of the
new residents in the suburbs. Thome describes the position in 1857 very lucidly: "The town itself
contains from 28,000 to 30,000 inhabitants, half of whom are strangers and British residents. Old-
fashioned houses have been pulled down to make room for elegant structures and magnificent shops,
vying with some of the principal establishments in London, and surpassing many in the chief English
provincial towns. Though the vernacular tongue of the natives is the old Norman French, the French
and English languages being spoken fluently by them, the visitor finds himself quite at home, whether
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he frequents the cafes, the ball-rooms, the theatre, the billiard-rooms, the clubs, or other places
of public amusement and resort; and if he enters the elegant drapers' or other shops, where he is
always sure to meet with the greatest attention and civility." Within another couple of generations,
the island had been almost completely anglicised; at the turn of the century, in 1900, English was
accepted as an alternative to French in the States; save in the country districts, the old patois
fell into disuse. An unsuccessful attempt was made to reverse this process; Vallaux, in 1913, re
marks, "Saint Holier, la ville pxesque entierement anglaisee au cours du XIX siecle, tend au XX a
redevenir franco-anglaise." But today, though Jersey is the Channel Island farthest from England,
French influence is almost undiscernible, apart from the old street-names - many of which have been
anglicised ever since the Napoleonic wars: and those which are still written in French - as, for
exaiiq>le, Janvrin Road - are pronounced in a majestically Anglo-Saxon manner.

The Englishness of St. Helier has always surprised French writers on the island's architecture and
appearance. Many of them have noted with particular astonishment the prevalence of the English-style
sash-window, or 'fenetre guillotine', in place of the casement (or 'French window*) universal in
France since the early 19th century. Theodore le Cerf, in 1863, heartily disliked this English style
of architecture: "Ces maisons ne se distinguent les unes des autres que par la variete des nuances et
nullement par leur architecture: ce sent des murs de platre bien unis, sans moulures et perces tres
regulierement de larges carres destines ft recevoir des fehStres s'ouvrant et se fermant au moyen de
contre-poids, ce qui leur a valu le nom de fen^tre a guillotine. Ce systeme est tris commode, dit-
on, pour la ventilation. II fallait bien qu'il y eut une raison; mais, il faut en prendre son parti,
I'effet n'a rien de seduisant." The grand Regency terraces and villas he found equally disconcerting:
"Le quartier opulent et confortable de la ville est situe dans la partie qu'on nomme Crescent, Rouge
Bouillon, Almorah! C'est 1^ qu'il faut aller pour voir un specimen de ces habitations ou se trouvent
reunies toutes les elegances de la vie aristocratique. Chaque habitation semble refleter la fantais-
ie, les souvenirs du trafiquant enrichi qu I'a batie: la c'est un tenQ>le grec, plus loin une villa
italienne, la encore un chalet."

It should perhaps here be noted, for the record, that the German occupation of the island, during the
last war, has left no lasting mark on the appearance of the town of St. Helier. Some fine buildings
by the quayside were destroyed by German bombs on the eve of the occupation; but the concrete strong-
points which still dominate so much of the coastlines of Guernsey and Alderney do not afflict St.
Helier - its eyesores (and like other towns it does not lack them) are of its own making.

The character of the town is largely determined by the materials of which it is built: leaving aside
for the moment modem buildings, these comprise granite, brick, stucco, and 'Roman' cement. Of
these, the granite is outstandingly the most attractive. It comes in a variety of colours and
textures, and from a variety of quarries, of which Mont Mado is the most prized, as it has been for
several centuries. Granite is a surly and obstinate material in which to work; it does not lend it
self to the delicate shaping and carving possible with softer kinds of ashlar. But it has a sparkle
and a texture which, when well-used, can be infinitely rewarding. The quality of the stonework in
St. Helier is very high: over the centuries, its masons have acquired a great degree of skill in
handling the local stone: perhaps the high point of technique is the monument listed as C 75 in the
survey which follows, dating from 1897. But even the deficiencies of unskilled workmen can lead to
pleasing results; in St. Helier, as in other granite towns, buildings with rounded corners lend an
agreeable variety to the townscape - such comers being easier to build than the classical right-
angles which demand precisely-squared stones.

St. Helier brickwork is also pleasing; and, on the grander kinds of building, the bricks are frequent
ly laid in a chequer-board pattem, the stretchers being an orthodox reddish-brown, the headers dark
and glossy. This very enjoyable local idiosyncracy arises from the method by which the bricks were
made. I am indebted to Mr. Horace Copp, who (and whose father and grandfather before him) ran a
brickworks at Mont-i-l'Abbe, for the following account: "After making the bricks by hand and drying
them in the sun, we stacked the kilns and lit the fire, usually on a Wednesday, and kept it going
continuously until the Saturday. Bricks were 40 high in the kiln, and each kiln contained around
25,000. Under the bricks there was built up approximately 30 tons of limestone, which made up the
fumace. The fuel was 30 tons of best house coal from Wallsend. Coarse salt was heaped on top of
the limestone to give the bricks a dark red colour, and the first nine layers of bricks had a blue
sheen on the headers owing to their proximity to the salt. Half the limestone was used afterwards
for building purposes, and on the land; builders used the glazed headers usually for chimney stacks
or for decorative panels on certain buildings."

As for stucco, a fair proportion of the Regency and early Victorian buildings of the town are encased
in the smooth creamy stucco proper to the period, which has however the disadvantage of requiring
regnil&i^ painting. Generally white is the best colour, particularly for the chaste buildings of the
neo-classical style, though there is always room for some variety; in 1863 this seems to have been
carried to excess, however, for Le Cerf speaks of "les maisons aux toits rouges et bleus se disputant
sur leurs facades les couleurs jaune-saumon ou vert d'eau." All too many, however, are encased in the
dreary kind of rendering known as 'Roman cement'. So early as the 1820's, it was discovered, unfor
tunately, that local materials could be employed to make a cheap, durable and extremely nasty weather-
proofing compound. In 1822, T. and J. Le Lievre of Guernsey advertised their 'Ciment' with over-
optimistic enthusiasm: "Houses built with common bricks or stone, by being plaistered with it, will
have the beautiful appearance and durability of Portland stone." Later, this same material was ex
tensively employed by the builder and developer Abraham Viel (1832-1918), who also used it for orna
mental work - including fountains, figures and vases - and who may well have been the rustic-cement-
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Materials: Stone and Wood

16. Lintel, Commercial Buildings (A 6).
17. Hocquard tombstone. 1829, Green Street (B 4).
18. Window detail, Richmond Villas (E 7).
19. Balcony, Ommaroo Hotel, Havre des Pas (B 5 c)
20. Harbour steps (A 7).
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Ironwork

27. The Markets, South Gates (C 14 d).
22. Sewer vent. Vallee des Vaux (E 10).
23. The Markets, East Gates.
24. The Markets, South Gates.
25. Railings, 24 Midvaie Road (C 44 h).
26. Posts and railings. Masonic Temple

(C41 c).
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bark-fetichist referred to at A 2 c, B 6, B 15 and C 61 b in the survey which follows. There are a
number of buildings in St. Helier which would have qualified for listing had they been built of less
disagreeable materials; perhaps the most striking example is Adolph Curry's Jersey College for Girls:
had this been constructed of stone, rather than brickwork and rubble encased in gloomy cement, it
would certainly have rated a mention. The demerits (from a visual point of view) of Roman cement
are now rivalled by a curiously striated plaster compound too frequently used, in Jersey as in
Guernsey, when older buildings require replastering, and quite inappropriate for the purpose.

The town is not especially rich in ornament. There are some pleasant wrought and cast iron balconies
and railings of the Regency period, mostly produced locally; the rich High Victorian workmanship of
the fountain and gates in the Market is worth singling out. Apart from the rustic*-bark-work, there
is a fair amount of pleasant, if slightly crude, outdoor stucco ornament, best exemplified on the
facade of the Mechanics' Institute (C 14 b). There are pretty barge-boards, plaques and frills
attached to a number of houses, especially the two outstanding cottages orn^es (B 8 a and C 30 a).
The 'Grapes' public house (C 5 a) has a strikingly ornate facade of carved wood, of which part has
very unhappily been removed; this is the work of the inimitable Turnkey Giffard (see page 23). The
Ommaroo Hotel, (B 5 c), illustrated on the back cover, has memorable Edwardian frilly woodwork. The
public statuary of St. Helier is peculiar: where other towns employ marble or bronze, St. Helier
employs gilded lead (C 4 a) or cast iron, painted brown or black to keep the rust at bay (A 7 b and
C 69 b).

On the Regency and Victorian terraces and villas, classical coltunns, pilasters, capitals, urns,
festoons and pediments abound; there are many handsome doorcases and fanlights. Equally, those
houses decked out in the Gothic Revival style are by no means lacking in ogees, crockets and pinnacles.
It is much to be regretted, however, that in too many cases unsuitable modem doors have been insert
ed; and those who choose the colour-schemes are by no means always tactful or neighbourly in their
choice. Nothing looks more ridiculous than a terrace of classical-fronted houses painted in clashing
colours, with columns or pilasters half in the livery of one owner, half in that of his neighbour.
As for doors and doorcases, so also for windows. The visual character of a Georgian or Regency town-
house depends, above all else, on the relationship between the solid planes of the walls and the void
openings - doors or windows: and the pattern made by the glazing-bars which divide each window into
several panes of glass. French writers of the 19th century may have disliked the appearance of the
English subdivided sash window, but it is nonetheless a crucial element in the appearance of the
English Georgian or Regency house. In too many instances, throughout St. Helier, the old sashes have
been removed, and new ones of plate glass inserted. Nothing could be more damaging to the general
appearance of the town. In the survey which follows, I have almost always noted the fact where the
original 'Georgian' glazing-pattern survives; by this term I mean sashes containing each six, eight,
nine or twelve modestly-sized panes of glass, divided by astragal mouldings - thicker in the earlier
buildings, slimmer and more elegant as time went by. About the 1830's, larger panes of glass became
cheaper as manufacturing methods improved; I use the term 'Regency' to describe sashes each contain
ing two panes, whether divided vertically (the English custom) or horizontally (as is common in
Ireland). The Victorians frequently used sashes each containing a single large pane of plate glass,
but sometimes, for the sake of ornament, slim quarter-lights were incorporated at the sides of the
sashes. Whatever the original pattern, it should be retained or replaced wherever possible, espec
ially in buildings of any historic or architectural merit.

There is not much to be said here about the modern buildings of St. Helier. Few of them, unhappily,
are of any great distinction. The most interesting is not really a new building at all: it is the
remarkable pleasure-dome recently imposed upon the old battlements of Fort Regent (B 1 a). I like
and admire this very much indeed. I wish I could say the same for the blocks of flats and offices
which have sprouted like weeds from nooks and crannies all over the older parts of the town. The
most egregious of these is the nine-storey block of flats,Marina Court, which rears itself above the
stucco terraces of the Esplanade. In fairness, however, it must be said that some architects have
made considerable efforts to suit their new blocks to their surroundings; stone has often been used,
not always with sensitivity, but still it is a gesture in the right direction. A considerable number
of the more recent shop and office blocks have incorporated segmental-headed arcades: there are now
nearly enough of them to furnish a kind of rhythm to the centre of the town: this is a process to be
welcomed, and perhaps extended; for in a distant kind of way these arches constitute a respectful
gesture towards the Jersey arches of local tradition.

An oddity of the island's architecture which cannot go unremarked is the eccentric use of datestones.
Elsewhere, these stones are used to mark the date of erection of the buildings in which they are in
corporated. Not so in Jersey: they were here often carved to commemorate a marriage, some other
family event, or the inheritance, purchase, or alteration of a building, usually with the initials of
those concerned. It is commonplace to find a datestone from an earlier building incorporated in a
later one; or a later date inscribed on the lintel of an earlier building. This trap for the unwary
architectural historian is, in its way, endearing, but it would be nice if the old cusi;om was adapted
so that every new building incorporated the date of its erection and the name or initials of its
architect, whatever other stones may be built into its walls. But perhaps this might be thought to
make life unduly easy for the historians of the future?

I have noted, in the survey which follows, a wide variety of buildings of all periods, from the 12th
century Oratory to the High Victorian. There is no single historic quarter in St. Helier; the best
buildings tend to be scattered, rather than grouped together; though there are a number of groups
which deserve to be respected as entities in their own right. The architectural importance of the
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town resides principally in the splendid series of terraces, crescents and villas laid out by local
speculators, usually without the aid of architects, between 1820 and 1870. Many of these are very
fine indeed, well laid out, well detailed, and well planned. But a number of them are becoming seedy
and derelict; even the most imposing of them all, Almorah Crescent, is a bit down-at-heel and dingy.
It woxild be extremely desirable that the island authorities should take a close interest in the main

tenance, repair, restoration and regular redecoration of these buildings, for their importance lies
as much in their number and relationship to each other as in their individual merits. If some of

them are now too large to be used conveniently as modern residences, could they not be taken over by
the States and rehabilitated to provide much-needed flats? It would probably not be more expensive,
and would certainly be preferable from an amenity point of view to the alternative of building yet
more modern blocks of flats and maisonettes.

I should draw attention also to the importance of the charming little enclaves of lesser houses, tuck
ed away (often around courtyards) between the principal roadways of the town: examples are noted at
A 5, C 49 a and b, C 53, C 54 b, and C 61 a. It would be a great pity if these were to be swept away,
or allowed to crumble into dereliction.

One last oddity of Jersey: the visitor will see frequently displayed a flag consisting of a red
diagonal cross on a white ground: St. Patrick's cross,- in short: a flag now rarely seen except flying
from the flagstaffs of Church of Ireland churches on the 17th March each year. It seems not to be an
official flag of the island; nobody I met could explain it to me; its use appears to date at least
from the mid-18th century, so it cannot be a memento of the Irish labourers who came to help build
Fort Regent. For my part, I chose to interpret it as a signal of welcome to a visitor from Ireland:
and I can but wish every other visitor as warm and hospitable a welcome as I received.
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28. 26 New Street (C 47 b): Doric pilasters.
29. Avon Court, Regent Road (B 2 e): ionic pilasters.
30. Pomona Huse (C 61 ah Ionic columns.
31. 14-16 Duhamel Place (C 25): triple open pediments.
32. 22-24 Le Geyt Street (C49): oak-leaf capitals.
33. 79-81 New Street (€47 h): paired open pediments, Corinthian

columns; an unsuitable door; an ugly dormer; and quite dreadful
wide modern windows.
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Regency canopy. King's Cliff Cottage (E 5 b).
Grotesque canopy, 63 St. Saviour's Road (C 37 b).
Fanlight, 9 Castle Street (C 63 b).
Paired doors, single column: 30-32 Seaton Place (C 67 b).
Double Ionic pilasters, 25-27 Chevalier Road (C 38); note the
elegant back-to-back arrangement of railings and stone steps.
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Biographical notes
on some Architects, Engineers & Craftsmen
PAUL IVE or IV?'. (fl. 1602), the military engineer largely responsible for the building of Elizabeth
Castle (A 1), was a Cambridge man who worked on the fortifications of Falmouth, Haulbowline, and
Kinsale. In 1589 he published "The Practise of Fortification, in all sorts of scituations; with the
considerations to be used in declining and making of Royal Frontiers, Skonces, and renforcing of ould
walled Townes". (D.N.B.)

VICTOR PROTT, a Hanoverian Captain in the King's German Legion attached to the engineers was respons
ible for the exterior of the Newgate Street Prison of 1812, now demolished, but the stones of the
facade have been preserved for possible re-erection; the interior is attributed to AMICE NORBIAN,
(1770-1834), a local master carpenter described on his death as "one of the best architects that this
island has produced". (Le Constitutionne); Chronique, 11.12.1819),

J.T. PARKINSON, an enigmatic figure, seems to have been responsible for the design of All Saints'
Church (No. C 69 e) in 1835, and St. Mark's (C 42 c) in 1842; which "collapsed in ruins when the
walls were half way up"; so no more is heard of him. Could this possibly in fact have been Joseph T.
Parkinson (1783-1855), in the early years of the Napoleonic Wars secretary to the Emigrant Office for
French Refugees, who later became architect to the Portman estate in London? (Colvin).

JOHN HAYWARD of Exeter (1808-1891) was responsible for many Jersey buildings, though the records are
confusing, as, in the island, he is sometimes referred to as 'James': did he perhaps use both names?
On his son's death in 1888, he was described as "the senior architect in the West of England"; he
designed numerous churches and public buildings in Devon and Cornwall, unenthusiastically listed by
Pevsner, all rather mediocre. His son Pearson Barry Hayward (1838-1888) may well in fact have been
responsible for much of the firm's work. In St. Helier, the Haywards were responsible for the comple
tion of St. Mark's church (C 42 c); the ventilation of St. James' (B 10); the Hospital chapel and
flanking buildings (C 69 a); the Le Cronier Monviment (B 4 a); Victoria College (B 15); and the Jersey
Banking Co. (now Westminster Bank), New Cut (C 13 a). The firm also apparently laid out the town
drains: and worked in the parishes of St. Guen and St. Lawrence. (Builder, 9. 9. 1852; 27. 8. 1870;
24.11. 1888; Pevsner; Information from Dr. J.M. Crook).

PHILIPPE LE SUEUR (1808-1879) and PHILIPPE BREE (1811-1881) practised in partnership as Le Sueur and
Bree; as a firm they were responsible for the Seaton Youth Centre (C 67), the Town Hall (C 66), the
Wesley Street Methodist chapel (C 32), and the reconstruction of the Royal Court (C 4 h) in 1877. To
Phillipe Bree are attributed the Wesley Grove Methodist church (C 14 g); the United Reformed church
(C 30 b), and the Methodist church at Six Rues outside the parish. Philippe Le Sueur designed the
exceptionally handsome gates of the Market (C 14 d).

POULTON & WOODMAN, of Reading, also specialised in Methodist church architecture - they built very
numerous non-conformist churches in the midlands of England, also three chapels in Guernsey. In St.
Helier, the firm was responsible for Halkett Place Evangelical church (C 14 e), and the chapel and
lodges at Almorah cemetery (E 8); their design for the Le Sueur obelisk was not in the event adopted.
(For a fuller account, see Brett, Buildings of St. Peter Port).

JAMES HINE of Plymouth (1830-1914) designed St. Columba's church (C 44 f) in 1859 when he was a com
paratively young man; he built up a large practice in Plymouth and South Devon; his most important
works were Launceston Town Hall and the Guildhall, Law Courts and Municipal Offices in Plymouth.
(Builder, 27. 2. 1914).

THOIflAS GALLICHAN (1808-1866) was responsible for many States projects between 1847 and 1866, when he
was drowned while bathing. His work includes the Royal Court House (C 4 h), the Harbourmaster's
Office (A 3), the Le Sueur Obelisk (C 11 a), the General Hospital (C 68 c), and the Masonic Temple
(C 41 c); he was himself an enthusiastic Mason. He also designed the Hospital in the parish of St.
Saviour's.

JOSEPH ALOYSIUS HANSOM (1803-1882) was one of the leading Roman Catholic practitioners of the mid-
century, at one time in partnership with E.W. Pugin. In early life he went bankrupt in connection
with his work on Birmingham Town Hall; rescued his finances by inventing and patenting the Hansom Cab;
and founded the Builder in 1842. He was the author of the Catholic cathedral, Plymouth. In St.
Helier, he designed the church of St. Mary and St. Peter (C 28 b), now greatly altered. (Ware).

GEORGE FREDERICK BODLEY (1827-1907) was another leading English practitioner of ecclesiastical archi
tecture. He set up in independent practice in 1860, and seems to have had an early connection with
the Channel Islands; one of his first works was St. Stephen's church, St. Peter Port, of 1862. He
was consulted about the restoration of the Town Church, St. Helier, but his plans were rejected out
of hand and (apparently by way of consolation prize) he received instead the commission for St.
Simon's church (C 55 b), ready for services in 1866; but his designs were never fully executed.
(Ware; and see Brett, Buildings of St. Peter Pdrt).
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ADOLPH CURRY, C.E., (1848-1910) was perhaps the most prolific local practitioner. The son of a
master tailor in Jersey, he trained in Northampton and Manchester, and worked on the building of
Cardiff docks. In 1881 he returned to the island on his father's death. Works noted in this List

include: the Railway Station (A 3); the Opera House (C 68 b); St. Paul's church (C 47 f); the
Victoria Club (C 19 b); part of the Midland Bank (C 13 b); the Mount (D 18); and Peel Villas (B 7).

In addition, he was responsible for the Ladies' College, the Halkett Hotel, the Sacre Coeur Orphanage,
the Highlands Naval College, and numerous villas, shops and commercial buildings. He died aged 62
after suffering from heart trouble for several years.

ANCELL & ORANGE of London designed the Library and Greffe (C 4 h) in Royal Square. The partnership

must have been rather a jolly one: W.J. Ancell (1852-1913) was a specialist in hotels and cafes -

he was responsible for the Trocadero Restaurant, Lyons' first Corner House in Coventry Street, and
the Strand Palace Hotel, all in London, amongst numerous similar works; James Orange (1957-1927) was
a retired Hong Kong engineer, a lifelong bachelor, and an enthusiast for light opera and Japanese
lacquer. (Builder, 31. 1. 1913'; J.R.I.B.A., 25. 2. 1927).

THOMAS EDWARD COLCUTT (1840-1924) of London was also a hotel and restaurant specialist: the Savoy

Hotel and Frascati's restaurant, London, were his, though he is best remembered for the tower of the
Imperial Institute. He designed the Grand Hotel, St. Helier (A 2 a) in 1889. (Ware).

ALFRED FRANGEUL of St. Malo ( ? - ? ) seems to have been the only French architect to have been

invited to work in St. Helier; he was responsible for the design of St. Thomas' Roman Catholic church,
built between 1883 and 1887; also for the Catholic church in the parish of St. Peter's.

EDMUND BERTEAU (1861-1935), States Engineer and Architect for the considerable period from 1888 to

1932, was responsible for the entrance block at Victoria College (B 15) and for the impressive
College House (B 16); also for the Arsenal, now Fire Station, of 1907 (C 46 f).

SIR NINIAN COMPER (1864-1960) designed new altar furniture for St. Simon's church (C 55 b) by way of

war memorial in 1919, as also a statue of Our Lady and Child. Since he had served his articles to
Bodley, who designed the church in the early 1860's, this was only fitting. Comper, distinguished as
an architect, was even better known for his church furnishings and fittings; in 1950, the year when

he was knighted, and at the age of 86, he published 'Of the Christian Altar and the Buildings Which
Contain It'. (Ware).

One other St. Helier personality deserves particular, and honourable, mention.

JEAN PHILIPPE ("TURNKEY") GIFFARD (1826-1892) was a remarkable self-taught sculptor. A man of many

talents, he started as a stone-mason, taught himself stone-carving, was for many years Gardien and
Guichetier of the Public Prison, and was moreover a Master Mariner who commanded sailing vessels ply
ing between the ports of Jersey, Normandy and England, very possibly with smuggled goods. He was
responsible for the lavish carving on the facade of the 'Grapes' public house (C 5 a) (originally 'La

Grappe de Verjus') about 1880, now partly defaced; and for the ornamentation of the Scottish church
(C 44 h). Many other works have unfortxinately disappeared. Of these, the most interesting appear to

have been those at the Prison, and at the so-called Troglodyte Caves.
While Turnkey, he ornamented the prison yard with statuary in order to cheer up the prisoners: "La
belle statue de Samson rompant ses liens, celle du captif a la Torque, le lion blesse, les bustes
innombrables qui entourent le jardinet... - tous accusent le hardiesse et surtout la justesse du coup
de ciseau et du maillet du sculpteur n^." The decorations and furnishings in the Caves were also his
work:"they consisted of statuary, coats of arms, busts, and decorations of all kinds in wood, stone
and clay. The main attraction was a life-size statue of the Zulu chief Cetewayo... that of a man
complete in every respect... and it therefore became necessary to hang a short skirt around its middle.
But the word of the existence of the symbol of its manhood got around, and aroused the curiosity of
the ladies, who lifted the skirt to satisfy their curiosity.... It was decided to erect a cubicle with
an open window to contain the chief's statue... the ladies then used their parasols to lift the skirti"

The Chronique in 1877 considered that art appreciation in Jersey did not rise above the estimation of
new potatoes and blocks of concrete; in a charming article, it advised its readers - in vain, for most
of his works have disappeared - to appreciate Giffard at his true worth: "On peut le voir dans son
petit atelier a la Grande Charrlere - ciseau et scie en main, decoupant la pierre comme du carton,
faisant des ciselures charraantes et se deployant un veritable amour pour les voeux qu'il cree."
(Information from Mr. George F. Le Feuvre, a grandson of the sculptor; Chronique, 30. 5. 1877).

39. "Fort Regent and St. Helier's from the Hill side, St. Saviour's, Jersey'
Harwood Print.
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Building Class Date, Type, Architect, etc.

AREA A-ELIZABETH CASTLE, HARBOUR, ESPLANADE
ELIZABETH CASTLE. BREAKWATER. ORATORY: ^ : Oratory: 12th century. An outlier of the sub
stantial monastic settlement established on the Islet, by William Fltz-Hamon of Normandy, In
IISS; said to be on the site of the martyrdom of St. Heller at the hands of pirates In the
6th century.
An extremely attractive stone building of extreme sls^llclty, perched high on the side of a
rocky outcrop and reached by a curling flight of stone steps up the cliff; steeply pitched
stone roof carried by vaulting resting on the walls below; no opening but the grilled doorway.
A natural cavity In the rock Is reputed to have been the saint's bed. This oratory bears a
quite close resemblance to monastic buildings of similar date on the west coast of Ireland.

A: Elizabeth Castle: 16th century and later. On a highly dramatic site, some 1000 yards from
the sea-wall at West Park and accessible on foot only between tides, a highly romantic range
of fortifications. The oldest part, the keep, was built In the last decade of the 16th cent
ury by an engineer named Paul Ive or Ivy, author of "Instructions for the Warres" and "The
Practise of Fortification", who was also responsible for defensive works at Falmouth, Klnsale,
and Haulbowllne, Co. Cork. This Is now surmounted by a circular German-built control tower.
Around It grew up, first, the curtain-walls and bastions of the Upper Ward, Ralegh's Yard,
and Queen Elizabeth's Gate, soon after the building of the keep. The Captain's House Is of
much the same date; the extremely handsome eight-bay Governor's House was completed In time
to be occupied by Sir Walter Ralegh as Governor - he was sworn in on 20th September 1600; It
later furnished a home for Charles II, from April to June 1646, as Prince of Wales, and from
September 1649 to February 1650, during the Civil War. Apart from German additions, most of
the defensive walls date from the 17th century, though the buildings within the walls are
largely 18th and 19th century - around the attractive sandy barrack yard are ranged the flve-
bay gymnasium of 1726, with round-headed windows; the five-bay stores block of 1746; the
fifteen-bay barrack block of 1749; and the early 19th century officers' quarters.
The layout of the several layers of fortification Is relatively simple and dictated by the
geography of the Islet: It Is long and narrow, and the defences naturally take the form of
successive gates, walls, dry moats, bastions and batteries running from the almost Isolated
Fort Charles, flanking the outer gate, all the way back to the keep. The fortifications are
built partly of the native red-pink granite, partly of brick which has rubbed and worn to
almost the same colour and texture as the granite. All the buildings are of stoutly-dressed
stone, the Governor's House with roof of small red tiles; most of the others originally slate-
roofed, but In too many cases recently re-roofed with asbestos slates - an economy which may
be understood but must be regretted, for the machined regularity of the artificial article Is
quite at odds with the rougher texture proper to the site.
The walls Include a number of charming pepper-pot-shaped sentry boxes, corbelled out at un
expected comers, with domed lead roofs. These appear In the 17th century prints, though
they do not look so early, and are all of finely-laid and much-weathered brick; a peculiarity
Is that the window slits are at such a height that only the shortest of sentries could see
out of them while standing up.
The remains of German bunkers and strong-points have been carefully preserved, and Indeed
much of the original equipment (Including guns) Is still In place. By degrees the concrete
Is weathering to match the stonework and brickwork, and, with the assistance of lichen, will
ultimately no doubt become almost Indistinguishable. There are pieces of ordnance of earlier
periods too, the majority original and In some cases of much Interest, a few reproductions.
The castle buildings contain a series of museums opened for the benefit of summer visitors,
for the most part admirably displayed; though the serious student of Channel Islands' arch
itecture might have preferred to see the Governor's House without the slightly tawdry tableaux
morts which It contains. Equally, a more scholarly restoration of the Governor's House would
have eschewed the anachronisms of plastic guttering and downspouts, and the regrettable
cement-surfaced terrace.

Despite these slightly carping notes of criticism, Elizabeth Castle Is a magnificent fortifi
cation, well cared-for, and well worth visiting.
The Castle Breakwater was a part of an atHbltlous scheme to enlarge the harbour, started In
1872 to plans by Sir John Coode, abandoned In 1877 after sections of the eastern landing-stage
at La Collette had twice been swept away by the force of the waves. Begun In concrete, the
Elizabeth Castle breakwater was extended In granite by 500 feet In 1887, to designs by Walter
Klnlpple - the engineer appointed when Sir John Coode was sacked.

ESPLANADE: - : On the seaward side, a finely built concave sea wall and flagged promenade of
admirabiy-tailored red granite blocks, punctuated by serrated rows of vertical blocks at the
curving Junction with the Albert Quay. The original esplanade to Patriotic Street was started
In 1829 by Abraham de la Hare, and completed In 1835; John Le Cras widened It and extended It
to West Park, beginning In 1858. Edward Pickering, the Yorkshire contractor for the railway
from St. Heller to St. Aubln (opened 1870) promised to build a complete sea wall linking the
two towns, but collapsed (financially) In 1873 and never kept his promise.
On the landward side, alas, a mess: the once coherent terraces of warehouses and hotels,
generally three-storey-plus-domers In scale, have been broken up by unsuitable alterations,
demolitions, and replacements. A nine-storey block of flats, Marina Court, (Z) sticks out
like a sore finger. The Impression the town gives from the sea-front Is shoddy and messy.
It would be worth while trying to encourage a very deliberate policy of rebuilding all along
the front In the modern Idiom, but to the old scale, If rehabilitation Is not worth while.
There are only a few buildings worth noticing left In the Esplanade:

GRAND HOTEL: - : Designed by T.E. Colcutt, architect of London University tower. In 1890, but
a rather untypical work, and somewhat altered.

BRISTOL PUB., and BASS CmARRINGTON (C.I.) LTD.: - : A good example of how to turn a corner
gracefully (almost a lost art): three-storey stucco, built between 1868 and 1872, the comer
generously curved, with deep angled window-embrasures and label mouldings above the windows.
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The stone archway to the right Is inscribed 1674 PLS (LeSueur?), this part certainly authen
tic, and again INCB and again TCLC 1879, and again RLS. It is clearly an original "Norman"
Jersey arch with chamfered detail, though the very pretty oculus window above is presumably
not of the same date. Both have evidently been re-erected on this site (where did they come
from?) and fit very happily into the building.

A 2c No. 21; 0 : An oddity: a well-painted two-storey four-bay roughcast house whose porch, door
case, window surrounds and terminal pilasters have all been artfully constructed of cement
to give the appearance of rustic woodwork, bark and all.

Nos. 8 and 9; - : Two survivors of the original dignified terrace, stucco, with the Georgian
glazing pattern pretty well complete; No. 8 had till lately a seemly pedimented doorcase; but
the ground floors have now been much messed about.

SOUTHAMPTON HOTEL: - : 1899: a fine cheerfully vulgar example of the seaside architecture of
the naughty 'nineties; five-storey, five-bay, stuccoed, with some nice frilly ironwork
(especially the ground floor arcades) surviving; the side to Weighbridge Place equally good.
But unfortunately, Z, the two little recessed arcades are disfigured by placards, and serve
(incredibly) as a storage dump for bins, refuse sacks, rubbish and litter. What an extra
ordinary way to use a patch of golden frontage!

A 3 TOURIST OFFlCa, HARBOUR WORKS. ABATTOIR: Part B, part Z: On an extensive island site, between
the Esplanade and the Albert Quay, a group of imposing stone late Victorian buildings, still
dignified and attractive where they face east, south and west, but the front on the seaward
side of the Esplanade an unmitigated disaster-area.
The former railway station, originally of 1870, was rebuilt in 1901 to designs by Adolph
Curry, of squared dark-grey granite carefully cut in various sizes, and now serves as Tourist
Office; the various alterations have not been particularly tactfully handled. The Harbour
Office nearby (1863, by Thomas Gallichan), a five-bay two-storey block of contrasting pink
and black granite, is finely detailed. The Abattoir (inscribed "Retail Etranger, 1888") is
best of all; two long ranges of stonework meeting at a curving comer, rhythmically punctua
ted by archways, pediments, pinnacles and oculi. But behind the containing wall, there is a
kind of labyrinth of junk-yards and corrugated asbestos roofs, framing the disgracefully
sleazy yard where buses park. Surely some practical way could be found of adapting so much
excellent stonework to a new use, and tidying up the landward facade?

A 4 CAT-WPONIA PLACE: - : A messy open space, cluttered up with parked buses; Queen Victoria must
have been glad to leave such depressing surroundings when she was removed to West Park.
About the bus station building itself (1961), the less said the better. But the fine stone
gateway (B) (datestone 1873, but in fact 1910), giving access to the gravelled courtyard and
the austere back view of the Societe Jersiaise Museum is delightful, even if it now seems

sadly out of place.

ROYAL YACHT HOTEL: - : Original hotel 1830's or earlier; present building mostly 1870's.
Imposing and weighty stucco building, four-storey, dormers in mansard roof and curious curved
(modern) attic above that. Groimd floor with heavy segmental-headed arched openings carrying
balcony, with square columns again carrying upper balcony (dated 1903). To the left, sur
prising projecting triangular windows, evidently original. The paintwork a little dull, but
discreet. A really rather handsome building in quite good order, easily overlooked.

A 5 ORDNANCE YARD, off CALEDONIA PLACE: G : A small surviving enclave of the old town of St.
Helier, much as it was in the early 19th century; a Jumble of two-, three- and four-storey
buildings of all sorts of dates and materials, some still used as dwellings, others put to
miscellaneous commercial use. Occasional pieces of splendid stonework, including one phen
omenal granite lintel, glazing bars of various dates and patterns, and a mini-maze of court
yards, alleys and steps, for the most part paved with the original granite cobbles and setts.
All very seedy and down at heel and not likely to last much longer in its present form, since
several of the dwellings are boarded up or even condenmed. If taken in hand with determina
tion, this little area could become a real attraction to tourists, comparable to the Lanes in
Brighton; but it would not be a cheap exercise.

A 6 CQMW^RCIAL BUILDINGS: B : Started 1814, completed 1818, and so Inscribed. The original
builder was David Quetteville; the work was completed by Abraham de la Mare. A very long
range facing across the inner harbour towards the New North Quay, a shorter one facing south
across English Harbour. "Le gouvernement... crut devoir interposer son autorite pour empecher
que ces magasins n'empechassent le tir des canons de la forteresse qu'il erigeait alors sur la
montagne, et astreignit les acquereurs de ces terrains a borner 1'Elevation de leurs edifices

These wholly admirable stone-fronted terraces of three-storey warehouses must, when
built, have been magnificent; the commercial equivalents of long terraces of stately late-
Georgian dwelling houses. The pink granite stonework is of the highest quality, with long-
and-short blocks of ashlar around the openings, random stone for the rest of the walls.
Beautifully-carved stone panels survive on nos. 20 and 26. It is a shame that the unity of
the group has been spoiled by various ill-comsidered alterations and demolitions: Comet
Stores was bombed in 1940 and its present state is deplorable; Raffrays is rendered and ruin
ed; Normans have used garish and inappropriate lettering to disfigure part of their frontage.
It would be a great shame to allow any further deterioration in those facades which remain
relatively unspoiled.
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HARBOUR: - : The harbour is, like all harbours, rather cluttered up with aautical and commer
cial Junk, but is not unattractive. The Old South Pier, begun in 1700, is the oldest part;
successive rebuildings and additions reached fruition in 1822; the yacht club has been very
snugly and unobtrusively fitted into the red stone warehouses. Next came the Old North Pier,
whose foundation stone was laid on 19th April, 1790; this was widened 1887-1897 and now incor
porates the New North Quay. In 1837 the States commissioned James Walker to draw up plans;
the Victoria Harbour, or Pier, was accordingly started in 1841 and opened by the Queen herself
in 1846. The Albert Pier was started in 1847 and completed in 1853 - it was renamed for the
Prince Consort in 1859.The Elizabeth Breakwater and La Collette were started in 1872, comple

ted in 1877; the former was largely extended in granite in 1887. There is good stonework in
much of the inner harbour, but the finest section is by the steps and the curving corner at
the landing-place of 1887 at Victoria Pier. This should not, whatever happens, be encased in
concrete, as has happened in other parts of the harbour. There are respectable stone ware
houses on the New North Quay, a bit let down by the Department of Agriculture building which
has been tacked on. Further enlargements of the harbour are presently in progress.

GROUP BETWEEN ENGLISH HARBOUR AND FRENCH HARBOUR: G : A most attractive small group of modest

buildings on a promontory between the two inner harbours; the La Folle Inn, of stone, stands
between two attractive two-storey houses, one Victorian, one earlier, but all three having
great strength of character.

"NORMANDY" MEMORIALS: - ; In a tiny triangular garden on the hillside, overshadowed by gas
tanks and the power station chimney, two memorials: one, ( B ) a plain and quite small granite
obelisk, in memory of the officers and men of the "Normandy" lost by collision in a channel
fog in 1870. The other, ( A ) a much more exuberant affair, to nark the bravery of John N.
Westaway in the same disaster; originally designed as drinking fountain; moved here from the
Weighbridge in 1888. This extravagant monument takes the form of a large marble flower-um
surmounted by a great anchor, its flukes and shank entwined in the flukes, head and tail of
a roaring sea-monster; attached to the monster's tail are broken links of anchor-chain; in
augurated 28 March 1875; the whole executed in cast iron by Messrs. Grandin, founders, of
Jersey, and now painted black; the design by Mons. Pierre Robinet, who was later to design
General Don (also in cast iron) for the Parade gardens.

POWER STATION. LA COLLETTE: - : 1965. Colin Morse. The modern power station has been tacked
on to a considerable range of two-storey stone 18th century government buildings, with brick
dressings to the windows. (These seem to be the remains of the "excellent barracks, appropri
ated solely for the use of the Engineer branch," mentioned by Giffard as "on the summit of
the cliff and overhanging the small harbour of Havre des Pas.") At one end these buildings

' abut on a cement-faced slab, formerly a German strong-point; at the other they are linked to
the tinny if functional buildings of the power station by the enormous chimney, which domin
ates the skyline of the whole of St. Helier, and indeed much of Jersey.
Careful thought has obviously gone into the design of this: it has been built in the form of
an elongated hexagon without taper or batter, encasing within its concrete walls several

distinct flues, all of which terminate in a single oversailing lid. Below the top layer is
a patterned series of small openings, like pigeon-holes for smoke-loving doves. A real

attempt has been made to improve the starkness of an enormous chimney by conscious 'design';
but the result, disappointingly, is fussy and graceless. By comparison with a brick Victorian
mill-chimney, tapered always whether cylindrical or polygonal, this exercise has failed to
gain in elegance what it has lost by departure from the functional.

PIER ROAD: - : A road that runs, rather surprisingly in view of its name (apparently, a trans
lation of the original name, "le chemin qui mene ^ la chaussee"), half-way up the hillside.
On the east the narrow space between the road and the rock-face of Fort Regent is filled by
public offices, an extremely prominent multi-storey car park, and States bousing and flats of
post-war design - perfectly creditable, but in no way inspiring. On the seaward side, the
roadway commands a somewhat devastating vista of the corrugated asbestos roofs which lie be
hind the fine facades of Commercial Buildings. At the northern end, there is a pleasantly-
curved group of early 19th century (or earlier) terrace houses, now for the most part rather
seedy in appearance; though nos. 25/27 have a double doorcase with fluted pilasters topped by
Tower-of-the-winds capitals. By far the best is

MUSEUM, SOCIETE JERSIAISE: A : the Museum of the Soci^te, a four-bay, four-storey town house
of 1817, built by Philip Nicolle, a wealthy shipbuilder, of very geometrically cut granite
blocks, the architraves slightly protruding, its severity relieved considerably by a Tuscan-
columnar porch leading to a doorway with good fanlight and side-lights; all set in a small
garden behind a very high stone wall, but the latter at present undergoing siege-works. In
1893 the then owner, Joshua George Falle, presented to the Soci^te "the usufruct of the
magnificently built granite house in Pier Road to contain its treasures".

i«iii Oft

40. "The West Prospectof Elizabeth Castle in Jersey"—Clark engraving.
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Elizabeth Castle

41. By Wenceslas Hollar, 1650.
42. The Governor's House, of about 1600.
43. Barrack block dated 1742 on keystone
44. The Castle from West Park.
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Fort Regent

45. The new skyline, from the town centre.

46. Aerial view from the north: at the top of
the picture, the swimming-pool building
clumsily blocking the glacis, and in the
process unfortunately disturbing the
clever fit of the new structure to the old
bones underneath.

47. Aerial view from the east: the undulating
modern roofcovers the oldparade-ground
within the walls. An extraordinarily
clever and successful mixture of old and

new, even if, from this angle (one seldom,
if ever, glimpsed by the citizens) it does
look like a caterpillar crawling along a
coffin-lid (see B 1).
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AREA B-FORT REGENT HAVRE DES PAS, EASTERN DISTRICTS
FORT REGENT: A : The original extensive and solid fortifications built between 1806 and 1814,
to designs by Lt. General John Hunfrey, R.E., at a reputed cost of £375,000, on a steep rocky
outcrop commanding the harbour. The walls and bastions run along the spine of the hill above
the town; the whole is built of well squared and dressed granite; within the inner walls were
extensive barrack and garrison quarters. "It was erected at an immense labour, and a pro
digious expense Its appearance, on the plan of St. Helier, which has lately been published
by Ur. Elias Le Gros, an ingenious mathematician, and a native of Jersey, is exactly in the
shape of a Coffin...." (See page 11).
This impressive site is in the process of being converted to designs by Breakwell and Davies
into a leisure centre, including (amongst other attractions) funfair, aquarium, squash courts,
gardens, rotunda, and an enormous covered hall - the old central courtyard encased in an in
genious polygonal roof of metal struts and glass. The sentimentalist may regret this conver
sion; but, if undertaken it must be, the design is imaginative and exciting; the convex and
concave curves of the roofline superimposed on the stone walls are entirely acceptable; and
one awaits the completion of the work with a measure of impatient curiosity.
In the meanwhile, the experiment must be accounted a considerable success: the first stage to
be completed provides a novel and stimulating contrast between the solid stonework of the old
barrack buildings and the airy and slightly Pompidolian metal-work overhead. The detailing
has been on the whole very well handled; even a dyed-in-the-wool conservationist may feel that
here is a worthwhile venture, well conceived and well executed.

SWIMMING POOL: - : The very large indoor swimming pool (1971, Breakwell & Davies) is another
matter, however. Its use of square-corrugated metal sheeting makes it somehow both unduly
bulky and unduly tinny in appearance. The siting is particularly regrettable - from a dis
tance it'forms far too large an intrusion on the skyline, and from closer up it unhappily
obscures both the defensive function of the glacis on which it has been built, and any poss
ible view of the Fort Regent complex from the seaward side. Both in design and execution this
must be considered inferior to the modernised Fort Regent complex itself.

REGENT ROAD: G : The area between Regent Road and Green Street contains many surprises. The
ground rises sharply as if towards Fort Regent, but halfway up the hill there is a sudden un
expected gulf, some 40-odd feet deep; this, now used as a car park, was originally a defensive
cutting designed to protect the north-eastern flank of Fort Regent, later enlarged when Snow
Hill railway station was built in 1874. Most of the older bouses turn their backs to road
and cutting, and look out eastward over what were originally steep but ample gardens. Unfor
tunately there has been a lot of infilling in these gardens, new blocks of flats have been
built, and many of the older houses have been converted into flats. Nevertheless, the area
still has a most distinctive hilly charm in what is generally rather a flat town.

LA BtAROTTE: - : Two-storey-and-dormers, four-bay, stucco, partly Georgian-glazed.

LISMORE: - : At an angle to the road; two-storey-and-dormer, four-bay, stucco; not in very
trim shape, but an attractive bouse on an attractive site. Who was the Irishman who named it?
He caused a pair of uncrowned harps to be carved on his granite gate-pillars.

DENE HOUSE. NO. 20: - : Two-storey-and-dormer, five-bay, stucco; Victorian sashes with sbuttera

CLIFF HOUSE. NO. 19: - : Three-storey, five-bay, stucco, mostly Victorian sashes.

AVON COURT: The much altered back of a house which faces away from the road; the pattern now
peculiar, except for the notable lonic-pilastered doorcase ( ^ ) with handsome cobweb fan
light. At one time a Home for Aged Women, with alms-box inset in the wall.

GATEWAY: B : 1831; of stucco, now peeling and much neglected, the gates padlocked and opening
onto a non-existent garden; inscribed very charmingly: "Hie terrarum mihi praeter omnis
angulus ridet." "Maison erig^e par feu M. Jeffrey ou Geffrard— Audessus de la porte
d'entree...est une inscription latine grav^e sur pierre, toute empreinte des sensations
qu'offre la perspective vue de cet endroit."

MAGNOLIA FLATS. NO. 16: - : Much altered, several windows closed up, mansard roof added; the
only oddity of charm to the roadward side the Gothic bootscraper recesses; but the facade to
the courtyard rather fine if now rather shabby.

BEAUFORT HOUSE: - : A gloomy grey-painted stucco house, three-storey-and-domer, incorporating
a datestone NLQ.ELF.1768; the courtyard facade masked by a kind of monkey-zoo of iron galler
ies and fire-escapes.

NOS. 12. 13. 14: - : Pleasant modest pantiled one- and two-storey houses with granite steps
leading up to their front doors.

"REGENCY HOUSE" AND CABLE-CAR TERMINUS: Z : The hillside falls, with a resounding thud, to
end in the ugly housing of the apparatus for the cable-car up to Fort Regent; and the dread
ful dreary backside of the block of flats which some sardonic developer has named, of all
things, "Regency House".

LA <aASSE: - : An agreeable lane, leading in a dog-leg down from Regent Road to Colomberie,
bounded on one side for the most part by a high pink granite wall, affording occasional
glimpses of the houses and gardens on the slope above.
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GREEN STREET

CEMETERY; - : Opened 1827; a rather depressing rectangle of grass and grave-stones, over
looked by the backs of houses and a DUlti-storey car park; a single lonely palm tree in the
middle; but a few welcome young trees have recently been planted. More would be still more
welcome.

The cemetery contains several monuments of interest; there are two particularly pleasing
slabs with carvings of sailing ships, ( A ) one of 1829 to John Hocquard, one of 1840 to Jean
Deslandes who died at Odessa.

Le Cronier Monument: ^ : There is also an impressive and diverting monument, in the form of a
little Doric temple with a pyramidal roof, enclosing a draped urn, on a high plinth, all of
granite; 25 feet high, designed by John Hayward (but modified by Thomas Gallichan). It bears
the mystifying inscription: "Cet honorable citoyen, au moment qu'il remplissait les devoirs
de sa charge, re^ut d'une main coupable ime blessure mortelle". It seems that on 28tb
February 1846, Centenier George Le Cronier, in the execution of his duty, called at Mulberry
Cottage, Patriotic Street, to arrest one Marie Le Gendre and her husband for keeping a house
of ill-repute; her husband being out, Marie took a carving knife and plunged it into Le
Cronier's stomach, of which he died next day. The monument accordingly affords an improving
Victorian commemoration of Virtue fallen Victim to Vice.

NO. 3 (NORTH END): - : A large and seedy three-storey three-bay stucco house, wide porch with
Ionic pilasters, Georgian-glazed upstairs; on the ground floor, one canted bay window, one
curiously angled.

THE REST. NO. 29: - : A striking three-bay, two-storey-basement-and-dormer villa, making
hilarious use of ceramic tiles incorporated into the facade; shutters; cheerfully painted
yellow and pink.

HAVRE DES PAS: - : The seafront to the east of the point is rather better than to the west.
but still a bit of a muddle; tall flats and tall hotels are jumbled up with Regency villas,
Victorian boarding-houses, modest cottages and immodest bungalows. It is probably too late
to restore order to an area which has got out of hand, but the preservation of scale should
be the paramount consideration in any new developments along this shoreline.

VILLA CAPRI AND HAVELOCK: A : c.1830. A very pleasant pair of seafront Regency villas, both
nicely painted (with a measure of contrast) in black and white; Capri rather altered but not
disastrously; both sporting charming ironwork balconies combining anthemia, fleur-de-lys, and
the heads of red-lipped ladies, in unexpected proximity.

HOLYROOD HOUSE: A : The ironwork, again incorporating anthemia, attracts the high rating even
though it is attached to a rather dreary three-bay, three-storey rendered house.

OMMAROO HOTEL: : Tall Victorian seafront houses, part stone, part stucco, with astonishing
frilly and lacy fretted balconies, railings, and barge-boards, some of wood, some of iron; as
seductive as a demi-mondaine's underwear.

PETIT CHATEAU DE LA MER HOTEL: - : Admirably named! A charming mixture of froggy styles, with
a square turret on top of stucco arcading.

LE DICQ SLIPWAY: - : A rocky slip with more historic associations than most patches of sea
shore - the "Rocher des proscrits - V. Hugo en exil 1852-55" - the plaque erected by the
Societe Jersiaise in 1952 to celebrate the centenary of the arrival of Hugo and his fellow-
exiles from France.

INGLEHDRST. NELSON AVENUE: 0 : An enchanting piece of Victorian eccentricity - perhaps of the
nid-1870's? - in the carefree-seaside-holiday style: rich plaster ornament all over, but
splendid cement mock-rustic-timber porch, carried on the hands-on-heads of Terms - female pre
sumably or at any rate androgynous, their haircuts are boyish but their bosoms not - with
mock-bark elbow-guards and likewise from the waist down.

PEEL VU-T./ys. NOS. 21-31, CLEVELAND ROAD: - : Designed by Adolphus Curry; built for Robert
Brown Cktlley between 1882 and 1886. Pretty little Victorian seaside terrace houses, stucco,
with round-headed windows upstairs topped by lintels of alternating grey and brown pebble-dash
(or is it vermiculated stucco?) and delicate ceramic strips between the windows; nos. 29 and
31 rather spoiled by the later dormer storey.

COLOMBERIE (NORTH SIDE)

ST. IVES': A : A splendid small Edwardian or late-Victorian extravaganza: two-storey plus
gabled doimier, two-bay, a little house of pink granite almost concealed behind extravagant
fretted wooden ornament in a kind of variant on the Swiss chalet style.

COLOMBERIE HOUSE SCHOOL: B : Originally a Hemery property; set back from the road in an im-
portant little garden behind its stone wall, a pleasant three-storey four-bay stucco house,
white-painted with black quoins, its Georgian glazing pattern intact.

ROYAL CRESCENT. DON ROAD; B Royal Crescent, of 1828, here rather neglected and disregarded,
would be treasured in many another town. By rights "The Crescent", the current name a
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Royal Crescent

The Crescent (B 9), built in 1828, was very consciously
centred on the neo-classic hexastyle Theatre Royal. This
was burned down (49) in 1863; the Doric original was
then replaced by the tetrastyle Corinthian "New Bible
Christian Church", by Le Sueur and Bree (48). The latter
was, very unhappily, demolished in 1969, to make way for
a miserable car-parking lot: the elegantly concave Regency
terrace is now (50) much the poorer for the loss of its
necessary focal point.
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corruption of "Theatre Royal, Crescent". Set back from the road, it consists of two tall
terraces, each of nine three-bay three-storey houses, all either stuccoed or rendered, with
Georgian glazing complete, constructed on a very slight and elegant curve. Though the fac
ades are very plain - even the doorways are left unemphasised - these terraces could sparkle
if well repainted as a single unit. Unfortunately the Theatre Royal which used to provide a
centre-piece was burned down in 1863, and the "New Bible Christian Church" (by Le Sueur and
Bree), 1869, which replaced it, was demolished in 1969, leaving only a rather derelict
parking-lot on the site; but by a happy accident, St. James' school house - a very nice plain
stone Gothic revival building, well cared for - though set a long way back, helps to fill the
visual gap.
Inglis wrote, in 1835, that the Crescent was "inhabited chiefly by the English; ...consider
ably improved in its appearance by the Theatre, which forms the centre of the arch, and whose
pretty Greek portico is an agreeable relief to the plainness of the buildings that flank it."
This, and the similar terraces and villas of the 1830's and 1840's along Clarence Road and
Grosvenor Street, deserve to be revalued and upgraded. If they are no longer convenient for
use as family houses, they could perhaps be taken over by the States Housing Committee and
modernised internally to provide flats.

ST. JAMES'S CHURCH, ST. JAMES STREET: B : 1829 (first incumbent). Original plans by Mr. -Way,
based apparently on St. James's, Guernsey. (Attempts to enlist the help of John Wilson,
architect of St. James's, Guernsey, failed as he regarded the cost limits imposed by the
building Committee as quite unrealistic, and, having expressed himself as adamant that a sum
of at least £4,000 had to be considered if the building was to reflect credit on the Founders
and Architect, eventually simply desisted from answering letters addressed to him). Founda
tion stone January 1st 1827 - but in May the plans were judged "very incorrect and defective^',
and Messrs. Wigg and Co. were appointed architects, their new plans being "much enlarged and
greatly improved". By 1828, £3,847 had been expended, and it was estimated that a further
£2,294 would be required. The opening of the Chapel for divine service took place on 1st
November 1829: the ultimate cost exceeded £8,400: the Founders might have done better to
stick with John Wilson after all. "It... has every appearance, on passing the front with the
double pinnacled towers, of a small Cathedral.... The towers have embattled walls, and lofty
decorated pinnacles at each corner of them." The facade very fine, slim and vertical, twin
towers with foliated pinnacles - but oh horror, the crockets recently amputated - a little
in the Portuguese taste (Mateus Ros^); the interior a good early example of Gothick, pendant
ceiling carried on slim clustered columns; John Hayward advised on the ventilation system in
1844. Raked gallery; nice pews with brass umbrella-stands, but somebody has removed the drip-
trays. Three of the tall windows are filled with dreadful public-lavatory glass bricks (Z) -
why on earth? It is a shame that a building of so much sparkle and merit should have been
so maltreated.

De la Croix admired it, but deplored the excavation of the site: "Edifice gothique dont les
clochers perces a jour feraient un tres bon effet, si'on n'avait pas eu la maladresse, en
baissant tout ce quartier, d'enlever huit 1 dix pieds de terre du lieu ou elle est construite."

GROSVENOR STREET.

"THE TERRACE": B : 1826. A very plain, but on the whole rather magnificent, long large
terrace of stucco houses. Fifteen houses, no less than 45 bays in all, three-storey-plus-
basement with a few dormers, set up and back behind a bushy garden; Georgian glazing pattern
rather incomplete, but nine of the fifteen houses retain the original attractive geometrical
fanlights. Fainted, warmly and recently, as a single unit: to the striking advantage of the
whole neighbourhood. The accurate dating of this terrace is due to the remarkable fact that,
in June 1825, a builder's ladder with no less than 16 men on it collapsed.

NO. 16 and GROSVENOR LODGE. NO. 17: - :A curious pair of dwellings, inextricably linked with
• ' . • . - '• M. ^ ^ J J W

each other; to the comer of Pleasant Street a tall two-storey late Regency stucco house, the
frontage to Grosvenor Street having only two very large windows and dormer with a pleasant
Gothicky balcony; console doorcase to Pleasant Street. Somehow mixed up with this an Edward
ian villa with roof of small red tiles, walls of pink granite but for grey quoins and dress
ings carried up to the chimneys. Elaborate baluster rail balconies. Curious L-shaped tiled
porch. Rather spoiled by crude cement facing to part of the ground floor facade. Ornate
and wiggly iron railings. A couple of groves of palm trees, but no camels.

COLLEGE HILL: - : At comer halfway down hill: the remains of a handsome and early cast-iron
ventilation column, fluted, with exceptionally crisp anthemion pattem omament around the
base.

NOS. 1. 2 and 3: - : Three very modest two-storey houses, no. 1 four-bay at an angle to nos.
2 and 3, each three-bay. Rough-cast, white-washed, pantiles; window reveals, sills and door
ways well painted in cheerful colours. This little group of white-washed buildings, mral in
character, is reminiscent of Cornwall, Wales or even Ireland.

CLARENCE ROAD (EAST SIDE).

NOS. 1-4. DON TERRACE: - : Tall stucco semi-detached three-storey villas, of about 1850,
nw-gi nr.nd; side wings and linking block castellated; painted pilasters neatly staking

out the lines of division.

VILLAS: - : Gardiner House, Sussex House, and other villas (some terraced, some free-stand-
ing), tai of stucco, all of the period 1835-1850, all of considerable dignity, some three-
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storey, some four-storey, lend character to the steep hillside below Victoria College; Sussex
House has a nice fierce lion couchant above Its side doorway.

CLARENCE TERRACE (INCLUDING CLARENCE HOTEL AND HQS. 3. 4. 5. 6): - : A terrace of six tall
three-storey-and-dormer stucco houses, with Doric porticoes, Georgian glazing complete,
shutters to all the upper windows; worth repainting as a single unit.

MONT PINEL (EAST SIDE)

DOURO TERRACE: - : c.1839. An exceptionally dour and forbidding terrace of three-storey
houses, grimly covered In cement rendering, high up on the hillside; 20 bays long (It would
have been even longer If the money had not run out). In 1839, two lots of finished houses,
three lots of unfinished houses, and three lots of building sites, were offered for sale by
auction. Ionic porticoes; could look surprisingly well If better painted.

(WEST SIDE)

MONT PINEL LODGE: - : A two-storey five-bay Regency villa of stucco, glazing bars complete,
palmetto-capltalled fluted pilasters at the door-case, a pleasing bay window above; also a
peculiar sagging wooden balcony attached to the gable end.

HIT.T.TOP VILLA; - : Next door, a smaller two-bay two-storey stucco house, with an extension
embracing a very nice bay-wlndow-orlel; Georgian-glazed throughout.

VICTORIA COLLEGE: B ; Inside the entrance gate, a charming small porch; overhanging canted
gable with dormer supported on two "rustic" columns cemented to Imitate bark-covered tree
trtmks. Triangular recesses over windows and door.
Facing entrance gate, Howard Davis Memorial Hall, a rather grim stone Gothic revival block of
1935. Castellated parapet to match older parts of the school. Large clock (a replica of
that at Greenwich Observatory) facing road.
The main building of 1852 Is by John Hayward of Exeter. Originally J.C. Buckler (runner-up
to Sir Charles Barry In the competition for the Houses of Parliament) was engaged; but the
tenders exceeded his estimates by an unacceptable margin, and his services were dispensed
with In 1849. The opening of Hayward's building took place, with a quarrelsome ceremony, on
29th September 1852. A tall, symmetrical, rather heavy-handed Gothic revival building, the
main central slab relieved only by hexagonal turrets at either end. The whole top castella
ted. Tall chimney-stacks, very prominent, five pots on each stack. Disappointing from close
up, but really rather fine when seen from below, and from a distance, on the summit of Its
steeply-sloping site. Porch with armorial shields and sandstone heads which have largely
worn away. Three-light windows (tall above, squat below) with tracery, divided by heavy
buttresses. The principal material Is squared grey granite, but some of the dressings are In
squared pink granite and some of a softer, whiter stone, more suitable-for carving. The
upper floor of the main front of the block contains the tall and Impressive school hall, with
hammer-beam roof, panels with lists of medallists and prize-winners, and some rather grand
paintings; from the tall windows It Is possible to see, when standing (but not otherwise),
out to sea. Ansted wrote half-heartedly, "One view of the College Is good; and though want
ing vigour, the style selected Is not without merit. There Is, however, a want of some
centralising feature especially noticeable from the west to north; and the building Is hardly
seen from most parts of the town, owing to the absence of any tower or prominent elevation."
Post-war additions In a variety of styles - all by the States Architect's office; the arch
itects have applied much Ingenuity and no doubt derived much enjoyment from the Invention of
a style marrying the contemporary manner with mid-19th century battlements. New octagonal
music department under construction, likewise battlemented. The west side of the main build
ing Is partly masked by a long low L-shaped range, the Science wing, of whlte-palnted concrete
with metallic doors and windows. The stone additions have proved preferable.
The entrance range of classrooms and laboratories, of 1911, Is by Edmund Berteau, the States
Engineer. It Incorporates a large archway with Gothic mouldings and crockets, and a court
yard of single-storey buildings, castellated with Gothic openings, terminating In a larger
two-storey classroom block, all of La Moye granite. In the courtyard^bronze statue of the
Juvenile Sir Galahad, by Alfred Turner, constituting the school's war memorial. Good In Its
way and of Its date, but a slightly sickly translation of the concept of Donatello's St.
George to a very young man - little more than an adolescent.
A : On the hillside overlooking the town a former summer house of about 1810, sole surviving
appurtenance of the earlier house on the Mount Pleasant estate. In the form of a very correct
ly detailed Doric temple. A single room of considerable charm opening on to the portico and
looking out over St. Heller. Lesser rooms Incorporated In the podium. Restored 1972. Unfor-
timately the charm of this little building has been considerably vitiated by the fact that
modem classroom blocks have been built right up against It - much too close and much too
overpowering. This apart, the wooded College grounds are charming.

COLLEGE HOUSE. MONT MILLAIS: B : 1901, by Edmund Berteau. Here again, as with the main college
buildings, an eminent English architect - Thomas ("Examination Schools") Jackson was first
engaged to produce designs; but dismissed when his scheme proved too expensive. Berteau, an
old boy, son of the college art master, by now States Engineer, produced more economical
designs: It Is edifying to note that the Committee agreed to spend an extra £300 on red tiles
Instead of slates, but not to Instal mains water or electric light; demonstrating a sense of
priority to be accorded to aesthetic over utilitarian considerations not nowadays often met
with. A very Impressive and meticulous stone range of buildings In a kind of Edwardlan-
Jacobethan style; Georgian glazing upstairs, mulllon-and-transom below; strongly-emphasised
gables; the main block of nine bays, first projecting wing four bays, further projection
three bays; three storeys with tiled roof. Out of fashion, but by no means to be sniffed at.
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AREA C-THETOWN CENTRE
THE TOWN CHURCH (PARISH CHURCH OF ST. HELIER):A : The Town Church is, basically, a 14th cent
ury church, incorporating remains of earlier work, very substantially "restored" in the
1860's; at the hands of what architect, none of the historians of the church bother to say,
but in fact designs by G.F. Bodley were rejected and the work was carried out to plans by a
John Elliot, and completed in 1868. Externally, it is a pleasing building of reddish granite,
the nave on one side flanked by the south aisle, on the other by lower addenda of which the
tiled roof sweeps down to within a few feet of the ground. At the crossing is a square tower
with plain parapet, two string-courses, clock, and small comer gargoyles. The windows have
good tracery, some of it flamboyant; and laodem wooden door furniture follows the flamboyant
style. The handsome railings were erected in 1845 by Joseph le Rossignol, iron-founder, to
designs by the local artist Jean le Capelain.
The chancel may represent the remains of an 11th century chantry erected near the seashore;
chapels to north and south, and the transept, were erected in the 12th century. The church
took essentially its present form in the 14th century, and a ceremony of consecration took
place in 1341. Thereafter it remained little altered, apparently, apart from the insertion
of box-pews, three-decker pulpit, and galleries (seven of them - one reserved for "funeurs") -
until the "restoration" of 1864-8, when the nave was lengthened, and the south transept,
vestry and porch were added; the galleries, pews and pulpit were removed; and the interior of
the church was (alas) brought into accord with the mid-Victorian proprieties.
Internally, the history of the church is confusing, not to say puzzling; various remains of
earlier arches and arcading are visible in the vaults of chancel and north transept. The
whitewashed pointed barrel-vaulting of chancel and nave is extremely impressive, especially
when seen from the gallery in the wooden-roofed extension to the west. The ribbed crossing
is effective; the south aisle is also barrel-vaulted.
The chancel contains a colourful reredos of the Last Supper, of 1889; the east window, like
the rest of the glass in the church, dates from this period, and is undistinguished. However,
there are a number of interesting memorials on the walls and in the churchyard; astonishingly,
these seem never to have been catalogued in any detail. The more notable amongst them
include (clockwise, reading from the altar):

(a) A: Peirson monument, by J. Bacon, London, 1784; obelisk, urn, portrait lunette, faithful
hound; below, a medallion portraying Peirson, dying, attended by angel and soldier. Inscribed
"To the memory of Major Francis Peirson who when this island was invaded by the French fell,
bravely fighting, at the head of the British and Island troops. He died in the flower of
youth and in the moment of victory on the 6th day of January 1781 aged 24." A rather rxm-of-
the-mill production by one of the leading London sculptors of the period.

(b) A:Dame Madeleine Ourell, d.l743, not dated or signed, but attributed by Miss Legouix on
strong evidence to Sir Henry Cheere. A large marble aedicule of mourning lady holding por
trait lunette, with sorrowing putti; an extremely accomplished work.

(c) ^:John Durell, K.C., d.l725, his wife d.l724, and Capt. George Durell, R.N., d.l7S4,
commemorated in a single florid obelisk, with two good portrait busts flanking an urn,
lengthy inscription, three flapping Reynolds-style putti below; not signed or dated, but also
attributed by Miss Legouix to Sir Henry Cheere; again a sophisticated piece of work by an
accomplished sculptor.

(d) Maximilian Norreys, d.l591, aet.24 - an early inscribed tablet.

(e) Gertrude Amy, d.l647.

(f) Magnus Kempenfelt, Lt.Governor, d.l727.

(g) B: A nice vertical-elliptical marble tablet to Captain Lamb of Rye, d.l795.

(h) B: Charles d'Auvergne, d.l797.

(!) A good horizontal-elliptical plaque to Edouard Patriarche and members of his family,
of whom the last died in 1776, in well-spaced and well-executed italic lettering.

BOND STREET; G : A good terrace, facing church and churchyard, of three-storey houses, most
of the Georgian glazing pattern still in place; none of any great distinction, but appropriate
as part of the frame of the church, and well worth a co-ordinated scheme of restoration and
redecoration. Unless otherwise stated, all the houses in the terrace are of three storeys
and three bays.

NO. 2: - : A rendered house with a pleasant pedimented doorcase, fanlight perhaps a replace
ment .

NO. 3 (COLERAINE CHAMBERS): - : A four-bay house, still Georgian-glazed, incorporating a
former shop-window; pleasant enough as it stands.

NO. 4: - : A five-bay three-storey-and-basement house, comparatively early, but unhappily
most of its fine stonework has been rendered over - could this not here be stripped away?

NO. 6: - : Tuscan single porch.

NOS. 7 and 8: - : A curious Tuscan double porch, with columns and answering pilasters, simple
semi-circular fanlights, and good railings.
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51. Grand Hotel, by Colcutt, of 1890, photographed
about 1910 (A 2 a).

52. Southampton Hotel, Weighbridge, of 1899 (A 2 c).
53. Royal Yacht Hotel (A 4 a).
54. 'Grand Hotel du Calvados', now (perhaps originally?)

banking house, 27 HiU Street fC 7b).
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CHURCH BOUSE/NORWICH UNION HOUSE; - : 1969. Admired by some, but not by me. This seems to me
an insensitive range of two- and four-storey office buildings to incorporate into the church
yard. Fussy and fidgety, it detracts from the setting. Perhaps the trouble was that the
architect was trying too hard. The stonework is of grey, not, as the environment demands,
pink granite; the windows are framed in aluminium strip} the concrete vertical members are
gnawed and teased on their way upwards to terminate in unnecessary finials and balustrade.

ROYAL SQUARE; G : The original market-place of the town until 1803; a charming but irregularly-
shaped open space; the charm the outcome of accident rather than design, for if ever there was
a whole whose merit is greater than the sum of its parts, this is it. Hill correctly states:
"The chief recommendation of the Royal Square, is that it is a well-paved promenade, and ad
mirably adapted for the purpose for which it is generally used, namely, 'business and gossip'."
Inglis, less kindly, wrote in 1834 that it was "the resort only of the male lounger." None
of the buildings which surround the square is of any special architectural merit; few would
deserve listing if they stood in other parts of the town; yet this is unquestionably one of
those haphazard collocations of buildings which add up to a Group of real iiiq>ortance. This
said, it would be well to upgrade the surrounding buildings whenever any opportunity occurs;
and any further alterations should be pondered long.
Most of the square is granite-paved, but there are still two tarmac roadways which should be
e:q>elled as soon as possible. There are also horse-chestnut trees, mostly planted in 1894;
and a variety of reasonably discreet and unobtrusive litter-bins and benches. The letters
"VEGA" (the V enormously larger than the other letters) and date "1945" were inset in the
paving-stones in the presence of the German occupying troops, under the pretext of commemor
ating the visits of the Red Cross ship Vega.

STATUE OF GEORGE II: A : In.the middle of the paved space, a charming gilded-lead statue of
King George II, somewhat less than life-size, but dressed up as Caesar, by John Cheere of
London, erected in 1751. Bronze, iron or marble would do nothing here; this glimpse of true
gold provides an ideal centrepiece, and it was in honour of the statue, tmveiled with much
martial pomp on July 9th, 1751, that the Royal Square was so named. The present granite
pedestal is not original, but was erected in January, 1819. Curiously, the history of this
statue had been conqiletely forgotten by the mid-19th century, when a myth grew up that this
figure of a Roman Eiqieror had been salvaged from a stranded ship and renamed to suit the
square - despite the fact that the pseudo-Caesar was (quite discemibly) wearing the Order of
the Garter!

UNITED CLUB: - : The tall club-house, three-storey-and-attic, stuccoed, originally contained
an arcaded market-house or corn-market on the ground floor; the granite arches survive, but
have been cannibalised by the regrettable single-storey extension, now occupied by National
Westminster Bank. The attic storey displays, between scrolled volutes, the arms of Jersey,
and the Royal arms; the second storey is Georgian-glazed; the first floor has tall French
windows. The earlier and much preferable appearance of this building can be deduced from the
side elevation, good four-storey stucco, Georgian glazing complete, with plain pilasters above
and fluted Ionic pilasters on the ground floor.

NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK OFFICES/PICKET HOUSE: - : The Bank now occupies the plain three-
storey stucco building opposite, with rusticated ground floor; pleasant if of no distinction;
and has been allowed to colonise the charming little two-storey military picket house of 1803
next door - of brick happily painted to match the stucco - with porch carried on four very
slim cast-iron columns, and an agreeable sundial (nicely repainted) set into the wall, which
rather eccentrically exhorts the passer-by to set his watch by the dial - by Jersey time, not
Greenwich Mean Time, naturally! Inscribed:

"Reg^ulate your clocks by the Sun Dial
correction must be made

for the equation of time
Which is given in all the Almanacks."

NOS. 13-16. ROYAL SQUARE. NO. 1 PBIRSON PLACE; B : Nos. 13 and 14, built between 1676 and 1699
-j ci "f.o Mn-iann Hit Nos. 15 and 16 similar but later, builtand forming the Patriarche's "La Uaison du Harch§". Nos. 15 and 16 similar but later, built

for the Patriarche sons. Three-storey-and-dormer, granite, partly stuccoed, partly rendered,
but the original heavy surrounds to the segmental-headed windows in the two upper storeys and
simple pilasters of granite blocks still unaltered (visible in Copley's painting, "The Death
of Major Peirson"). On the ground floor shop fronts altered, but reasonably acceptable.

PEIRSON PUB; B : A pleasant ordinary five-bay four-storey stone building, with excellent
strong lettering, ornamented with romantic bullet-marks (or should one call them musket-ball-
holes?); these are 'restorations' of the originals; for in 1837 Giffard wrote "The impression
of the very balls or shots fired in the engagement, were till very lately preserved in the
very state, in which they actually lodged against a house in the corner of the Square."

COSY CORNER PUB: - : On the east side of the square, another pub, three-bay four-storey stucco
but this time with blue and white plastic lettering affixed (offensively, on a site such as
this) so as to mask the pretty iron railing below the upper windows.

ppAungw OP COMMERCIE; B : Next door, the Chamber of (k>mmerce building, a tall four-storey five-
bay rendered house, Victorian-glazed, the ground floor divided up by Ionic pilasters.

ROYAL COURT. STATES CHAMBER. LIBRARY: - : The square is closed to the south by the range of
States Buildings. This group constitutes the heart of St. Holier and lends dignity to the
Royal Square. As a centrepiece to the town, it serves very well, but its merits are not
architectural. It is wholly satisfactory neither in mass, silhouette, colour, texture, shape
nor detail: it is uncomfortably like an ancient aircraft-carrier run aground by accident in
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the Royal Square. Yet It undoubtedly comnands the affection of the citizens, who like the
Royal Square exactly as It Is; and no doubt by now It has acquired historical and sentimental
associations which are not evident to an outsider.

The central section, containing the Royal Court (completed 1866, to designs by Thomas
Galllchan, the States Architect; remodelled by Philip Le Sueur and Philip Bree, 1877), Is much
the most satisfactory part. It Is at least of stone from top to toe: In a pleasant Itallanate
style. Inspired by Charles Barry. The ground floor Is rusticated granite, with seven bays of
segmental-headed windows; the principal floor has seg^mental pediments over the windows; new
and old coats of arms, brightly painted, were Incorporated above the doorways; the composition
Is topped by a fine extravagant oversalllng Italian cornice.
The ground floor of the eastern section, of stone, was added In 1879 to accommodate the Public
Registry and Judicial Greffe; It was decided In the same year that the States should be pro
vided with an Assembly Room on top; and this was ultimately built (as part of the same con
tract as the Library) to designs by Messrs. Ancell and Orange; completed only In 1887. There
Is a considerable contrast between the lower and upper parts of this section of the building.
The ground floor Is of rusticated granite, with rusticated columns In antls at the entrance
to the Chamber; but all above, even the entablature of the portico. Is rendered - even the
pediment, even the (terlnthlan pilasters dividing the five tall round-headed windows.
The States Order Paper Is advertised outside, like a menu. In a little glazed box.
The western section contains the Library and States' Greffe; completed 1886, also to designs
by Ancell and Orange. The part next to the old court-house Is of granite all the way up,
embracing a pediment borne on Ionic columns In antls, large round-headed central window,
segmental-headed windows on either side, (all enclosed in an antl-plgeon-cage), and a
segmental-headed portico on rusticated columns.
The final section Is like a layer-cake: the first two levels of rusticated granite, the prin
cipal floor, containing seven bays of seg;mental-pedlmented windows, rendered, and the attic
storey stuccoed and painted.
The comers of the whole mass are rounded at each end: the western facade, facing the Town
Church, of 1931 by Roy Blampled, has an extra-pompous portico of double rusticated Ionic
columns; the nicest part of this front Is the pair of entwined dolphins In the attic parapet.
The Hill Street frontage Is all rendered. Incoherent In Its building line, and regrettably
nondescript.

MULCASTER STREET (SOUTH SIDE)

THE GRAPES: B : Splendid florid three-bay three-storey public house, stucco with tremendous
ornament; the top storey set back behind a parapet surmounted by Britannia (clutching pljnvood
trident), lion and puttl; at either end lavish urns, one full of grass, linked by an enormous
festoon of earned fruits (Including melons) hanging loose, all gaily painted. The windows of
the floors below with Vltruvlan architraves, framed between "public house Corinthian" coliunns;
curious artlfIclal-fern cast-iron balcony painted green carried on console brackets Incorpor
ating (very appropriately) btmches of grapes. All the carving Is by "Turnkey" Glffard, ex-
prlson warder, then grocer, who set up as a monumental mason In 1877. ^ The groimd floor
unhappily completely ruined by a very shoddy modem front.

NORTH SIDE: - : The north side of the street from Bond Street to Wharf Street Is a single
quite coherent terrace of three-storey buildings, stuccoed or rendered, not well painted, with
disappointing shop fronts below; but Bond Street Chambers (of the mld-1850's) tums the corner
Into Bond Street with an elegant curve, and Its door and shop windows are framed in pairs of
fluted pilasters, the doorway to Mercantile Creditors Co. Ltd. having nice Ionic capitals.

WILLIAMS & GLYN'S BANK. WHARF STREET: - : Three-storey-plus-dormers, six bays; heavy stucco
of about 1860, massive and pleasant, the tum Into Hope Street linking with a fine four-
storey three-bay house, part only of the good granite walls encased In rendering. Converted
to bank premises 1963 by Le Sueur and Baker.

HILL STREET (NORTH SIDE)

NO. 23: - Three-storey five-bay with a stucco facade but rusticated to Its full height.
Georgian glazing bars complete upstairs. Pleasant cast-iron window dividers on ground floor.
Rather austere, but pleasanter than average none the less.

NO. 27: B : New Guarantee Trust of Jersey. An extremely fine tall Itallanate palace In a
style Influenced by Barry's Travellers' Club In London, probably 1845-55. Said to have been
built as the Calvados Hotel, though It looks more like a mld-Vlctorlan banking house. The
groimd floor granite, very heavily rusticated, with three round-headed openings In which an
undue quantity of plain glass has been Inserted. The upper storey stucco; the three very
tall windows of the piano noblle framed In very correct aedicules with Corinthian engaged
columns and triangular pediments, the whole topped by an oversalllng cornice carried on
console brackets.

N0« 35: - : Incorporates "Little Lantern". There are too many examples In St. Heller of once
fine old houses treated as this one has been. Three-bay three-storey-plus-basement, with a
fine flight of granite steps running up to the front door. Front door and first floor windows
with segmental heads cut out of the granite; above the middle window the Inscription PH.AC
1737, but almost all the stonework has been obscured by ugly rendering. Original Georgian
sashes have gone from first and second floor windows. The flimsy "contemporary" halr-dresslng
saloon picture window fills the first floor. The segmental fanlight has Illuminated coloured
glass, and most Incongruous of all, twee little bogus Georgian bow-front and door with bottle-
bottom glass have been Inserted In the basement. The result Is a sorry mess.
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Public Buildings

55. Museum, Pier Road, of 1817 (A 9 a).
56. Royal Court, Royal Square iC 4).
57. States Buildings, Royal Square, soon after the planting

of the chestnut trees in 1894.
58. Harbour Office of 1863 (A 3).
59'. Town Hall, York Street, of 1872 (066).
60. The Market of 1882;postcard of 1904 (C 14 d).
61. Masonic Temple, of 1864 (C 41 c).
62. Abattoir ("Betail Etranger, 1888"), (A 3).
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HILL STREET (SOOTH SIDE)

WO. 16; - : Five-bay three-storey house incorporating datestone IP 1748, but the roof-line
apparently altered, the facade stuccoed, and segmental-headed sashes (single below, double
above) inserted. Scrolly console doorcase with bunches of grapes, probably about 1840 when
the front was altered. Numerous brass plates and gilt letters for advocates, solicitors and
notaries. Old-fashioned shutters to ground floor windows. All a bit spoiled by the flag
pole, lamp bracket, down-spout and very prominent ventilation pipe attached to the front.

NOS. 24 (TRINITY CHAMBERS) AND 26; - : A very pleasing pair of late Victorian stucco office
buildings with heavy (but not over-heavy) detailing including a roundel above each opening
and a rather jolly cornice which on No. 24 bobs up in two segmental hoods topped by urns.
The addition of an attic storey to No. 26 was rather a pity. This is an excellent example of
architectural good manners, when a single architect designs two adjoining buildings so that
they are both nicely matched yet nicely differentiated. Both very well painted at present.

QHEEN STREET (NORTH SIDE): - : A curved very commercialised street, recently paved as a
pedestrian area, with many obtrusive signs

ETAM etc•: - : A large and not ill-designed three-storey modern block in a pattern of 6 x 3 x
il V Q V /I V Q KnwM* 4-U^ .^1 I J _ _ _t-_ ^ « .

- ' • • O — AM C4 i. b>VXU Wi o 35

4x3x4x3 bays; the ground floor recessed in a shallow arcade; preserving traditional
window opening proportions upstairs. The projecting central three bays of random granite,
but above the lintel of the arcade has been inserted the datestone from the previous building
on the site, reading IH.1751. It is a good thing to preserve these datestones, but it would
be even better if, when a stone from an old building is reinserted in its successor, the date
and architect of the new building were shown on a stone alongside, so that the public may
make invidious or complimentary comparisons.

(SOUTH SIDE)

ASSINDER'S JEWbLLERS: ^ : Comer of Queen Street and Halkett Place. A very odd ornate block
• —- I > - — — —' ^ ^ • -- » j WAMOW wXWB

of 1882 incorporating a somewhat bewildering profusion of decorative motifs and, especially,
textures. Three-storey-plus-dormers framed in round-headed stone architraves; the tradition
al shop front framed in slim dividers, very restrained and pleasant. On the first floor
rusticated bands of stonework, alternate bands vermiculated. The windows in pairs divided by
marble columns topped by grotesque masks. Above this a kind of crenellated band of blue and
white ceramic tiles; above this a very odd carved and patterned frieze including a cable
moulding; above this single windows divided by strange textured panels and again topped by
ceramic tiles. The curved corner well handled. Though gloomy, this is a building which
grows on one.

KING STREET; - : Part of the shopping centre of the town, now paved as a pedestrian area, and
having a pleasant if very commercial character.

(SOUTH SIDE)

MAINE'S JEWELLERS: - : King Street and turning into Brook Street. Nice c.1830 extensive shop
front curving round corner, with pretty frilly cast-iron railing above the fascia.

WARREN. NO. 73: 0 : Shop front framed in two Ionic pilasters; but there was not room for the
left hand one in full, so it has been squeezed to produce one of the oddest architectural
features possible!

(NORTH SIDE)

DB GRUCHY'S: - : The entrance to the arcade (opened 1883), with its ornate pediment topped by
urns and its elaborate ironwork, shows how fine this complex must have been until the very
mean and unworthy post-war alterations.

NOS. 2 and 2^. CHARING CROSS; - : Two-storey cottage-like shops, five windows above, Georgian-
glazed. The Jersey Wool Shop, early 19th century fascia hardly altered apart from the removal
of glazing bars; squat low doorway in the centre of the block. Shop front of No. 2i altered
but not beyond restoration. Between the two, a surprising and atmospheric intimate alley-way
behind a black front door.

BROAD STREET: -

de St. Hilier".

"proposed" monument.
1855 to a design by Thomas Gallichan, the States Architect, and stands on a tall plinth with
concave sides, traditional lamps and lions' masks which were originally water fountains for
the horses at the adjacent cab-stand. It is very nicely sited in alignment with Library
Place, so that it and the gilded statue of George II are visible from each other.

A pleasantly-scaled street, few buildings outstanding, but a number of
Georgian upper halves which would be missed. Widening out into a pleasant triangular space
with five lime trees surrounding telephone boxes, public lavatories (1910) and obelisk.

LE SUEUR OBELISK: - : (not a monolith). To Pierre Le Sueur (1811-53), "cinq fois ^lu Conn^table
In 1854, Foulton & Woodman advertised themselves as architects of the

Their scheme was not in the event approved; it was in fact erected in
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BROAD STREET (SOUTH SIDE)

POST OFFICE: - : ER VII. 1909. A rather good example of dignified Edwardian public building;ir\fOX \JK s AVAJ • . ASM » * * • . •• - — o «

the three Venetian windows divided by free-standing Ionic columns and with semicircular re
cessed tympana above being particularly fine; unhappily ruined as a composition by the inser
tion of a wide recessed porch with tiles, to accommodate the philatelic bureau.

HAMBROS: - : 1971; B.J.R. Gamer, & Associates. A good reconstruction of a three-storey-and-
dormer four-bay house, Georgian-glazed throughout; plastered and white painted, incorporating
a slab PM.MC. 1762; the new granite dentilled pediment over the doorway a bit disappointing.

LLOYDS BANK. CONWAY STREET; - : The main block turning the corner into Broad Street. A very
solid classical composition of 1858; ground floor rusticated granite with round-headed
windows. Upper floor, round-headed windows framed between Corinthian engaged columns and
pilasters. Heavy cornice with surprising lions' heads; not outstanding, but solid and full of
character. The addition of 1963 to the south, and the pergolas on the roof intended to link
the new to the old, strike an outsider as less than tactful.

LIBRARY PLACE

NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK: A : Comer of Library Place/New Cut. 1873, by John Hayward, for
the Jersey Banking Company; acquired in 1887 by Robin Brothers, Jersey Commercial Bank. A
fine example of post-Ruskinian Venetian Gothic with interesting variations in the arrangement
of pointed windows between the two facades. The main door is on the corner which, for once,
is not rounded. Walls of squared pink granite with dressings of a lighter colour and pink
polished marble columns dividing the windows. Lettering and notices less obtrusive than in
many others. The extensions of 1932 and, of 1962, in Brook Street, are uninspired, but com
paratively unobjectionable.

MIDLAND BANK: B : Part 1864, for Channel Islands Bank, the remainder 1900 by Adolph Curry.
A very extravagant tall narrow building on a peninsular site between Library Place and Vine
Street. Ground floor msticated granite with round-headed windows, heavy keystones, voussoirs
and quoins; above this another very tall storey divided by Corinthian engaged columns and
pilasters carrying a heavy architrave with many projections; the windows topped by segmental
pediment carried on wreathed consoles. Another storey above this with a subsidiary entabla
ture and a plain attic on top of that. Very florid ironwork and clock tower above the
entrance.

NO. 5 (FORMER LIBRARY): - : Sedate three-storey three-bay building, begun 1736, by January
1742 "finished except the shelving"; top storey said to have been added 1820, but this seems
improbable, as the staircase seems contemporary with the rainwater heads, dated PF (Philippe
Falle), 1736; yet De La Croix (1845) says firmly "il a exhausse d'un €tage." Ground
floor quoins and a wide string-course of granite; the headers in the brick front wall are
glazed, giving a stippled effect. Windows in upper storeys segmental headed. Glazing bars
complete throughout. Doorway disappointingly modest. An unusually early example of a public
"library, the building saved from redevelopment by the devoted efforts of the island's conser
vationists: and rightly so. (k>ntemptuously dismissed by Hill as "a plain brick building,
devoid of all architectural observation; but...a rich mine of literary wealth."

HAT-ktstT PLACE: - : A most attractive street starting with a curve and a droop downhill at the
Hill Street end, the vista terminated by the cheerfully painted Methodist Church.

(WEST SIDE)

red lion HOTEL; - : Pleasant two-storey three-bay stucco building, Georgian-glazed upstairs
with particularly nice lions on the engraved glass windows below.

JERSEY MECHANICS' INSTITUTE: A : 1873, as Albert Hall; Post Office 1881 to 1909; builders,
Fallaize & Tostevin. "A fine pile of building in the decorated style of architecture...used
for religious worship, public meetings, bazaars, and exhibitions, etc." A remarkably ornate
building in a sort of baroque style, very tall, recently extremely well restored and repaint
ed, with much polychrome ornament applied in stucco above the windows and the oculus window
in the attic parapet. The decorative themes include oak leaves and acorns (ultra large) and
exotic fruits, with on the ground floor female masks and above the central round-headed
window a male bearded mask, all richly coloured and gilded. The ground floor has segmental-
headed openings; the central porch framed in Ionic pilasters. Above this, tall slim (k>rinth-
ian pilasters; the effect overall, which is splendid, is just a little spoiled by the unhappy
siting of a parking sign outside the building, and still more so by the Pepsi sign on the
gable.

(EAST SIDE)

NO. 28: B : 1912, by Messervy and Queree, for Jersey Mutual Insurance Co. A pleasant example
of seemly infill from which contemporary architects could learn much. A three-storey three-
bay office building, on traditional dwelling-house lines, all of granite; the ground floor
centred on a large segmental-headed window with tall keystone; the first floor with well-
proportioned but wider windows; the top storey with a central round-headed window and tall
keystone rising into a gable with a knop on top. All the detail very crisply designed and
executed.
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MARKET; A : 1882; by T.W. Helliwell, of Helllwell and Bellamy, Brighouse, after a competition.
A very large, nearly square, covered space: the outer casing of dressed granite - six gable-
ends to Halkett Place, thirteen bays in all; ten bays to Beresford Street. Excellent patterns
of roimd-headed arches of various heights, filled with good railings and radial grilles,
spoiled a little in some places by corrugated plastic sheeting. Good swan-necked cast-iron
laiiq) brackets and ornate finials on top of the gables. There are subsidiary entrances open
ing onto Market Street and Hilgrove Lane: the gates and railings to the former incorporate
cast-iron and polychromed grapes, bluebirds, vine-leaves, and the heads of ducks, eagles,
bulls, rams, and venison; to the latter, comucopiae, rabbits, eagles, peacocks, grapes and
rams; all topped by fleur-de-lys terminals: all designed by Philippe Le Sueur, States Archi
tect, made by George Le Feuvre, a local iron-founder.
Internally, the space is very light and airy, the roof carried on ranges of cast-iron columns
and floral metal struts, painted dark green, incorporating crowns and coats of arms picked
out in red and gold. The various stalls are tucked away below, like competing booking-offices
below the roof of a railway terminus. Many of them display their wares of fruit, vegetables
and flowers in semi-architectural arrangements.
The octagonal central area is reminiscent of the dome of a palm-house; it houses a splendid
central circular pool and fountain, (A), built by Abraham Viel, the ironwork imported from
J. Dyson of Elland, Yorkshire; the water embracing an island of rockery and greenery, in turn
supporting three layers of creamy ceramic dishes; for supporters, four ceramic putti, each
sitting on a wine-jar, each leaning on a canoe-paddle. A splendid and most satisfying centre
piece.

HALKETT PLACE EVANGELICAL CHURCH: — : 1855; Poulton and Woodman; originally French Congrega
tional: on the site of an earlier church of 1807, the first Nonconformist chapel in Jersey.
A small but tall dark-grey stone church with dressings which mostly turn out to be of cement,
though, before patching, of Caen stone; the ornate finials alas removed. "In the early
decorated style of Gothic architecture." The cross in the quatrefoil above the centre window
disconcertingly made of ventilating tiles. Very good railings, nicely painted (A).
The interior, W, polygonal, with a gallery - a second gallery was projected, but never
built - borne on 14 very tall columns of Caen stone, divided by pointed arches with foliated
capitals very crisply carved, and good (painted) stone pulpit with ornate railings. Conceal
ed "singing pew" behind the pulpit. Central roof-lantem, on timber hammer-beams. Nicely
painted and varnished timbers. Under threat of demolition: but this would be a great shame.
The form of this church is related quite closely to that of an Elizabethan theatre like the
Globe, and, with supporting facilities in the church hall at the rear, it could become a
successful and flexible (and much-needed) Arts Centre, concert hall, theatre-in-the-round,
and exhibition room for both town and island.

NAPIER HOUSE. NO. 86: - : A nice little two-storey-and-dormer three-bay stucco house with
pantiled roof, recessed from the street, late Georgian; Georgian glazing appears complete.
Pleasant simple doorcase with very attractive fanlight. Good railings, well painted.

WESLEY GROVE METHODIST CHURCH: B

HILGROVE LANE.

1847. Architect, Philippe Bree: "le fr^re Br^e a ete
appoints' S surveiller I'ouvrage a une livre Stg. British par semaine." Restoration by Adolph
Curry, 1901, included pulpit, pews, and enlarged choir gallery.
An important building, closing the long vista up Halkett Place, stucco, very well cared for
and painted. In principle, Italianate - classical, but an endearingly naive piece of work;
the pedimented facade is borne on pilasters in the crazily unclassical rhythm of 2:1:2:1:2,
and the windows are Tudor in shape. But this sort of bastard-classical style makes a robust
and useful contribution to any townscape.
Internally an extremely large almost square preaching house with gallery carried on cast-iron
columns, compartmented ceiling, elaborate and prettily painted organ case in the recess behind
the prayer desk/pulpit, which latter is exceptionally large - capable of accommodating around
30 preachers at a time, carried on elephantine octagonal mahogany legs with twin staircases
at the rear. Elegant white-painted cast-iron and mahogany railings surrounding the gallery
of the pulpit and the floor below. Excellent pine pews throughout. Church very well decor
ated and cared for. Simple geometrical glass windows. A tablet states that the architect,
Philippe Bree, died 10th February 1881, aged 69 years. "II fut 1'architects de ce Temple;
mais il eut surtout a coeur 1'Erection du Temple spirituel 'dont Dieu est 1'Architects et le
Fondateur'." Le Lievre says this church was the "coup d'essai et en meme temps le coup de
maltre" of Philippe Bree, "qui fut le fils de son oeuvre, et qui y mit tout son coeur et tout
son talent". He was architect also of the Methodist Chapel at Six-Rues, "un charmant edifice
gothique", of 1861.

PRINCE OF WALES: - : Three-storey three-bay stucco public house, glazing bars complete up
stairs. Doorway with uncommonly handsome cobweb fanlight; very nice unspoilt pub fascia of
about 1820, with ornamental lamp above.

ENTRANCE TO MARKET: - : Tall central round-headed arch and square-headed side entrances,
pedimented granite gateway set back from street in a modest quadrant. For gates, see Market
buildings, no. C 14d.

HILGROVE STREET, NORTH SIDE: From Halkett Street to Bath Street, a pleasant group of

three-storey houses, all stuccoed, all with shops below, but proportions and detailing very
pleasant, though not exceptional. Four houses in Hilgrove Street were advertised as newly
erected, and for sale, in February 1829.
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Commercial Buildings

63. 'London City & Midland Bank', now Midland
Bank (C 13 b).

64. Godfray's Warehouse, Anley Street, of about
1852 (C 651.

65. National Westminster Bank, of 1873 (C 13 a).
66. Lloyds Bank, Conway Street, of 1858 fC 12}.
67. Assinder's, Queen Street, of 1882 fC 8 b).
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MAwngT STREET; - : A pleasant short traffic-free street, oostly two-storey-plus-dormer,
partly three-storey, all stuccoed, mostly well painted, leading to subsidiary gateway to
Market. Archway with pediment. For gates, see Market buildings. No. C 14d.

HALKETT STREET: - : A pleasantly-scaled shopping street mostly three-storey, mostly stucco;
pleasant character though no individual building of much interest.

BERBSFORD STREET (SOUTH SIDE),

REACTION; - : Comer of Beresford Street and Halkett Street. A good three-storey-plus-dormer
stucco building, three bays on each side, round-headed staircase window at rear, still partly
Georgian-glazed. Rather good tall pilasters with palmetto capital's.

VICTORIA CLUB: - : 1894. Adolph Curry. A curious imposing symmetrical high Victorian block,
three-storeys-plus-basement plus central attic, topped by oculus and mansard turret. Pilas
ters on the first and third floor, canted and bowed windows on the first floor. Very heavy
and unclassical porch. Groimd floor rusticated. The whole cement-rendered in a manner dis
concerting both to the sight and to the touch.

(NORTH SIDE)

BERESFORD MARKET: - : 1854; restored 1873 and 1936. Pleasant and dignified pedimented

granite market archway, with square subsidiary openings and coat of arms in tympanum, the
lettering not very happy, the interior disappointing.

cattle STREET; - : A rather pleasant street, smaller in scale than those in the centre of the
town, with a number of buildings of some interest.

(WEST SIDE).

CAESAREA HOTEL: - : Two-storey plus mansard roof and aggressive dormers, the ground floor
spoiled and an unusually ugly group of illuminated signs, but redeemed by the charming grape
and vine leaf pattern of the little cast-iron balcony below the first floor windows.

AURORA HOTEL: - : Two-storey, front 1870's (cut back for road widening, as was the Caesarea),
stucco, very nicely divided up into five bays by single pilasters at the ends and four pairs
of coupled pilasters in between; parapet with a kind of chain and link pattern. Ground floor
spoiled.

hat.wbtT place free CHURCH HALL (LYRIC HALL)/MOTOR SHOP: - : Five-bay two-storey random gran

ite building with pointed windows above, round-headed below, and trefoil in the gablet.

(EAST SIDE).

ENTRANCE TO FORMER FISH MARKET: - : Fine pedimented central archway and screen walls with
subsidiary entrances. Coat of arms in tympanum; dated on imposts 1841 and 1936 (the latter
when facade was set back during road widening). Now giving access to nothing but a dreary
area belonging to the States Telephone Stores.

MINDEN PLACE: - : Now a dreary street, part undistinguished modeim buildings and multi-storey
car park, part vacant lot; redeemed only by the stone back entrance to Beresford Market and
the view of "The Card Shop" on the curving comer between Cattle Street and Burrard Street.

ST. HWf-IER GAT-T.RRIES. NO. 9 JAMES STREET: - : In a group of rather tatty but mildly pleasant
elderly buildings, a good four-bay three-storey former warehouse of random rubble with brick
dressings painted (not Just lately though). Georgian glazing in five windows; loading doors
and pulley-beam still in place. Surprising painted doorway, the doorcase having evidently
been removed. Not very suitable window inserted in former coach arch. If sympathetically
tidied up and freshly painted, this could be outstandingly attractive.

NOS. 8. 8^. 10. BURRARD STREET: -
spouts.

I have never before seen barley sugar rainwater down-

WATBRLOO LANE: - : Narrow, atmospheric, cobbled; it would be a shame to iiiq>rove it.

DUHAMEL PLACE: G : Very pleasant early 19th century terraces (not on 1834 map); some three-
storey, some two-storey-and-basement; a few dormers; Georgian glazing pattern mostly complete
some shutters. Nos. 19-27 with very pleasant pedimented doorcases, granite steps and rather
heavy cast-iron railings. On the opposite side of the street, Nos. 14, 16 and 16 (again) in
a most unusual linked set of three triple pedimented doorcases. Nos. 11-17 three-storey-and-
basement stucco houses with funny variation in arrangement of fluted Ionic engaged columns
at the porches - one pair (Nos. 15/17) having three columns to two doors, the other having
four columns to two doors.
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ODDFELLOWS' HALL. GROVE STREET; -

still part of the group.

VAUXHALL STREET: - : A very pleasant though narrow residential street of perhaps about 1820.
Some of the houses built in pairs - Brussels Place and Hungerford Villas for example. Several
good doorcases. But getting a bit seedy.

BAPTIST CHURCH: ^ : 1851. Originally French Congregational Chapel; bought by Baptists 1887,
when some structural alterations were made by Charles Le Quesne. Here again, a piece of
bastard classicism; the Nonconformist churches clung to the Roman Temple long after the Gothic
revival had begun: a rather dim pediment is carried on four Corinthian pilasters with terrific
capitals, the coliuons and half-columns of the porch are Corinthian too; but the windows are
Gothic! Much of the building has been rather unhappily cement-rendered, but it could look
splendid if well repainted.
Gallery with simple Tudoresque panelling carried on Roman-Ionic wooden columns; parts of the
nave now partitioned off to provide meeting-rooms; fine semicircular iron railing around
preaching platform. Pews below part original, in gallery exceptionally complete and unusual
survival of high-class carpentry, every pew-back slightly sloped, the junctions at the
corners nicely judged. Tudor upstairs windows weirdly divided by Doric-columnar ventilating-
pipes.

ST. MARY AND ST. PETER'S CATHOLIC CHURCH: - : Foundation stone, 1865. Architect, Joseph

Date, Type, Architect, etc

Small Gothic, stucco hall, Baptist, then Unitarian, then
Congregationalist, then again Baptist chapel. Next door two pleasant modest stucco houses
with console bracketed doorways and emphatic keystones; all these part of the group with theii
neighbours in Duhamel Place.

priMAHBT. STREET; - : Very modest scale late-Georgian-style houses (though not on 1834 map).

Hansom - architect of numerous Catholic churches, the R.C. Cathedral, Plymouth, and inventor
of the 'Patent Safety Cab' or Hansom Cab. Hill says, crushingly, "We are sorry not to be en
abled to give a description of this building, after repeated application to the Dean, and
then refused. Rev. J. McCarthy, Dean." This confession seems to demonstrate that Mr. Hill
compiled his Historical Directory by post! Opened 1867 but never completed - an island
financial crisis caused a reversal of fortime; chancel and transepts only completed in 1891,
incorporating the earlier church of 1841 by James Parkinson as a west end; the latter demol
ished in 1965 when a totally inappropriate "with it" new facade was added to Hansom's seemly
if incomplete church, to designs by G.N. Woodcock, rendering ridiculous the school house of
1862 next door. The contrast on going through the church door could not be greater. Inside,
this is an extremely tall church with a hammer-beam timber roof at a steep angle. The point
ed arches and columns and the elaboration of the east end are out of scale with the plainness
of the walls and the rather meagre finishing of the side aisles. The old high altar and
reredos are still happily in place in the tiny chancel, notwithstanding the resiting of the
mass table to meet the needs of the new liturgy. Rather good ornate pulpit of Caen stone
with•marble details.

NO. 26. WINCHESTER STREET: - : About 1834 - though not on 1834 map. Tucked into the comer,a
good two-storey-plus-basement-plus-dormer three-bay house, stucco, well painted; portico with
Tuscan columns and responding pilasters. Glazing pattern complete but not quite the usual.

VICTORIA STREET: - : A pleasant street mostly of two-storey stucco houses, many with shutters
and glazing bars, presided over by the tall spire of St. Thomas' Catholic Church at one end,
and in the middle the squat facade of the United Reformed Church.

(NORTH SIDE).

LE CHATELET: A : Charming small Victorian extravaganza; 1893, a piece of self-advertisement
by Adolphus Le Mottee, builder, for his own use; would equally make a suitable residence for
a fairy princess. Exceptionally heavy barge-boards with pattern of grapes and vine leaves
and tall finial below barley-sugar chimney pots. Tiny cylindrical chateau turret corbelled
out from corner. Pointed windows, elaborately ornamented porch and tremendous ironwork.
Walls of pink granite with grey granite dressings. Woodwork and ironwork very nicely picked
out in pink and white. A charmer.

UNITED REFORMED CHURCH: - : 1861; Philippe Bree; "from designs by a local architect, assisted
by the Minister", Rev. A.E. Pearce; originally English Congregational Church. "An elegant
and substantial edifice in the Early English style...the interior of novel construction with
an open-arched ceiling of great elevation, wrought in plaster of paris." Very solid rather
dreary gabled facade, tall pointed windows, wide double doorway. Tower rising only to
octagonal turret which now lacks the attractive spire for which it was designed, taken down
in 1968.

Interior broad and airy; the geometry of the ribbed plaster ceiling was somewhat miscalcula
ted. Original deal pews, with gaseliers (converted to electricity). Very heavy but well
painted three-decker table, pulpit, choir-gallery and organ-loft, all in one elaborate struc
ture. Gallery at rear rather strangely converted into a modern meeting room.

BATH STREET (WEST SIDE).

ODEON: - : 1952; Thomas Bennett. A very odd piece of Great West Road architecture; the use
of boiled eggs/pingpong balls in sixes as ornaments particularly intriguing.
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More Churches

68, 69, 70, Wesley Grove, Halkett Place fC 14 e).
71. St. Thomas'Roman Catholic Church (C 43 c)

72, 73. Gate Lodge and chapel, Almorah Cemetery
(E8).

74. St. Columba's Church of Scotland (C44 f);
note the remarkable windows at ground-floor
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BATH STREET (BAST SIDE)

T.TrtYPS BANK: - : 1835, as part of Le Gallais* warehouse. Converted to bank premises 1973. A
very well-renovated stone curved corner block, three-storey-and-attlc; twelve bays in all;
particularly nice double-curve of the scrolly coping-stone; granite long-and-short work. The
new metal window-frames are of good proportions, and the restoration generally has been very
successful, though the Bank's signs are a bit larger and more obtrusive than genuine modesty
would have dictated.

LTD.: - : 1876. Le SueurWESLEY STREET: FORMER METHODIST CHAPEL, now WHOLESALE SUPPLIES C.I.
& Bree; eight foundation stones laid on St. Patrick's Day 1875. On the site of "a commodious
but plain building erected in 1827." "We should have been pleased to have given a good des
cription of the new chapel, but shall not be able to wait the time for the plan, etc." An
inposing rendered facade, pediment with date; three semicircular arches between Corinthian
pilasters at first floor level. Very wide and impressive Doric portico and triple round-
headed doorways below. All rather drearily rendered but its present commercial use by no
means obtrusive.

wwn lamp pub. PETER STREET (CORMER OFINGOUVILLE PLACE): - : 1846. Nice dated Rod Lamp notice

on the curved corner, though the name is siirely liable to lead to misunderstandings?

NO. 1, CHARLES STREET: - : Dated 1890. Three-storey-plus-dormer mid-Victorian stucco build
ing with exciting ornament to the window architraves - particularly the bearded prophet (hair
centrally parted and nicely combed) over the two ground floor windows, and the little ladies
surrounded by acorns and oak leaves above the first floor windows. Both probably by the same
plaster-worker who ornamented the Halkett Place Mechanics' Institute.

NOS. 21-31, PROVIDENCE STREET: G: A pleasant group of two- and three-storey stucco houses of
various sizes, colours, textures and details. An interesting variety of window-sash dividers.
The three-light Gothic head of the top floor windows in No. 31 particularly charming.

LA HOTTE STREET (NORTH SIDE)

IMPERIAL HOTEL: - : Imposing three-storey five-bay stucco building, emphasised quoins, Doric
portico, unusual early Victorian glazing pattern, faithfully and creditably reproduced in the
extension of 1950.

NO. 27: - : Now part of the Imperial Hotel. A stucco two-storey three-bay house with three
rather crude Ionic pilasters above, a tremendously heavy fluted Doric portico below, now
somewhat lop-sided. This quite small house seems almost to cringe behind its excessive
ornament.

NOS. 39-45: - : Dignified three-storey-plus-dormer three-bay houses, "the excellent Houses
built by James Hemery, Esq. and called Hemery's Row." Originally there wore seven houses
built by 1808 on land purchased 1798; one (the largest plot!) Hemery kept for himself, the
rest he gave to six nieces. Only No. 45 (A) still displays its original charming stonework -
warm red granite rubble with red and grey granite long-and-short work around the windows;
large semicircular fanlight; well cared for by National Westminster Jersey Trust Co. Ltd.;
restored by Le Sueur & Baker, 1973. If the other houses in the terrace could be stripped of
their dreary grey rendering and similarly restored, this would be well worth while.

ST. SAVIODR'S ROAD (EAST SIDE)

ELYSIAN TERRA(3E: - : Four very large tall houses, three-storey-plus-dormers-plus-basements,
T-niighr-nH-i:, Georgian glazing almost complete. Ionic porticoes at the top of tall flights of
steps. Set back from the road at an angle, but too much of the garden now tarmac'ed for car
parking.

NO. 63: 0 : An extraordinary and cheerful hood has been attached to the fanlight of this
quite modest five-bay stucco house.

NO. 89: B : Animals' Shelter, 1913, added to a very nice five-bay two-storey pantiled stone
farmhous^ of traditional form; the round arch at the roadside, an early example, probably
before 1600, came from Les Bois, St. Peter, demolished for airport extensions.

(WEST SIDE)

HO. 52: B : Tucked back from the road behind its garden, an attractive two-storey-plus-dormer
six-bay house of reddish granite with red brick dressings, pantiles, Georgian glazing com
plete, in the farmhouse tradition.

NOS 21 23. 25. 27. CHEVALIER ROAD: - : Four two-storey-plus-basement terraced houses, each
of three bays, with pleasant double porches of Ionic pilasters; Georgian glazing bars almost
complete, rendered, some painted. Good railings. The outstanding features of these houses
are the cut granite curving double staircases up to each pair of porches.
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OXFORD ROAD.

OFFICE SUPPLIES/BIAYFLOWER PRESS: B : Corner of Comioon Lane. Good stone warehouse, seven bays
to Oxford Road, squared granite quoins, otherwise brick dressings with contrasting headers.
Peaked gable and pulley. Glazing bars in windows. In very good order externally.

NOS. 81-93 (NORTH OF ST. MARK'S ROAD): ^ : A series of pleasant little cottages, some with
dormers, roughcast, but with considerable ornament in window surrounds, barge-boards and
eaves.

ST. MARK'S ROAD: - : From Oxford Road to Janvrin Road, a pleasant residential street with a
mixture of two- and three-storey houses in the Georgian, Regency and Victorian tastes. From
Oxford Road to Byron Road, a coherent arrangement of semi-detached houses in the Regency taste
(the north side developed by John Phillips in the 1840's), with linking blocks arranged in a
shallow crescent on each side of the road (G) (Nos. 10-24 north side, Nos. 17-31 south side);
pilasters marking out the corner and centre of each facade. Mostly stucco, well painted, but
some rendered. Glazing bars pretty well complete. Hipped slate roofs.

STOPFORD ROAD (NORTH SIDE)

NOS. 3-11; - : More pleasant Regency villas, Nos. 3, 5, 7 and 9 comprising Apsley Place; No.
11, "Automaton", deserving a special mention even though much altered, because of the Byronic
and romantic manner in which its hipped roof widely oversells the pavement of Byron Road.

(SOUTH SIDE).

STOPFORD HALL, NO. 8: - : Good plain two-storey-plus-dormer-plus-basement five-bay Regency
stucco house, Georgian glazing bars complete, Ionic pilastered doorcase. Original railings.

MASONIC TEMPLE; 0 : 1864; by Thomas Gallichan; builder, de la Hare. Built at a time when
"total membership of the five Lodges in the island did not exceed 120", but the building
"amply suffices for the needs of 1000 members." Brother Gallichan, a member of Loge la
C^sar^e, supplied "little touches of Masonic symbolism in various parts of the building."
Extraordinarily heavy and forbidding Corinthian stucco monster. "It is erected in style pure
ly Corinthian, and is constructed of brick and cement with granite facings. It exhibits a
finely proportioned building, classical in appearance, and beautiful as regards detailing" -
according to Hill. The side view to Oxford Road is quite overwhelming, but this is really a
sham, for the building is L-shaped. The round-headed windows in the side are closed by
louvres, those in the front are all hermetically sealed with shutters (one feels the Masonic
secrets are safe here if anywhere). The upper two-thirds of the tetrastyle Corinthian port
ico consistute a cage of chicken wire to keep out (or in?) birds. The cast-iron posts and
rails are of quite astonishing heaviness, thickness and quantity.

DAVID PLACE (WEST SIDE)

PEMBROKE TERRACE; - : 1844. Built by the Coutanche family. From the top the street starts
with a succession of tall dignified stucco terraces, three-storey-plus-basement-plus-dormer.
The first, Pembroke Terrace, is symmetrical, 24 bays in all, with Georgian glazing complete
in the upper storeys. The three central pairs of houses entered by double porches, each with
three Ionic columns. This leads to the usual silly result where the middle column is painted
half black and half cream, as at Nos. 57 and 58. No. 55 has been painted more cheerfully
than its neighbours, but the red stripe up the rusticated pilaster was going a bit far!

EAGLE TERRACE; - : Developed by John Phillips. A little later than Pembroke Terrace and
closer to the road, so the porches are not free standing; uncompleted, because Phillips went
bankrupt in 1850.

(EAST SIDE)

ST. MARK'S CHURCH: - : 1845. The original design by James T. Parkinson, adopted in 1842;
builder George James, acting under the supervision of James Grant. But in October 1842, "the
walls were so badly built that when half way up, they collapsed in ruins." Accordingly,
Parkinson, James and Grant were sacked, and at a meeting on 22nd November 1842 Mr. John
Hayward was appointed architect, and the committee authorised to complete the buildings to
his plans.
Externally a dreary church due to the colour and texture of the sand cement rendering with
which it is covered all over - except where the brick work of one of the pinnacles shows
through. However, "The general proportions and architectural effect of the tower and spire
are good, while from its position it may serve not only as a landmark, but also as a beacon,
directing earthly wanderers to that harbour of refuge which lies beyond the shores of time" -
(Hill, presumably quoting the incumbent, the Rev. Henry Price). And, according to De la
Croix, "On admire le go^t chaste qui a preside a sa construction... c'est la seule eglise du
pays qui ait un Jeu de cloches." Square pinnacled tower, clock, hexagonal steeple with gilt
weathercock. Good though very heavy railings.
Interior very tall, carried on rows of quatrefoil-section wooden columns (not iron, as might
have been expected at this date) with Tudoresque detailing; original box-pews - nicely paint
ed in the nave, even nicer unpainted in the gallery; the original reredos resited on the back
wall of the gallery.
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C 42d GEORGIAN HOUSE; - : Corner of St. Mark's Road. Has a good projecting Doric portico, but the
whole building has recently been coated in unsuitable roughcast instead of the smooth cream
stucco appropriate to its period.

NOS. 39-45; - : A considerably more modest terrace of about 1850, each house two-storey-plus-
dormer, three-bay, using again the same idiom of linked porches of three columns and three
responding pilasters - Nos. 43-45 Doric, Nos. 39-41 Ionic.

ROYAL HOTEL: 0 : Originally Stopford Hotel, apparently established 1842; but evidently the
large ceramic panels, some approximately 6 ft. x 2 ft. 6 in., were inserted later into an
otherwise heavy but impressive late classical stucco facade. The result is somewhat extra
ordinary .

DE FAYE'S CHEMISTS. NO. 21; - : A pleasant shopfront attached to a quite ordinary house, but
rendered remarkable by the carved coats of arms "By Appointment" above the fascia. The arms
are those of Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein; Queen Alexandra; and Queen Mary; all
awarded for the supply of Jersey-made Eau de Cologne. These have in the past been much
neglected - the unicorn had lost its head - it is good news that they are undergoing restora
tion.

C 43 VAL PLAISANT (EAST SIDE)

VAL PLAISANT TERRACE, NO. 4, VAL PLAISANT; jG B : A terrace of five modest two-storey houses
set at an unexpected angle to the road: the first two very early 18th century in style (thougb
they do not appear on the map of 1795, so must be presumed to be much later), of painted
brick, with unrecessed sashes, Georgian-glazed, and semicircular fanlights; the others later,
pantiled, stuccoed, also Georgian-glazed. The little space opposite (now partly parking-lot,
partly sheds) wants attending to.

WINDSOR CRESCENT: A : 1835. Developed by Jean Guiton. A very fine symmetrical terrace,
arranged in a half moon around a nice private garden, of eight stucco houses; the central
block of six bays, two storeys and a round-headed window in the pediment. Regency-style
canopy carried on ten reeded cast-iron supports. Upstairs windows Georgian-glazed with
shutters. Quoins. The interiors are "Victorian" in feeling despite the date; excellent wood
work. The next house in the segment on each side fotir-bay and without the central pediment.
Hipped roof, but otherwise similar; the outermost house three-bay, again generally similar.
The houses linked by single storey blocks with granite steps up to the doorways; geometrical
fanlights above the round-headed windows between the doors.
There is a certain amount of variety about the ironwork, and shutters are absent from some
windows; also some houses have been more freshly painted than others, but all are very
pleasantly painted in the same basic pattern of black and white.
"Jean Guiton fait savoir que son clos bordant sur la rue du Val, % St. Holier, est ^ bailler
^ fin d'heritage, en lots.... II est projete d'^riger des maisons regulidres dans ledit clos,
dont le front sera en forme de crescent, avec une terrace en devant. Le site dudit clos est
dans un des plus beaux endroits qu'un Gentilhomme puisse dCsirer pour faire sa residence, le
terrain etant ^leve, sec, et le voisinage des plus respectables..."

(WEST SIDE)

52

ST. THOMAS' ROMAN CATHOLIC (auR(M: - : Foundation 1883; opened 1887; consecrated 1893; archi
tect Alfred Frangeul; curiously, the 1947 guide to the church by Fr. Messager, though descri
bing it (with some courage) as "the most beautiful edifice, and the finest example of modem
ecclesiastical architecture in the Channel Islands", and whilst naming the authors of the
numerous works of bondieuserie with which the church is ornamented, makes no mention of the
name of the architect.

Externally, it is very large, lean and tall, built of local granite with dressings of blue
Brittany granite; with a thin spire. The rather porridgy colour and texture of the stone is
unsatisfactory (perhaps partly due to the 1975 sand-blasting, always a dangerous process), as
are the exterior proportions of the church. The original slates were replaced in 1975 by
clay tiles. The naturalistic gargoyles, "representing chimeras of various kinds", were
carved by Mons. Bedane, sculptor of all the stone carving in the church. There are seventeen
very welcome trees in the tarmac'ed car park outside.
Internally, the proportions of the church are more satisfactory; the very tall groin-vaulted
stone roof is carried on aisle walls pierced by six pointed openings. In the chancel, a most
curious tableau vivant (in place of east window), lifesize, in plaster, of the Apparition of
the Sacred Heart to St. Margaret Mary at Paray-le-Monial; and deplorable frescoes by
P. Couturier. The statuary and stained glass windows generally cannot be described as in
good taste. The Victorian pews and the tiled floors, however, are fine.
This church was built for the substantial French-speaking population of the island, in con
trast to the nearby church in Vauxhall Street provided for the Irish community which origina
ted when "a great number of Irish stone cutters and masons" came to the island for the build
ing programme at Fort Regent. It is interesting to note in the 1914-18 War Memorial Chapel
that a greater number of parishioners who lost their lives served in the French than in the
British army.

WINDSOR HOUSE: - : 1830's. Built for Jean Guiton. A large stucco house, three-bay, two-
storey-dormer-and-basement, hipped roof; open-pedimented portico on Doric pilasters framing
doorway now converted to window - a pity in view of the fine doid>le granite staircase leading
up to it; nasty dormer, too large, and asymmetrically divided.

EGYPTIAN LODGE: A : 1837. A tall three-storey-and-basement stucco house at the comer of
Midvale Road;three-bay, but the windows (even the pedimented central one) of the middle bay
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blank; somewhat extraordinary pseudo-Egyptian detailing to the architraves; good little iron
balconies. Presently undergoing restoration. Egyptian Lodge, Portland Lodge, Nos. 1, 2 and
3 Portland Place, and Midvale Lodge, were offered for sale (together with eight building
plots) by the Rev. Cornelius Traveller, their developer, on 13th April 1839: "the said houses
...are quite new, built with the best materials, elegantly finished, and replete with every
convenience desirable." Was the Rev. Traveller a travelled man? Why this uncommon style?
Did he have some first-hand knowledge, on the one hand of Thomas Hope's Deepdene, or on the
other hand of Champollion and Napoleon's Egyptian adventure?

HOLLAND HOUSE: - : Large hipped roof two-storey rendered house, three bays to Val Plaisant
with Ionic portico, three bays to the garden facade with Regency-style canopy supported on
square wooden props enclosing elaborately glazed bay windows. Shutters and glazing bars
complete.

MIDVALE ROAD: - : A street of fine stucco late-Regency-style terraces and villas, partly
developed by the Rev. Cornelius Traveller (see C 43e).

(WEST SIDE).

PORTLAND TERRACE: ^ : Six tall stucco houses, 18 bays in all, each three-storey-and-basement,
with granite steps rising to tricolumnar Ionic porches; Georgian-glazed.

NOS. 23 and 23^: B : Two similar houses, 23i with Corinthian columns; mostly Georgian-glazed.

ROYDE HOUSE: ^ : 1836. A fine five-bay stucco house with Doric portico, two-storey-and-
b asement; Georgian-glazed.

PORTLAND HOTEL : B : A single long stucco two-storey-and-basement entity, the main block nine
bays long with Doric portico, subsidiary bays with Doric porches of their own.

PORTLAND PLACE: - : Almost identical to the Portland Hotel next door, but with Ionic portico,
and variations in details such as quoins and architraves; rather unhappily, roughcast.

ST. COLUMBA'S CHURCH OF SCOTLAND: 1859. James Hine, of Plymouth; carvings by Jean
Philippe "Turnkey" Giffard. "The congregation of this Church was originally formed by
Scotchmen, who had been induced to visit Jersey for the sake of health or recreation." "The
church according to the opinion of some, is styled a good specimen of the early pointed
style." A surprisingly large church of dour black granite, the roof of fish scale slates,
the low spire (a victim of the 1926 earthquake shock) now most peculiar since the openings
have been cemented up. Even more peculiar is the pattern of windows in the gable to Clair-
vale Road; in fact a clever and original method of lighting the rear of the nave under the
shadow of the raked gallery. Original pews with high fleur-de-lys pew ends, all now stripped
and varnished. Tall wooden roof. Some pleasant floral bosses and finials. The church hall
at the rear has been built in vivid pink granite by way of contrast.

(EAST SIDE)

PORTLAND VILLAS, NOS. 26 and 28: B : A particularly good pair of semi-detached Regency-style
villas, each two-storey-and-dormer, two bays wide but with a charming subsidiary bay in No.
26 unspoiled, roimd-headed windows above and below a little balcony carried on two reeded
columns; original railings.

NO. 24: - : A plain grim three-bay two-storey house of grey granite, but with the most
splendid railings and gateposts (0), cast-iron, painted silver, scaled and armed like knight
ly armour. They are similar - though not similarly painted - to those at Le Chatelet (No.
C 30a), and around the Town Church (No. C 1).

NO. 20: - : A Gothick house for a change: two-storey-and-dormer, the whole facade a single
canted bay, the doorway in one anglet the parapet fortified, the windows Gothick-glazed and
surmounted by label mouldings.

CLARENDON ROAD: - : Pleasant residential street of two- and three-storey houses of various

dates. None of outstanding merit, but a number of very pleasant examples of Regency and
post-Regency styles. Alteration by redevelopers here should be handled with much care.

ROUGE BOUILLON.

MIDVALE ROAD WESTWARDS: - : Terraces of tall three-storey-and-basement stucco villas in the
Regency taste on both sides of the road. Only those of outstanding interest or in exception
ally good condition are here mentioned.
Hazelgrove, No. 73, is unusual in having its Ionic-columnar porch reached by a flight of
granite steps, off-centre despite the fact that this is the middle one of a group of three
houses. Nos. 70 and 72 (on south side) have a particularly ample wide shared porch with
Tower-of-the-winds capitals to columns and pilasters.
Norfolk Terrace: A : Six tall three-storey-and-basement stucco houses under a single hipped
slate roof; wide double porches again with Tower-of-the-winds capitals. Glazing bars com
plete. Unfortunately the end house (facing Ralegh Avenue) lacks the shutters, which are
complete in all the other houses, and has not been painted in harmony with its neighbours.
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C 46 QUEEN'S ROAD SOOTHWARDS (WEST SIDE).

oldster house, no. 4S: A : Imposing five-bay house, two-storey-and-basement with subsidiary
wings. Pilasters rising to the parapet. Very grand double staircase to porch of coupled
Tower-of-the-winds columns. Shutters and glazing bars complete.

NOS. 45 and 47; A : A pair of two-storey-and-basement stucco houses, the main block of each
four-bay, but No. 45 having an additional three bays in a lower wing terminating in a pedi-
mented aedicule. Extremely grand verandah-like double porches, each house having three
Tower-of-the-winds columns and three answering pilasters. Glazing bars and shutters complete.
No. 47 painted. No. 45 imfortunately rendered. Excellent railings. If these two houses were
well painted as a unit, they would look quite splendid.

SAVOY HOTEL::Z : Observe how merrily the hotel keeper, having ruined everything else, has
retained the stonework at the comer pilasters and the entablature with the nicely carved
date 1840. This was once a very handsome large stone house - Beau Sejour, the Governor's
office. It is kind of the owners to allow one to guess its past.

ALTON HOTEL: - : A very large five-bay three-storey house with subsidiary bays at each side.
Rendered. Glazing bars complete. Notable for the exceptionally curly Corinthian capitals
of the columns in the porch. Similar capitals on the engaged columns of the open pedimented
doorcase of the Colesberg Hotel next door.

(EAST SIDE)

FIRE STATION: - : Designed 1907 as Town Arsenal by the States Engineer, Edmund Berteau;
built 1912-13. Pleasant range of pink granite buildings, nine bays in the central block, an
advancing block at each end; glazing bars complete upstairs. Re-opened as fire station 1955.
The four large openings on the ground floor with their enormous granite lintels (originally
designed to accommodate four howitzers, four Maxim gims, 270 men, and supporting equipment),
now accommodate fire engines, and the utmost credit goes to all concerned for the way in
which the character of the building has been carefully preserved.

POLICE HEADQUARTERS: - : The new Police Headquarters (1967, H. Boots) fronting Rouge
Bouillon is a reasonably discreet exercise in pink (artificial) granite and black granite
slabs; the pattern of fenestration and the hipped slate roof have been deliberately and
creditably designed to accord with those of the older fire station next door.

C 47 NEW STREET: - : A very odd street containing a great variety of buildings of many periods,
some good, some awful; but though mostly rather dingy, the street still has much character
and vitality.

(WEST SIDE)

CHILDREN'S LIBRARY (FORMERLY NEW STREET SCHOOL): - : 1871. The entrances still have "Boys",
"Girls" and "Infants" cut into the stone; a pleasant long low range of granite buildings
with half-hipped gables, nice cresting tiles, and particularly good tall stone chimneys.
Gateway. A most curious exercise in stonemason's work with a high ornamented arch, faintly
reminiscent of earlier Jersey arches, making an interesting foil to the Savings Bank opposite.

NO. 26: ^ : Three-storey-and-dormer, five-bay house, fairly early Georgian. The window sash
boxes are not recessed as became imiversal later. Segmental headed windows, Georgian glazing
complete. Some headers glazed, others not, giving an uneven pattern. Rather squat doorcase,
fluted Doric pilasters with exaggerated entasis. Semicircular fanlight with pretty pattern
of glazing.

NO. 28: - : Another good five-bay Georgian house, this time stuccoed, with a much grander
doorcase, Doric fluted pilasters probably added much later, judging by the pattern of the
rectangular fanlight. Part of the ground floor a shop and the window pattern altered.

CARPET SHOP PLUS (FORMER PLAYHOUSE): - : Originally Albion Baptist Chapel, opened 29 August
1819; then, in 1842, St. Thomas' Catholic Church; later (after the new St. Thomas' was built)
a Catholic leisure centre. Refronted on conversion into a theatre, 1937 (C.W. Blanchard
Bolton); an interesting example of the stucco style of the period.

NO. 72: - : A fine example of how not to modernise a Georgian house. Three-bay, three-storey
The Georgian sashes and cobweb fanlight on the ground floor have been retained, but most un
suitable modem windows have been inserted upstairs, and the whole facade has been covered
in the curious patent striated plaster compound of which Channel Island builders and archi
tects seem to be so inexplicably fond.

(EAST SIDE)

ST. PAUL'S CHDRCH: - : 1891; Adolph Curry architect. On the site of an earlier classical
church of 1815 which was built "to the plan produced by Ilr. Sampson". An unassuming and
rather unexciting modest Gothic revival church of pink granite with grey granite dressings
and a small bellcote. Disagreeable white plastic lettering: "St. Paul's Church" over the
door. Good railings, perhaps, like two earlier marble medallions in the chancel, from the
1815 church. Interior very plain and perfectly pleasant. A brass plaque commemorates the
consecration of the church, "Adolph Curry C.E., architect."

TRUSTEE SAVINGS BANK: - : 1870. An austere but rather impressive symmetrical facade with
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recessed round-headed windows at the centre and round-headed doorways in curious slab-like
porchlets on either side.

C 47h NOS. 79 and 81; A & Z : 1829, as Palace Terrace, for the Gautier family. A pair of splendid
doorcases, Corinthian engaged columns, entablatures and open pediments. Geometrical fan
lights. No. 81 retaining the original door. Flights of steps (cemented over) and railings
(partly modern). Each house two-storey-plus-basement-plus-dormer, of three bays. Each
house spoilt in its own distinctive way - No. 81 by the insertion of a wide modern window on
the ground floor; No. 79 by the use of cement rendering, a shop front in the basement, and a
lop-sided and over-large modern dormer. What an extraordinary mixture of the good and the
bad!

C 48 UNION STREET/UNION COURT: - : A pleasantly down-at-heel area of antique shops and junk shops,
disagreeably overshadowed by a new anonymous eight-storey office block (Z), ten panels by
ten, the panels alternately dingy grey and glass, the plinth of yellow brick already stained
with patches of green; an inhuman intrusion into a very human district.

C 49 LE GEYT STREET.

NOS. 17-25: G : A terrace of nice small 18th century two-storey-and-dormer stuccoed houses,
slated or pantiled, with Georgian glazing pattern nearly complete.

NOS. 22 and 24; ^ : 1830. A fine pair of semi-detached houses in the Georgian manner, look
ing much earlier than their date. Each of three bays, three storeys; stuccoed, glazing bars
complete; twin central pedimented doorcases with slim reeded columns, and most unusual oak-
leaf capitals; the original doors intact; nicely painted as a single unit.

C 50 DEVONSHIRE PLACE.

NOS. 22 (CARPE DIEM). 24. 26. 28; G : A terrace of four modest two-storey three-bay stucco
houses, all with round-headed windows downstairs. Built for John Oxenham between 1819 and
1821, the four houses being numbered; 1-4 Devonshire Place, from which this northerly part
of the Vieux Chemin now takes its name. Nos. 22 and 24 Georgian-glazed and Georgian in
feeling; Nos. 26 and 28 Victorian in spirit, with applique stucco ornament. No. 28 with con
soled doorcase and fine late Victorian railings. All somewhat overshadowed by Romeril's
oppressive modem block opposite.

MARLOWE HOUSE: - : Tucked away, concealed in a little private garden, a charming five-bay
two-storey hipped-roof stucco house, built for John Oxenham as Albion Cottage between 1818
and 1821; the upper floor Georgian-glazed, the ground floor windows most unhappily spoiled;
nice three-light doorcase with geometrical fanlight.

C 51 NOS. -. 6. 15. DEVONSHIRE LANE (TIMARU, L'ABRI, NOSTRA DOMUS): G : A group of pleasant modest
two-storey stuccoed houses, 1835-45ish, (not on 1834 map), nicely painted, some pretty
console doorcases, Georgian glazing mostly complete.

C 52 GARDEN LANE: - : Nos. 41 to 47 are pleasant tiny Regency cottages, stucco, slated, well cared
for, each one-storey-and-dormer, two-bay; No. 55 similar but rather larger.

C 53 NOS. 1-4, TRANQUIL PLACE. CLEARVIEW STREET: B : How delightful a name! Two pairs of nice
two-storey three-bay stucco houses set facing each other at such an angle to the street that
the space between constitutes an agreeable little private triangle of garden; console brack
ets, Georgian glazing complete, nice railings, well painted and cared for.

C 54 ALBERT STREET (WEST SIDE)

1. 2. 3. NORMANDY COTTAGES and 17. 17d. 17c. ALBERT STREET; - : Six tiny back-to-back
cottages, three facing north and three facing south, with minute front gardens, Georgian
glazing, sharing a single hipped roof with dormers. This must be a very rare survival of a
kind of housing once common here and elsewhere.

TRAFALGAR VILLAS : G : Charming little courtyard, entered through an archway from Albert
Street. Facing the arch, three two-storey houses, stucco, two bays each, early Victorian
glazed, behind good railings and high flower-urn-topped gate pillars. A little garden in
the centre. Four other houses of similar date at the angles of the courtyard. Flowers, tubs
dwarfs. A rather weedy patch of grass in the middle, clothes lines, and too many wires.
Otherwise delightful.

C 55 GREAT UNION ROAD (WEST SIDE)

AQUILA YOUTH CENTRE: - : A double-pedimented facade; former Bible Christian Chapel, pediment
porch of Doric engaged columns, three bays of round-headed windows, labelled: "Built 1825,
Rebuilt 1849. 19 United Methodist Church 07"; the subsidiary five-bay block, also pedimented
labelled "Sunday 1890 School"; take your pick! In 1849, "now being enlarged and rebuilt.
The foundation stones are of solid granite of about a ton weight each."
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GREAT UNION ROAD (EAST SIDE)

ST. SIMON'S CHURCH; - : 1866. An early work of G.F. Bodley; the conmisslon perhaps a consol-
ation prize for the rejection of his designs for the restoration of the Town Church. "The
building, in the Early Decorated style, is composed of a nave and chancel, with south aisle,
the complete design, embracing a north aisle and campanile, being beyond the present means of
the building committee." Foundation stone laid July 1865; church opened 1866 by the Bishop
of Mauritius (the Bishop of Winchester being indisposed as a result of falling off his horse);
consecrated 1869, when the debt paid off.
A Gothic revival working-man's church of speckled granite, rather overshadowed by the much
taller R.C. church at its rear; surprisingly large but rather grim inside, despite much very
Hi^ Church ornament; neither the tower nor north aisle ever completed. Most curious wooden
roof-structure, deceptive to the eye (it seems full of non-existent concavities), constructed
so as to look like plywood cut into shapes on a fretsaw. Very curious heavy ornate seven-
legged pulpit, with brass plate inscribed: "This Bookboard with the side brackets and front
fillet, made from an Oak Tree planted in the Gardens of Pembroke College, Cambridge by
RIDLEY BISHOP and MARTYR, once Master of this College, has been presented to this CHURCH by
J.J. Balleine B.D., the first incumbent, Sept. 1868." Stained glass windows to Charles I
King and Martyr, and William Laud, Archbishop and Martyr; also an unexpected memorial to nine
persons whose combined ages came, on the death of the last in 1891, to 831 years. The
piscina is the pre-Reformation one, cast out of the Town Oiurch, and is inscribed: "Hanc
piscinam olim ex aede S.Heler abreptam in sacros usus hujus S.S. aedis prothesin restituit
Carol Georg Renouf AD 1866." The font and altar designed by Bodley; the crucifix and candle
sticks on the altar designed as a war memorial by Ninian Comper, 1919, as also the statue of
Our Lady and Child commemorating E.J. Le Quesne.

NO. 66: - : Two-storey three-bay stucco house, with elaborate ornament similar to that on
Clare Villas (No. C 60c), probably in part at least from the same moulds.

NO. 104: ^ : A very strange tall slim, three-bay three-storey stucco building, with subsid
iary wings, two semi-detached houses in fact though how divided up in the middle is a puzzle.
The Georgian-glazed windows in recessed panels between sort-of-pilasters rising to the para
pet; set back in a private garden with two good trees and too much car-parking. If one of
the subsidiary blocks had not lost its pedimented Doric-pilastered porch, this would have
rated an A.

This short street has considerable character of its own; on the endDUMARESQ STREET: -

gable of the last house is a delightful hand-painted advertisement for His Master's Voice
Gramophone Records. The dog and the horn of the gramophone have become now as ghostly as
the noise likely to emerge from the horn.

NO. 1: - : Two-storey, stuccoed, "Hector's Restaurant incorporating Eddie's Fish & Chips."
A most attractive grained wooden double shop front with pilasters, the original Regency
dividers still in place in Eddie's window but not in Hector's. Glazing bars upstairs.
Probably 17th century, and thus one of the oldest surviving houses in the town.

NO. 8: - : A pleasant four-bay, two-storey stuccoed pantiled house, probably early 18th cent
ury, with shop fascia of about 1830 incorporating Ionic pilasters, damaged but not irrepar
ably so.

HUE STREET: A terrace of very run-down two- and three-storey mid-18th century houses
(one dated 1756), some pantiles, some glazing bars, sliding downhill towards demolition. An
open parking space and a blank wall opposite, and multi-storey blocks going up 50 yards away.
In between, most surprisingly, the Post Horn public house, three-storey, five-bay with a
lean-to neighbour (original) making seven bays on the ground floor; pantiled, stucco, Geor
gian glazing; 1976, by D. Alistair Cameron-Clarke, a very creditable reproduction of the
building formerly on the site. Nice open-pedimented doorcase on simple pilasters. Well
painted and cared for; the inn sign well designed and inoffensive. Altogether an unusual
credit to the owners, Bass (Harrington, to whom one therefore cannot grudge the two slightly
prominent signs they have affixed to the upper part of the wall.

LEMPRIERE STREET: ^ : Eagle Tavern (Aquila Road starts here), two-storey-and-dormer, three-
bay, stucco, pantiled, the facade incorporating a splendid fierce gilded eagle (crest of the
Lempriere family) framed in coloured electric light bulbs.

AQUILA ROAD: G : From Poonah Road up, the street contains many good two-storey late Georgian
houses, mostly stucco, rich in console brackets, pantiles, and glazing bars. Nos. 21 and 23
turn the comer with No. 25 Poonah Road particularly successfully and attractively. The 18
Methodist Church 39, three-bay stucco facade with Corinthian pilasters and portico, also
belongs to the group.
0 : On the gable wall of No. 5, some pious person has applique'ed an attractive pattern of
sea shells making up an anchor surmounted by a heart, both linked by a chain to a cross.

SLIGO HOUSE: - : Through an archway and a courtyard, two-storey eight-bay white-painted
stucco house, pantiled, glazing complete. Interesting principally for its name and unexpect
ed secluded situation, and for a nice though slightly crude narrow Ionic pilastered doorcase.

CLARE STREET: - : This is the old Irish quarter of the town; the south part of Aquila Road
was originally Sligo Street.
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CLARE STREET (SOUTH SIDE).

CLARE HOUSE: B : Gable-on to the little street, but visible through the glazed garden door,
a fine large five-bay three-storey house with Doric porch, Victorian sashes and shutters.

(NORTH SIDE)

NOS. 4 and 5: - : A most unusual pair of late Georgian houses, evidently designed as early
maisonettes; in the lower half, semi-basement and recessed grotmd floor, Georgian three-
light window, and front door up a flight of steps set back into the recess; above, five
Georgian-glazed windows and dormers. The upper storey partly carried on quatrefoil-section
iron columns. Central stone-faced archway leading to a concealed terrace behind. Rendered,
very seedy, very unusual. Perhaps, here in the Irish quarter, related to some of the Dublin
tenements of the same period.

NOS. 1 and 2. CLARE VILLAS: - : Two small two-storey-and-dormer terrace houses, central pass
age leading to an alley of little houses at the rear, but almost smothered in remarkable
stucco ornament, especially around windows and dormers.

POHONA ROAD (WEST SIDE).

POMONA HOUSE; A : Set back surprisingly in a nice railed garden, a charming pair of two-
storey three-bay Regency houses; white-painted stucco, slate roof, Georgian glazing and
shutters complete, comer pilasters, Ionic-capitalled porches with extra-large volutes, very
nicely painted.

NO. 7: - : 1844 as part of Southampton Terrace. The bark-fetichist strikes again (see Nos.
A 2c, B 6, B 15); a simple two-storey three-bay roughcast villa whose window and door archi
traves have been kitted out in concrete to simulate rustic woodwork.

COMMERCIAL STREET (SOUTH SIDE).

TRADEMART; - : Large three-storey, six-bay warehouse, random granite rubble with heavy
squared granite quoins and surroimds to lower openings, brick dressings to upper openings
with headers glazed. Georgian glazing in top windows, pulley beams gone but loading bay
doors complete. In very good order though covered with rather too aggressive sign painting
and advertising.

FORUM GARAGE; - : Formerly St. Andrew's Church, 1855. "This is one of the several churches
of this town possessing no uniformity or style of building, having much more the appearance
of a chapel than a church." Of random granite with brick dressings, pointed windows. Set at
a slight angle to the street. Far through, but the main wall should be retained if possible.

AMY LTD: - : Three-storey-plus-attic seven-bay warehouse, random granite with brick dressings.
Ground floor spoilt, but certainly the upper part of the walls should be retained if possible.

HUNT: B : Three-storey-plus-attic three-bay warehouse, random granite, brick dressings,
pulley"gear and retaining chains to loading doors all complete. Excellent order and nicely
painted.

CASTLE STREET (EAST SIDE).

NOS. 1. 3 and 5: G : A pleasant descending group of Georgian houses. No. 1 part of the Lion
Hotel turning the corner with Sand Street; three-storey, stucco, five bays to Castle Street,
glazing bars complete; nice cobweb fanlight, though the new door a pity; very well painted.
No. 3, three-storey, stucco, three-bay above, four bays squeezed into ground floor. Glazing
bars complete. No. 5, much smaller, two-storey stuccoed house, four-bay, Georgian glazing
complete, pleasant double window (perhaps originally shop window) on ground floor and former
coach arch.

CASTLE HOUSE PRIVATE HOTEL: B : Three-storey, but the top storey added recently in place of
the attic; nevertheless, the excellent staircase runs right to the top. Mid-Georgian, per
haps C.1750. Random granite with long-and-short work around windows, all Georgian-glazed,
and particularly good semicircular door arch and pretty cobweb fanlight. Top storey, though
congruous, appears to have been built of cement blocks.

SAND STREET: - : An extremely pleasant street of houses in the Georgian tradition developed
in the sand dunes between 1820 and 1840 with many houses of character remaining, even though
much overshadowed by the crudely detailed multi-storey car park.

(NORTH SIDE)

NOS. 14 and 16: - : Pair of two-storey-and-dormer stone houses, each three-bay symmetrically
arrmged, single pantiled roof, that to the right displaying excellent granite stonework with
long and short slabs around openings. By contrast, that to the left stuccoed; but it would
certainly be equally rewarding if the stucco were stripped off.
A large placard affixed: "Valuable Redevelopment Property for sale". These are exactly the
sort of small houses that must be retained, not redeveloped, if the older parts of St.Helier
are to retain their character.
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NO. 20 SAND STREET; - : A pleasant two-storey and dormers-In-mansard-roof, rendered four-bay
house; early Victorian, two-pane round-topped sashes above, three-light window to the left
below incorporating a quite unspoilt shop fascia with glazing divisions of about 1840.

ANLEY STREET: - : About 1852. A most attractive alleyway emerging through an arched opening
under No. 32, the Esplanade, the oratory on the islet visible through the arch above the
Esplanade wall. On the east side, a cluster of single- and two-storey buildings, seedy but
full of character. On the west side (A) a splendid four-storey-and-basement eleven-bay stone
warehouse (formerly Godfrey's potato store) in almost perfect condition. Random rubble with
brick dressings (the headers not glazed). Peaked projecting wooden gable housing pulley gear
Warehouse doors complete and divided by splendidly carved granite lintels. Windows not
original, but perfectly acceptable. The only material alteration the rather clumsy insertion
of a fire exit door on the bottom right hand corner. A real showpiece. The back in Payn
Street almost equally good.

TOWN HALL. SEALE STREET/YORK STREET: - : 1872; Le Sueur and Bree. A portentous florid French
ified building; twelve bays to Seale Street, six to York Street, one on the curved comer.
Surprisingly, and inaccurately, described by Hill as "A large and handsome pile of building,
in the Italian decorated style of architecture" incorporating offices "for the use of the
constable, one for the collector of the paid police rate, one room for the paid police, two
lock-up rooms, and six cells in the yard with a warming apparatus." The ground floor of
granite with heavily channelled rustication, segmental-headed windows. The first floor simi
lar segmental-headed windows with very ornate hoods to the architraves; the windows divided
by pairs of console brackets framing square panels with festoons. Very plain dormers in
mansard roof installed in 1967, when the interior was remodelled to designs by Le Sueur &
Baker. Not a lovable building, but carries all the bureaucratic gravitas of a French Hairie.

SEATON PLACE (NORTH SIDE)

SEATON YOUTH CENTRE: - : 1869; Le Sueur & Bree. Formerly Wesleyan Methodist Church (" a
small, neat, granite building") in the tall slim Nonconformist tradition, with interesting
variation. The two front comers of the church are canted back sideways in order to accommo
date this site at an angle to the street. Triple lancet windows, buttresses rising to pinn
acles on either side of the steep gable. Black granite with lighter granite dressings.

NOS. 30 and 32: - : Extraordinary doorcase, central column swelling painfully at the middle,
but no friends on either side; instead, console brackets incorporating grapes (for the
patient?).

GLOUCESTER STREET: - : Dominated on the one side by the new and less new buildings of the
Hospital, on the other by the Opera House.

NOS. 13 and 15: - : Two- and three-storey stucco guest houses, in themselves of no particular
interest, but a very nice coupled pair of open-pedimented doorcases, fluted pilasters incor
porating seaside scallop shell omaments. Regrettable modem doors.

OPERA HOUSE; - : The present building a reconstruction of 1922, by Jesty & Baker, of the
earlier theatre (designed by Adolph Curry, and opened by Lily Langtry, 1900) burned down in
May 1921. An imposing and slightly Frenchified exterior, somewhat altered, but none the less
capable of restoration and worthy of it, since it is a building of the best period of theatre
and opera house design. The ground floor openings have been altered. Above is a canopy
carried on very heavy scrolly consoles. On the floor above, of seven bays, French windows on
to the balcony flanked by elliptical oculi; above the French windows, radial recesses pierced
by five circular oculi with funny applied ornament; the outer bays divided by pilasters
rising to subsidiary broken pediments, the central attic with semicircular windows rising to
balustrade and topped by a triangular pediment. Exterior very freshly and cheerfully re
painted for the summer season of 1977. Interior plushy, with a mixture of ornament partly
Edwardian in feeling, partly in the idiom of the 1920's; raked balcony on Doric columns,
upper balcony, discordant modem box-fronts. Much rather tinny gold and silver paint. A
little bit disappointing inside.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: B : Originally completed as a hospital, 1768; used as a barracks until
1793, when it was re-opened as a hospital; bumed down, 1859; the present building is Victor
ian, by Thomas Gallichan. The austere and dignified principal front to Gloucester Street is
of granite, three-storey, in a range of 2x6x3x6x2 bays; inscription over the portico
"Hopital General, Fond^ 1767, Reconstruit 1860". The central bay is pedimented, with a clock,
and a Gibbsian surround to each window; the gatehouse, also of stone, has a central entrance
arch and subsidiary arches, topped by rather surprising billet mouldings in Victorian neo-
Norman style.
The building of 1860 is nudged and Jostled by a variety of modem additions, none offensive,
but none better than mediocre. (See also next entry.)

THE PARADE; G : A very pleasant triangular open space and garden, flat but still faintly
reminiscent of the original sand dunes on the site; trees, cannon (two 32-pounders of 1862,
two breech-loaders), seats, flowers and statuary. Apart from the unduly obtmsive five-
storey pink-concrete-block-faced hospital slab of 1962 (doubly mischievous in masking out the
two older facades of the hospital complex) the Parade is surrounded by pleasant and well-
scaled terraces, that to the west frankly commercial in character, but still entirely accept
able.
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There Is a charming symmetrical group of Gothic-revival
buildings flanking the central hospital chapel, probably all by John Hayward. Most im-
happily some vandal (could it have been the Hospital maintenance department?) has chosen to
spoil the group as a whole by suppressing the three-light Tudor window just to the right of
the chapel, and substituting (Z) an odious modern asymmetrical window with a cement surround.
Why, oh why, was this extraordinary action allowed?
Hospital Chapel. 1846. John Hayward. Interior: apart from the "east" window, very plain and
a little institutional, but tall, calm, and conducive to meditation. Good timber roof. Late
Victorian east window, rather good of its kind, in sombre colours, about 1895.
The chapel and adjoining buildings are, unfortunately, under threat of demolition; any such
proposal should be strenuously resisted.

DON mbmoriaL: 0 : Unveiled 1885, though General Sir George Don, Lieut.-Governor 1806-9 and
1810-14, died in 1832; his memory was much cherished, why did it take so long to commemorate
him? Mystifyingly inscribed "A Don 1806 S 1814" - an inscription which leads the mind of the
uninstructed spectator along paths entangled by Gifts, Cossacks, Eccentric Professors, and
Spanish Grandees.
The statue, life-size, appears to be that of the 1885 conception of a Regency Beau in a very
long cloak; he is supported on either side by larger-than-life-size statues, evidently of
Ceres and Mercury, the former scratching her head. All these designed by Mons. Pierre
Robinet, "entrepreneur" Charles de Gruchy, and executed by Dufresne Freres in (can it really
be?) cast iron; the evidences of rust, which would hardly befit the more canonical bronze,
have recently been concealed under a nice coat of Vandyke brown paint.

CENOTAPH: B : War memorial, unveiled November 11, 1923. Designed by Charles de Gruchy; built
of La Moye granite by Charles Le Quesne. Very austere but crisply executed granite pylon
topped by very architectural stylised coffin with triglyphs and mutules topped by scrolly
volutes and a beribboned wreath. All very well executed. Low and attractive railings in the
art nouveau style surrounding the plinth.

BAUDAINS mrmoriaL: - : 1897, by A. McFarlane Shannan of Glasgow; the Constable's bust is
tipped back proudly, as though he were ready to have his beard and locks trimmed in the
barber's chair; plinth by Adolph Curry.

AT.T. SAINTS' CHURCH: - : 1835; to plans by James T. Parkinson. A small classical chapel of
ease, of modestly correct classical design inside and out, spoiled outside by the ubiquitous
rendering, inside by an excess of pale oak; "one of the plainest buildings in the town" says
Hill, disapprovingly. De la Croix did not think much of it either: "Cet edifice, sans faste,
sans decorations autre que quelques pillastres qui en d^corent le fronton contribue peu a
I'embellissementd'un quartier qu'il eut cependant ete si facile de convertir en promenade."
The pedimented facade is now all rendered save for the granite comer pilasters, which look
in consequence lonely and ridiculous; three bays wide, three bays of round-headed windows
deep; a clock (keeping correct time) in the tympanum of the pediment; silly low semicircular
rustic stone wall outside containing the site of the former cholera graveyard on which the
church was built.

Internally, a riot of pale oak in the taste of the 1930's - rood-screen, reredos, and all -
even the old box-pews have been skilfully grained and scumbled to resemble oak; all very
well, but not at all in keeping with the period or the style of the building.

(EAST SIDE)

LISTER HOUSE. DON VIEW: - : A pair of stucco two-storey two-bay houses of about 1845, en
livened with uninhibited ornament. Both houses share a pattern of interlaced curves at sill
and porch level; Don View has florid cartouches above its upper windows; Lister House is
more classical, with Doric porch, bay windows, and coved blue and white cornice with peculiar
applique stucco ornament.

NO. 24: 0 : A sober two-storey three-bay house, painted white; but six most surprising
medallions have been incorporated in the plasterwork over its six openings.

WEST PARK AVENUE

NOS. 23. 25. 27. 29: - : West Park Avenue was developed in the 1880's and 1890's, to a
uniform building line, for T.W. Le Blancq and W.E. Guiton; the former was agent for Messrs.
Doulton and imported the yellow bricks and terracotta fire surrounds and details. Nos. 23-
29 are somewhat similar to the Lancashire Hotel (see below), making use of some of the same
ornamental motifs and indeed actual moulds. Curious historic heads on the keystones of Nos.

27 and 29. A particularly attractive plaque on the wall between Nos. 23 and 25 (Hawarden
Villas) with female face and swags of fruit presiding over crossed sprigs of some mysterious
botanical invention. Unhappily, No. 27 has had a very large and totally unsuitable modem
dormer added.

NOS. 11. 13. 15. 17: - : These are rather similar Victorian terrace houses, this time of
yellow brick with ornament aroimd the windows and on the doorcases, in yellowish Doulton
terracotta.

LANCASHIRE PRIVATE HOTEL. PARADE ROAD: - : Originally a pair of large two-storey and mansard
roof and dormer stucco Victorian houses of about 1870 with lavish ornament very much in the
French taste. Now a single hotel. As elsewhere in St. Helier, intriguing ceramic strips
set into the surrounds of the dormer windows. Nicely painted.
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NOS. 22 and 24, KENSINGTON PLACE: - :Two two-storey etucco white-painted houses, one with
glazing bars complete upstairs and incorporating very fine shop fascia of about 1840; the
other with round corners at the top of the Victorian sashes. Each has a coach arch, one
closed by an elegant and attractive modern iron grille, the other by a very rough piece of
timber work. Both nicely painted black and white and making a real contribution to a
slightly nondescript street.

PEIRSON ROAD

GALAXIE HOTEL: - :Tall mid-Victorian granite hotel with elaborate wooden pierced, fretted and
turned balustrades to the balconies, and a pleasant square tower at the corner. Rather

spoilt by the lettering of the notice and the crazy-pavlng-pattern marble with which the
steps up to the front door have been refaced,

b NOS. 20 and 21: - : Two-storey-and-basement seaside villas of about 1840, a pair, stuccoed,
shuttered, No. 21 with dormers and with rather more complicated glazing pattern in the
windows, also with original ironwork complete. Both well painted and cared for. These
houses illustrate nicely the meeting point between Regency taste and that of the early Victor
ian period.

i STATUE OF QUEEN VICTORIA, TRIANGLE PARK: - : "Erige par le peuple" to mark the Jubilee of Chronique,
1887; unveiled 1890. Removed to this site in 1976, originally at the Weighbridge. A rather 6 September
amateurish bronze executed by Georges Wallet, who has not succeeded in getting Her Majesty's 1890
profile quite right. Cast in Paris, and set on a plinth of La Moye stone designed by Adolph PI. 96
Curry. She looks like a cross between the Widow Twankey and the White Queen in Alice in
Wonderland.

GRANITE CROWN, LOWER PARK: 2. • At the junction of Victoria Avenue and St. Aubin's Road, a
further monument erected for the Jubilee of 1897, taking the rather curious form of a rough
granite plinth and low octagonal column topped by a most meticulous carving of the Imperial
Crown (A - for craftsmanship rather than beauty), twice life size, resting on a tasseled
cushion; carved by Frederick Roberts. A very considerable feat of craftsmanship considering
the difficulty of fine carving in so obstinate a material.

Chronique,
19 February

1898
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97. iVestaway Memorial
{A 7 b).

98. George H, Royal
Square (C 4 a).

99. Le Sueur Obelisk
(C 11 a).

100. Le Cronier Memorial
(B 4 a).
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AREA D-WESTERN OUTSKIRTS OF ST. HELIER

(bounded by the sea, Pelrson Road, West Park Avenue, Rouge Bouillon, Queen's Road and the
parish boundary until it reaches the sea at Hillbrook)

FIRST TOWER; A : A pre-Hartello Tower of about 1780 (the battle at Cape Uortella was not till
1794); circular, of pink granite with a pronounced batter; projecting embrasures; mounting
for a single 18-pounder gun on top. Manned in 1797 by one sergeant, one corporal, and ten
invalids from the Royal Invalid Battalion. Externally, quite unspoiled and unaltered,
except for the undue niuaber of telephone and other wires attached to it, which should be re
moved; but internally, now an enormous sewei^-vent!

FIRST TOWER METHODIST CHURCH; - : 1847. A nice small pedimented stucco church, with pointed
windows; good railings; later, but inoffensive porch; well painted.

ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH, FIRST TOWER; ^ : 1926, by C.W. Blanchard Bolton. A very good little
church of its period, pink granite well used, square tower with octagonal corner turrets.
Whether the new large brick hall being attached will turn out to be a good idea, it is too
soon to say, but one must have some misgivings at any rate about the change of materials.

VILLE-ES-NOUAUX DOLMEN. FIRST TOWER: A : A megalithic passage grave, and nearby stone circle
with central capstone, very well displayed indeed by the Societe Jersiaise inside a circular
railed area surrounded by a ring of evergreen oaks. The double monument, excavated in 1869
and 1883, consists of about 100 large stones, mostly of reddish granite. A considerable
number of fragments of pottery were unearthed.

ST. AUBIN'S ROAD

OVERSEAS TRADING CORPORATION LTD.: - : Edwardian commercial buildings, built on land purchas
ed 1900 for Sun Works tea-packing factory (now Overseas Trading Corporation (1939) Ltd.).
Elaborate gates and stone gateway, incorporating sun motif, between the two tall gable-ends
(one three-bay, the other two-bay) of a fine granite double warehouse.

ANIMAL CEMETERY: 0 : Opened 1928; an acre or more of grand and modest tombstones, complete
with lychgate, sentimental verse, and symbolically eriq>ty kennel. The graves are mostly of
dogs, with the odd cat, a golden goat, and one "wonderful horse". An ideal source for the
study of pet-names between 1928 and the present day.

BELLOZANNE ROAD (EAST SIDE)

CROYDON TERRACE: - : A pleasant L-shaped terrace of grey stucco two-storey houses, detailing
various but some Georgian-glazed, set back behind a long shared garden.

DUNEDIN FARM; - : A five-bay stone two-storey traditional farmhouse, with Georgian glazing
pattern, long-and-short work, and modern porch.

FDSC»MCL 17HOTEL SANTA MONICA, ST. ANDREW'S ROAD; - : Datestone ''' (unusually placed) of 1777;
originally Pied du Cotil house, associated with the De Ste. Croix family; the principal block
five-bay two-storey-and-dormer - with an excellent wide portico of six fluted Doric columns;
the various additions quite acceptable; splendid view to sea and of Elizabeth Castle.

RDE DE TRACHY

MILLBROOK HOUSE; - : A pleasant two-storey three-bay hipped-roof country villa, stuccoed,
with Regency-style canopy on six columns, Georgian glazing, and shutters. Under threat of
demolition to make way for a hotel with 129 bedrooms.

LA RETRAITE: - : A fine seven-bay two-storey-and-dormer villa, semi-derelict in a secluded
Jungly garden, with a rather rickety-looking pantile roof, Georgian-glazed. A pleasing
parapet to the roof, unusual out of town; deplorable front door.

MONT COCHON FARM; B : A four-bay two-storey granite pantiled farmhouse with a fine walled
courtyard entered through an excellent traditional Jersey arch, probably of about 1660, but
the farmbuildings so placed as partly to obscure the house.

OLD FARM: - : A nice five-bay two-storey whitewashed farmhouse and buildings, pantiled, set
back in a walled enclosure.

MONT (XtCHON: - : Or, as A.F. Grellier's discreet colourful map of 1904 would have us believe,
"Le Mont ou nous couchons"; a charming Bowdlerisation of the family name "Cochon", recorded
since 1299!

WHITE LODGE (east side, nr. foot of hill); 0 : Beside the old church hall, an arcaded house
(peculiar enough in itself) absolutely covered all over - the front wall too - in semi-
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biblical graffiti, including soioe surprising spellings and abbreviations,
bizarre at to be enjoyable; but one is quite enough.

Altogether, so

HIGH PARK (w.side, nr. foot of hill): - : A terrace of three oid-Victorian two-storey stucco
houses with a remarkable columnar arcade in front; six fat columns, painted white, carrying
curious flat arches.

ROSEDALE FARM; ^ : A long range of pleasant granite buildings, two-storey, slate roof
(probably formerly thatched); some modern dormers dating from the 1975 remodelling. Splendid
valley site, elaborately landscaped. The older part is of five bays, chamfered arch doorway
dated 1664. Small two-bay two-storey extension to the east, then a four-bay single storey
block, all under the same roof. Subsidiary wing at right angles, five bays, roughcast, lower
slated roof. Original unrecessed Georgian sashes in the older part of the main block. Other
wise more recent Georgian glazing. Particularly nice weather-cock on the chimney at the
eastern end of the block. Westernmost ground-floor window, plate glass inserted, very obtru
sive, and a disagreeable tarmac drive.

LA RUELLE VAUCLUSE

BEAOVOIR; - : Datestone 1862: DHU*MAHH. Five-bay two-storey farmhouse. The front stuccoed,
Georgian glazing complete, square-headed doorway with fanlight and side-lights. All rather
ordinary; but at the back, central round-headed window with Georgian glazing in the upper
storey. Granite, mainly pale grey but some brown. Slated roof. Behind high stone wall.

BELLOZANNE PRIORY: A : The main house five-bay two-storey pink granite, chamfered arch to
doorway, Georgian-glazed. Tall bright red pantiled roof; genuine old chimneys and thatch-
stones; the group of buildings makes an 'L' around the courtyard. CDSX*IiIELP 1761. At the
back, cart arch pantiled, with pigeon holes in the outer wall and lamp openings in the inner
wall.

FERN VALLEY

ST. CLAIRE HOUSE (at west end):-: Five-bay, hipped roof, two-storey-and-dormer country villa,
stuccoed, Doric porch, Georgian-glazed, shutters; later extensions of 1968, very pleasant
and traditional, to designs by G.N. Woodcock.

THE LIMES (at east end): - : Two-storey, five-bay granite farmhouse, datestone CNC»IPN 1803.
End walls granite rubble, main wall carefully cut stone using three contrasting colours,
Victorian sashes, slate roof replacing thatch, substantial dormers. Substantial granite out
buildings, but not very happy corrugated-iron garage.

RDETTE PINEL

SURVILLE liANOR: - : 1841. Two-storey country villa, the main block three bays, one subsid
iary bay on each side. Quoins: rendered. French windows on ground floor, Georgian sashes
above. Coat of arms in attic parapet.
Behind the Manor, Surville Manor Farm Cottage and Surville Cottage, three-bay, two-storey,
granite, under a single slate roof. The former of random laid granite, the latter squared
granite with long-and-short work. Small Victorian-glazed sashes.
At the back, ranges of two-storey buildings of various dates; datestone 1756 on one.

T.RS RDETTES PINEL: - : Five-bay two-storey reddish granite farmhouse, long-and-short work
around windows, slate roof, Victorian-glazed, simple square doorcase. Two-storey extension.

LA GRANDE ROUTE DE MONT-A-L'ABBE

BELLOZANNE ABBEY: B : Not in fact an abbey, but situated on a fief of the Norman abbot of
Bellozanne. Original part five-bay, two-storey pink granite, round-headed arch at doorway
with fanlight, the arch possibly as early as 1500. Victorian glazing. Extension with brick
dressings. Very fine and curiously shaped granite chimneys, one cylindrical, possibly
unique; slate roof with small attic lights possibly substituted fairly recently for thatch.

CHESTNUT LEA: - : Main farmhouse five-bay two-storey-and-dormer, Victorian-glazed, wooden
porch, the stonework mostly carefully dressed slabs of pale grey granite with small infilling
stones of dark blue granite. Datestone MALX^SGL 1804. The building is extended towards the
road by a curiously angled two-storey addendtim, no doubt dower wing, pink granite rubble with
brick dressings, Georgian-glazed, the long angled wall to the roadway rendered; the way the
two component parts fit together is most surprising.

FERN HILL: B : Five-bay two-storey traditional farmhouse of squared granite. Four unrecessed
Georgian-glazed windows. Square-headed doorway with porch on slim Doric columns. Very long
L-shaped range of lower two-storey granite outbuildings, slated, a total of twelve bays,, en
closing nice walled garden with a large old Monkey Puzzle tree in the middle.

MONT-A-L'ABBE HOUSE: - : Five-bay two-storey granite farmhouse, slate roof, datestone IIXJ+APD
1745, Victorian sashes, shutters, simple square-headed doorcase, subsidiary wing and farm-
buildings of granite. Pretty Victorian porch.
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Farmhouses and Country Houses

101. Rossmore (E 10 a).
102. Bellozanne Priory (D 10b).
103. Les Ruettes Pine! (D 12 b).
104. Linden Hall (E 13 d).
105. Man Sejour IE 11 b).
106. Stirling Castle (E IS b).
107. Maison de la Rocgue (E 13 a)
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D 14 THE OLDE HOUSE. RUE FLIQUET: ^ : Datestone: MPD IRN 1732. Five-bay two-storey farmhouse, the
granite half masked with rendering rather attractively so that the stone shows through,
though the shapes of the individual stones cannot be distinguished, the technique known local
ly as "pierre perdue". Fairly small windows, Victorian-glazed. Very plain square-headed
doorway with horizontal Regency-style six-pane fanlight. Tall pantiled roof in which have
been inserted at some date three large gables containing dormers. The roof is an attractive
chocolate-coloured pantile, but probably not original. Tall squared granite chimneys. May
have been thatched.

D 15 WEST HILL

ST. ANNE'S; B : Fine stucco country house of about 1840 or later, the principal block three-
bay, two-storey-and-basement, subsidiary block two-bay, with linking block; east wing added
1973. Stucco, emphasised quoins, shutters, Georgian glazing, heavy cornice, rather heavy
porch without columns, round-headed windows at the sides reached by an imposing flight of
granite steps from the gravel sweep.

MOSS NOOK; B : Classic five-bay two-storey granite farmhouse, excellent long-and-short work,
datestone PAL*IPN 1823; 1666 datestone on north facade. Steep slated roof with unduly large
and prominent modern dormer, the back of the building greatly altered and not important.
The extension now plastered, datestone of 1832. The effect rather spoiled by the corrueated-
iron roof of the subsidiary farm building outside the front of the house.

D 16 ST. JOHN'S ROAD

MONT-A-L*ABBE CEMETERY; - : Datestone inserted in wall of caretaker's house "1855 Cimetiere

Paroissiale"; the lodge itself of 1874. Simple granite two-storey gabled house. Pleasant
walled cemetery with trees on the upper ground; would be nicer if there were more.

UPLANDS FARM; A : Behind a stone wall at right angles to the road, five-bay traditional

Jersey farmhouse, two-storey-plus-dormers, slate roof, granite coping stone inscribed TLG
1658. Doorway simple chamfered granite arch; Victorian sash windows.
As a continuation of the house a range of granite outbuildings with modem dormers, reached
through an arched gateway, the keystone inscribed 1658 LGHH. At the rear a subsidiary five-
bay two-storey farmhouse of granite with brick dressings in the upper storey and rather un
happy modem dormers; and a single storey range of former farm buildings slated, with partic
ularly good rough granite double doorcase, both doorways now blocked up however.
To this attached a range of two-storey modern hotel buildings, the central three-bay pantiled,
the striated plaster surface a disappointment after the merit of the adjoining buildings.

CHESTNUT FARM: ^ : At the Junction of La Grande Route de Mont-S-1'Abbe and St. John's Road.
Splendid triple archway, each opening chamfered, keystone inscribed 1698 and heraldic shield
without coat of arms. But Mrs. Joan Stevens expresses doubts whether the third archway is
original. The wooden gates not unpleasing but in some disrepair. The rear of the gateway
has squared lintels behind the keystone of the curved arches; the top appears to have been
altered.

Through the gates at the end of a triangular garden a long low farmhouse, roughcast, slated,
with an older wing at the east end of the range incorporating a very low granite arched door
way, smaller windows. The rear of the house whitewashed granite with Georgian glazing bars
complete in windows of various sizes irregularly arranged. Very large granite chimneys.

D 17 QUEEN'S ROAD (WEST SIDE)

NOS. 1 and 2: A : 1848; built for Mrs. Josue Le Bailly. An excellent pair of stucco Regency
houses, two-storey-basement-and-dormer, with Tower-of-the-winds capitals to the columned port
icoes, Georgian-glazed upstairs, French windows below, very elegant curving steps up to the
doorcase, good railings, shutters.

NOS. 3 and 4: - : A rather dull pair of Regency two-storey stucco houses sharing a hipped
roof, but important as a foil to their grander neighbours on either side.

NOS. 5-12; A : Mid-1840's. Developer Nicholas Le Quesne. A splendid terrace climbing by
steps up the hillside, all stucco, some three-storey, some two-storey-and-basement, three
bays each; recessed panels between the pilasters in the top storey; Georgian glazing upstairs,
French windows on the piano nobile; excellent curly walls, railings, and flights of steps up
to the porches, all but one of the Tower-of-the-winds order. Nos. 5 and 6 share a three-
column porch; Nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10 have their own, of two columns each; No. 11 has console
brackets; No. 12 has Tower-of-the-winds pilasters, but alas, its porch has been removed.

(EAST SIDE)

LBS CHALETS: B : A terrace of three ornate late-Victorian granite houses, two-storey-basement-
and-dormer , six-bay in all; Swiss fretwork ornament has been spread liberally over the
facade, which also incorporates two very nice carved stone roundels, one apparently portray
ing a phoenix, the other a loving pair of phoenixes; but was there ever more than one at a
time?
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OLD ST. JOHN'S ROAD.

SUNSHINE VILLAS: - : From New St. John's Road there is a most seductive alley, flanked by

high stone walls, giving a glimpse of topiary at its end; the tall random rubble wall on the
left, and the especially nice corner stonework - curved below, to leave room for the wheels
of carts and carriages, right-angled above - raises false hopes. Alas, the fronts of this
little terrace of bouses have been rendered; they look out over a desert of dreary garages;
many of the slates are off the roofs. But this must once have been (and could be again) a
fine terrace of late-Georgian houses; the subtlety of the fenestration makes this plain; each
bouse is of three bays, the central window the orthodox Georgian twelve-pane, but the windows
on either side broader and grander, each of sixteen panes.

THE MOUNT: ^ : On the summit of the hill, a tall
dotted with urns, grottoes and a stone pineapple
Gothick detailing: castellated; octagonal turret

pointed windows, and in the topmost gable a very

Victorian glazing bars executed in wood, not, as
boards and their timber detailing removed. Fish

Said to have been built by Adolph Curry in 1870,

chateau fashionable around St. Malo and Dinard.

four-storey pink stucco house; its terraces,
, run down to New St. John's Road. Pastiche-
, subsidiary hexagonal turret, dripstones,

odd teardrop-shaped window. The elaborate
would have appeared, iron. Original barge-

•scale slates. A bit ogrelsh, but enjoyable,
add to be modelled on the 19th century-style

COBURG HOUSE. NEW ST. JOHN'S ROAD: ^ : A plain but well-proportioned hip-roofed three-bay
two-storey stucco villa of around 1850, with very fine curly Ionic pilasters in lieu of
quoins, and a nice Ionic-columnar belvedere at one side.

ST. HELIER HOUSE (OLD PEOPLE'S HOME) VfESTMOUNT ROAD:- : 1963. Breakwell & Davies. Six-

storey-and-attic rectangular slab with disturbing bright blue panels; wholly out of scale,
the texture, colouring and materials all entirely inappropriate, to the pleasant seaside
villas and hotels adjoining People's Park and Triangle Park on the one side, the line of
trees and cliff face on the other side.
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/Off. Triple archway at Chestnut Farm (D 16 c).
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Victorian and Edwardian

109. Ommaroo Hotel, Havre de Pas (B 5 c).
110. St. ives, Colomberie (8 8 a).
111. Le Chatelet, Victoria Street (C 30 a).
112. 28, Halkett Place, of 1912 (C 14 c).
113. The Bristol, Esplanade (A 2 b).
114. 27, Hill Street (once Calvados Hotel) (C 7 b).
115. High Park (D 9 b).
116. Lancashire Hotel, Parade Road (C 71).
117. Victoria Club, Beresford Street (C 19 b).
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AREA E-NORTHERN OUTSKIRTS OF ST. HELIER
(east of Queen's Road and north of Rouge Bouillon/Springfield Road, to parish boundary).

E 1 ALMORAH CRESCENT: A : A splendid very tall crescent, on top of a steep hill, of ten white-
painted stucco houses, each of two bays and four storeys. Started 1844 by Charles La Cloche
Ricard, a speculative builder, on a co-operative basis: be advertised one of the plots as
suitable for a carpenter: each taker was to contribute his own skill to the Dutual benefit.
The terrace was named for his wife, who had been the first English child to be born at
Almorah in the Himalayas. In 1845 he was advertising incomplete houses for sale, Francois
Le Brun being the builder. But in the ensuing years there were many bankruptcies among
builders, and his daughter in 1910 described Ricard as "an imprudent man who lost his for
tune". The ground floors very plain, rusticated, but the doors not emphasised in any way.
At the first floor, balconies topped by curving lead Regency canopies, carried on slim black-
painted wooden struts with cast-iron railings; shutters to the French windows on this floor.
The Georgian-glazed windows of the floor above are inset in curved recesses with charming
Regency canopies above; the square windows on the top floor are again recessed.
This is a splendid composition on a magnificent site (though a long climb home in the even
ing). Unhappily the terrace is beginning to need some attention quite urgently - both wood
work and metalwork are deteriorating, and will quickly deteriorate further on so exposed a
site unless they are attended to.

E 2 NOS. 2 and 4. RALEGH AVENUE: - : Good three-storey-and-dormer stucco houses sharing a double
Doric columnar porch. No. 4 with glazing bars and shutters complete.

E 3 VICTORIA CRESCENT (UPPER MIDVALE ROAD TO UPPER CLARENDON ROAD): B : 1854, built for Thomas
Falle; a protracted court case resulting from disagreement over building costs ended in 1859
when Falle (of the "Laurel" party) finally lost his appeal. The Chronique ("Rose" party
supporters) followed the case with enthusiasm: "VHiat new chicanes will his fecund mind pro
duce next?" Seven pairs of fine tall three-storey houses, each pair connected to the next by
a lower linking block; pilasters to each house; inset half-round columns flanking recessed
panels in the top floor; mostly Georgian-glazed; placed on the hillside so as to look out
over a semicircular field, planted with good trees, across the town. All are rendered, all
over; in a way this is a pity. But it seems that it was the original nature of the terrace,
and in this instance should not be changed.

E 4 TRAVERTINE HOUSE, LOWER KING'S CLIFF: ^ : About 1750; formerly known as Greystones; good
interior woodwork. Set back in a garden below street level, a three-storey five-bay rendered
housewwith a good semicircular granite doorcase, fanlight, and Georgian glazing pattern
complete.

E 5 PEN-Y-CRAIG AVENUE

PEN-Y-CRAIG FLATS: - : Should one list something which is more than half reproduction or
pastiche? Nevertheless quite agreeably done and deceptive from a distance. The house as it
stands comprises a central block flanked by projecting canted bays like turrets, linked to
gether by a balcony on Doric columns; with two more bays extending to the gable fronting on
Pen-y-Craig Avenue. All linked together by rather pleasant mid-Victorian battlements. All
the windows, sashes and doors appear to he modern replacements which do not exactly reproduce
the old pattern, and at the ground floor left a completely new and bogus bay-window has been
inserted. However, the composition as a whole has been well painted, and really looks rather
nice. A puzzle for the conservationist.
To add to the puzzle, Pen-y-Craig House, sited between Pen-y-Craig Flats and the view, is a
completely new mock-Georgian reproduction house.

KING'S CLIFF COTTAGE: - : Two-storey three-bay house with a subsidiary wing, one-bay one-
storey, at each side. Hipped roof and central chimney. Georgian glazing pattern altered in
top left window. Curious bell-shaped canopy porch borne on iron supports incorporating
Gothic motif; if original, as it appears to be, most unusual. Rather unhappily, the whole
exterior of the house has been refaced not in the smooth stucco it deserves, but in gimmicky
striated plaster compound.

E 6 UPPER KING'S CLIFF

NOS. 1. 2. 3, 4: B : Excellent large 1850ish two-storey-and-basement stucco houses, canted
bays below. The two terraces of two houses each substantially identical; shutters, glazing
bars (narrow panes at the sides) mostly complete, but lattice windows have been substituted
for sashes in some of the windows of the basement of Nos. 3 and 4. Each block with central
and comer pilasters and subsidiary porches at each end; each block hipped roof.

LINDRIDGE HALL: - : Tall three-bay three-storey stucco house on hilltop site, hipped roof,
shutters, Georgian-glazed throughout. Quoins. Portico/balcony almost full width of house,
carried on Ionic columns with responding pilasters, nice frilly balcony railings above.
Rectangular doorcase with geometrical glazing pattern in horizontal fanlight and side-lights.
Rather spoiled by the new houses built in the former garden.

MAHARA: - : Three-bay two-storey stucco villa on hilltop site, hipped roof, shutters, Georg
ian-glazed, quoins, rather heavy porch. All of about 1845 but very solid and well cared for.
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Building Class Date, Type, Architect, etc.

NOS. 1 and 2. RICHMOND VILLAS. RICHMOND ROAD: B : Two charming two-storey small houses, three
bays each, on the slope of the hill rising from the back of Almorah Crescent to Almorah
Cemetery. Roughcast, one white-washed, one yellow-washed, but with charming Gothick detail
ing in the style of perhaps 183S; the window sashes divided into three panels each with a
segmental head; the upper windows set into pointed recesses in the wall with curly quatrefoils
and ornament of carved wood. Above the doorcase of each a frilled wooden canopy, unsupported
by columns, pilasters, or anything else, and accordingly now somewhat askew.

ALMORAH CEMETERY; - : 1854. Chapel and lodges 1858, by Poulton and Woodman. Very pleasant
access gates flanked by octagonal turrets and little two-storey gate lodges, all in random
granite, framing the vista up to the modest mortuary chapel backed by a line of mature lime
trees. The chapel (^) very pleasing and simple, gabled, granite, front with three round-
headed arches giving access to porch, single round-headed doorway. Double round-headed win
dows above, under a semicircular dripstone. Neat but ornamental buttresses; four bays deep.
Slated roof.

LA POUQUELAYE (WEST SIDE)

LE SOHIER (nr. LE HUREL): B : A very strange pink-painted stucco villa apparently of two
different dates. Central block two-bay two-storey with hipped roof rising to an extra
ordinary set of six separate pink chimneys topped by six separate chimney pots. The roof far
oversailing the walls so that, in order to provide light to the upper halves of the upstairs
windows, (0) skylights have had to be inserted on the upper surface of the roof. Hatching
taller two-storey wings with, below, canted bays detailed in the style of about 1860, and
tall narrow fitted shutters. Above are pretty wooden oriels in the same style. Just to add
to the oddity, the front door is at the back and is framed in a pleasant fretted wooden porch.

HIGHFIELD: ^ : Four-bay two-jtorey farmhouse, random granite, datestone 17 IP UP 40, but
probably earlier. Attractive chamfered doorway, with chamfered ogee on the lintel block.
Unrecessed windows, black pantiled roof. L-shaped courtyard with two-storey outbuildings of
random granite, Georgian-glazed. South frontage entirely rendered, with modern porch.

VALLEE DBS VAUX (EAST SIDE)

ROSSMORE: - : A stucco villa, five-bay two-storey with Regency copper canopy borne on six
post supports. Wooden framework detailing and ornament. French windows below. Georgian-
glazed and shuttered above, and a rather curious pierced parapet with quatrefoils (wooden?)
at eaves level.

Beside gateway to Rossmore, base of early cast-iron ventilation column.

VILLA VILLETRIE: - : Main building six-bay two-storey, roughcast, Georgian-glazed above,
French windows below, slated roof, large Ionic columnar porch, large rectangular doorcase
with geometrical glazing pattern in horizontal fanlights and side-lights. Two additional
bays projecting slightly to the road. Particularly good gates with very large fleur-de-lys
on top and anthemion pattern ornament.

HARVEST BARN: An old house, originally Le Moulin Nicolle, once very nice, but now so
smothered in modern alterations (1969 and earlier) as to be worth noting for record purposes
only.

LA ROUTE DP PETIT CLOS (SOUTH SIDE)

DOMAINE DE MAITLAND: B : Classic five-bay two-storey granite farmhouse of 1746 with two-bay
extension. Victorian sashes; good long-and-short work; contrasting grey and pink granite.
Slate roof, (kjod solid chimneys. Fine enclosed courtyard at rear; arched doorway dated
1630.

(NORTH SIDE)

MON SEJOUR; - : Good five-bay two-storey traditional granite farmhouse, slate roof (heighten
ed, perhaps when slate replaced thatch), Georgian-glazed, datestone 17 RAL 61, rectangular-
headed doorcase. L-shaped extension.

LA MAISON DU MONT-AU-PRETRE: - : Three-bay two-storey granite farmhouse, tiled roof, Georgian
pattern, modem glazing, round-headed central arch. In walled courtyard, with subsidiary
round-headed pedestrian arch; the principal arch having apparently disappeared, but two tall
attractive square stone pinnacles having taken its place.

HAUT DU MONT-AU-PRETRE. RUE DE LA HAUTEUR: - : Five-bay two-storey granite farmhouse, random
stone, long-and-short work round the windows, square-headed doorway with datestone above:
18 PMR*RLR 67. Glazing bars complete; front door replaced by French window. Slate roof.
Extensions of various dates, some with wooden dormers.

TRINITY HILL

MAISON DE LA ROCQDE: - : Attractive L-shaped two-storey pantiled traditional farmhouse of
varying heights, with unusual window lintels.
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St. Helier Ornament

118. Eagle pub, Lempriere Street (C 58).

119. Grapes pub, Mulcaster Street (C 5 a).

120. Mechanics' Institute, Halkett Place (C 14 b).

121. Fountain, the Markets (C 14 a).

122. Stucco medallion, Hawarden Villas, West Park Avenue
(C70a).
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E 13b BEL RESPIRO: - : Five-bay two-storey farmhouse with three-bay extension, all stuccoed,
Victorian-glazed. Dated stone lintel: 18 IBN MHQ 11.

OAKLANDS: - : A very large house, the original part a tall block three bays wide, two-storey,
with parapet and wide six-column portico with Tower-of-the-winds capitals and tall French
windows inside. To this have been added by various stages: first, side wings with round-
headed windows above and below; secondly, blocks incorporating a pair of rather ugly four-
storey towers, one presumably containing the water tank, and outer offices at the rear;
finally, (0) a modem parody of a porte cochere which would have given fits to the designer
of the original portico.

LINDEN HALL: A : Five-bay two-storey traditional granite farmhouse, brick dressings round
windows, glazing bars complete, imposing and correct Doric porch standing on three granite
steps. Rectangular doorcase with side lights and pretty lead or iron fanlight, original door,
subsidiary wings two-bay, one with dormer; L-shaped garden, flanked by stone farm buildings.
Slate roof not original. At rear datestone 1829 and slightly unfortunate modern door and
porch. Various ranges of outbuildings, some of granite rubble.

E 14 OAKLANDS LANE

BELMONT; - : Extensive ISSOish rendered country house in the Gothick taste, battlements,
label mouldings, little squared turret incorporating chimneys and loophole windows, Gothic
glazing pattern. The main building U-shaped. Two parallel gables facing the road, linked
by three-bay entrance block.

BELMONT FARM: B : Main block three-bay, rather later than usual. Traditional pinkish granite
Brick dressings around wide segmental-headed Georgian-glazed sashes, sixteen panes to each
window. Horizontal fanlight to rectangular door. Slightly curious modem porch lid over
door and half door below. Five-bay extension, datestone 1745, brick dressings, headers
glazed, probably considerably altered at a later date. Coach arch dated 1894 in keystone.
Good subsidiary farm buildings.

LA VILLB MARS; - : 1768. Five-bay two-storey traditional farmhouse. Squared cut granite,
small windows, perhaps the original casements and not Victorian; perhaps later rectangular
doorcase with horizontal six-pane fanlight; slate roof; nearly covered in ivy - a charming
change.

OAKLANDS FARM: - : Small farmhouse and outbuildings angled from each other, two-bay three-
storey granite adjoining very strange (0) unJersey granite archway, each upright a monolith
some ten feet tall. The lintel a curved monolith inscribed "Tarn Pace Quam Praelio 1861",
with armorial crest in medallion - ?Hercules - and above altemate blue and pink voussoirs
supporting nothing.

AUGRES HOUSE: - : Nine-bay traditional granite farmhouse, one square doorcase, one arched;
many windows apparently altered. End gable stuccoed, red tiled roof. Undergoing extensive
works. Some remarkable examples of ecclesiastical stonework, including finials, and an
enormous pork-salting trough propped up here and there.

E 15 MONT NERON

STIRLING CASTLE FARM: Two-storey (plus returned gable), dormers, pantiles, Georgian-glazed.
Simple squared doorcase, datestone CLP*SCL 1766. Said to have been the birthplace of
Lempriere of the Classical Dictionary in 1765. Formerly thatched.

STIRLING CASTLE: A : Opposite, overlooking stream, steep wooded valley and pool, a four-
storey cruciform chateau d'og^re with central fifth storey tower. The southem half of the
tower, incorporating dressed stonework maybe robbed from Fort Regent, was built about 1805
by Captain Charles Stirling, R.N., then in command of the signalling station on Mount
Bingham. The northern part of the house was added in 1858 by his nephew Edward Hamilton
Stirling, using brick instead of stone for his part of the house. Oral tradition has it that
Captain Stirling required a house in sight of his signal station; within reach of it on horse
back if action threatened; and on a site with fresh running water. He modelled his home, it
is said, on a brick-built Elizabethan watch-tower in his native East Anglia. The interior
is wholly delightful: on each floor, the cruciform plan is set off to best advantage by open
doorways linking the central landing with the four radiating rooms. There is a central
lantern in the top floor. Doorcases and windows are modelled in a simple but dashing Gothick
taste reminiscent of the work of John Wilson in Guernsey. A splendid romantic, dramatic, yet
comfortable house. The south walls of granite, grey at the corners, otherwise pink, window
dressings and comer piers all very red brick, rubbed into semicircular corners. Some win
dows blocked. Sawn brick balustrade around the top. Pointed windows with curious battered
red painted lead canopies in the Regency taste. Cast-iron anthemion-pattem window-box-
baskets, also painted dark red, and a modern terrace constructed of concrete like a porte
coch^re; stone buttresses supporting the front of the building; beside the door a large dog
kennel. Gothic entrance from the road at first floor level, flanked by great monolithic
granite pinnacles (worthy of Asterix and Obelix), most but not all of the brickwork painted
red.

DRINKING FOUNTAIN: - : "1868 Fons Viatoris E. Stirling fecit" in granite. Plainly Edward
Stirling who commissioned this was a teetotaller, as it is inscribed:

"On nature's stores rely,
Your wants they will supply,
Kingdoms their wealth unfold.
By labor, wit and gold."
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Building Class

LES RUISSEAUX VILLAS, GRANDS VAUX: - : Pleasant two-Storey white-washed bouses. Unpretent
ious, Victorias-glazed, slate roofs.

STOREHOUSE/STABLE BUILDING. STAFFORD LANE: B : Pleasant granite hipped-roof storehouse or
stable building, six bays long, four bays with recessed brick arches containing pointed
windows, one bay with tall semicircular brick coach arch, one with more modest doorway arch.
Eiq)hasi8ed keystones.

NOS. 1. 2 and 3. MQNKTON PARLEIGH, TRINITY HALL (SOUTH END): G : Charming small terrace of

three early Victorian houses, No. 1 three-bay blue-grey granite, brick dressings; triple and
double windows upstairs with Gothic detail to the upper sashes, plain Victorian glazing and
shutters below. Nos. 2 and 3 red brick relieved by horizontal courses of glazed headers.

Glazing a bit various, but the five bays of double windows above with a simpler version of
Victorian glazing. This group has strongly overhanging eaves carried on grey wooden brackets.
Slated roofs on the entire terrace, partly fish-scaled. A nice site on a curved if jungly
hillside running down to a little stream on the edge of the town.

OLD TRINITY HILL

NOS. 45, 49-55, BEAU SEJOUR, THE RIPPLES, 59^, and UILL HOUSE opposite: G : A little tri
angular space where three lanes meet on the hillside, partly bounded by the delightful double
curve of the granite wall, with a variety of small two-storey houses, stuccoed or rendered in
most cases (Melrose Villa stone), Georgian glazing almost complete. No. 51 the earliest,(6),
three-bay, two-storey pantiled, white-washed, very early 25-pane Georgian shop window still
in situ. Horizontal rectangular fanlight.

NO. 48: - : Facade on Les Vaux New Road. Two-storey-and-dormer granite houses, one three-bay
one two-bay, slate roof, in the farmhouse tradition. Victorian-glazed. Roof raised at some
period.

MONT CANTEL: - : At foot of hill: Base of early cast-iron sewer vent. Excellent crisp flut

ing and anthemion motif, similar to that on College Hill.

ROCQUEHONT: - : Three-bay two-storey-and-dormer stucco villa on splendid hilltop site, much
renovated. New copper roof. Presumably new French windows, but with panes to traditional

Georgian proportions. Pedimented Doric portico at the top of five curved steps.

ROCQUEVILLE: - : Large hilltop villa, stucco, two-storey, three-bay, said to date from 1810,
perhaps refaced about 1850. Wide plain rectangular-architraved doorcase with geometrical
glazing in fanlights and side-lights. Sashes above, French windows below with smaller panes

at the side of the windows in each case. Doric pilasters in the upper storey supporting
ornamented parapet wall with fluting and foliage motif.

TRINITY GARDENS, TRINITY ROAD: ^ : Four very tall pairs of three-storey-and-basement semi
detached early Victorian stucco houses. Pilasters at corners and divisions between the two

bays of each house, containing plain rectangular doorcase reached up flights of granite steps
and a round-headed window beside each. Glazing bars complete. Hipped roofs with extra chim

ney pots in single central tall chimney. The four blocks not painted identically, which is
perhaps a pity, since they are so plain and austere that their effect must derive from a

combination of masses; a bit like four poker dice thrown down in a semicircle on the table,
but Impressive in their own way.
If contemporary four-storey blocks of flats were like this, we would like them better.

123. Panoramic view of St. Helier from Aimorah Crescent by 6. B. Willis, 1856.

Jersey Life,
October 1968
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Oddities

124, 125. White Lodge (D 9 a), backcloth for pious graffiti: zestful and original spelling and
abbreviations.

126, 73, King Street (C 9 b); possibly the most compressed Ionic pilaster in the world.
127. Barley-sugar downspout (C 23).
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More Oddities

128. Inglehurst, Nelson Avenue (B 6).
129. She/lwork ornament, Aquila Road

(C 59).
130. "The Empty Kennel, in memory of

Smut": Animals' Cemetery (D 5 b).
131. Red Lamp pub (C 33).
132. Mock-bark doorcase, 21, the Esplanade
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INDEX

Entry Page Entry Page Entry Pai

Albert Street C54 58 Fort Regent B1 30 Peirson Road C73 64

Almorah Cemetery E8 76 Pen-y-Craig Avenue E5 74

Almorah Crescent El 74 Garden Lane C52 58 Peter Street CSS 50

Anley Street C65 62 General Hospital C68c/ Pier Road A9 27

Aquila Road csg 59 C69a 62 Pomona Road C61 60

Gloucester Street C68 62,63 Providence Street CSS 50

Bath Street C31 47 Grands Vaux E16 79

Bellozanne Road D6 66 Great Union Road CSS 58 Queen Street C8 42

Beresford Street C19 46 Green Street B4 32 Queen's Road D17 55;
Bond Street C2 36 Grosvenor Street Bll 34 Queen Victoria
Broad Street Oil 42 Grove Street C26 47 statue C74 64

Burrard Street C23 46

Halkett Place C14 43 Ralegh Avenue E2 74

Caledonia Place A4 26 Halkett Street C18 46 Regent Road B2 30

Castle Street C63 60 Harbour A7 27 Richmond Road E7 76

Cattle Street C20 46 Havre des Pas B5 32 Rouge Bouillon C46 54

Charing Cross ClO 42 Hilgrove Lane C15 44 Royal Crescent B9 32

Charles Street C34 50 Uilgrove Street C16 44 Royal Square C4 38

Chevalier Road CSS 50 Hill Street C7 39 Rue de la Hauteur E12 76

Churches: Hue Street C57 59 Rue de Trachy D8 66

All Saints C69e 63 Rue Fliquet D14 70

Baptist C28a 47 James Street C22 46 Ruette Pinel D12 68

First Tower

Methodist 02 66 Kensington Place C72 64 St. Andrew's Road D7 66

Halkett Place King Street C9 42 St. Aubin's Road D5 66

Evang. C14e 44 St. James Street BIO 34

St. Andrew's D3 66 La Chasse B3 30 St. John's Road Die 70

St. Columba's C44f 54 La Collette A8 27 St. Mark's Road C40 51

St. James's BIO 34 La Grande Route de St. Saviour's Road C37 50

St. Mark's C42c 51 Mont-5-l'AbbS D13 68 Sand Street C64 62

St. Mary & St. La Motte Street C36 50 Seale Street C66 62

Peter's C28b 47 La Pouquelaye E9 76 Seaton Place C67 62

St. Paul's C47f 55 La Route du Petit Stafford Lane E17 79

St. Simon's C55b 59 Clos Ell 76 States Buildings C4h 38
St. Thomas' C43c 52 La Ruelle Vaucluse DIG 68 Stopford Road C41 51

Town Church C1 36 Le Geyt Street 049 58

United Reformed C30b 47 Lempriere Street 058 59 Tourist Office,
Wesley Grove C14g 44 Library Place C13 43 Harbour Works,

Clare Street C60 59 Lower King's Cliff E4 74 Abbatoir A3 26
Clarence Road B13 34 Town Hall C66 62
Clarendon Road C45 54 Market C14d 44 Trinity Hill E13/18 76
Clearview Street C53 58 Market Street C17 46 Trinity Road E21 79

Cleveland Road B7 32 Midvale Road 044 54

College Hill B12 34 Minden Place 021 46 Union Street/Court C48 58

College House B16 35 Mont Cantel E20 79 Upper King's Cliff E6 74

Colomberie B8 32 Mont Cochon D9 66

Commercial Buildings A6 26 Mont Neron E15 78 VallSe des Vaux ElO 76

Commercial Street C62 60 Mont Pinel B14 35 Val Plaisant C43 52

Conway Street C12 43 Mulcaster Street 05 39 Vauxhall Street C28 47

Victoria College B15 35
David Place C42 51 Nelson Avenue B6 32 Victoria Crescent E3 74

Devonshire Lane C51 58 New St. John's Road Dig 71 Victoria Street C30 47

Devonshire Place C50 58 New Street C47 55

Don Road B9 32 Waterloo Lane C24 46
Ouhamel Place C25 46 Oaklands Lane E14 78 Wesley Street C32 50
Duhamel Street C27 47 Old St. John's Road D18 71 West Hill D15 70
Dumaresq Street C56 59 Old Trinity Hill E19 79 West Park Avenue C70 63

Opera House C68b 62 Westmount Road D20 71
Elizabeth Castle A1 24 Ordnance Yard A5 26 Wharf Street C6 39

Esplanade A2 24 Oxford Road 039 51 Winchester Street C29 47

Windsor Crescent C43b 52

Fern Valley Dll 68 Parade 069 62

First Tower D1 66 Parade Road 071 63 York Street C66 62

Opposite, 133, 7 Queen's Road (D 17 c): note the elegant curves of railings and retaining wall.
Above, Deslandes memoriai. Green Street (B 4 a).



This publication is the outcome of co-operation between two voltmtary amenity societies - one in the
Channel Islands, the other in Ireland. Both need the support and contributions of as wide a member
ship as possible, if they are to carry out their objects effectively. If you have found this survey
of interest, would you care to become a member of one or other body, or both?

THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR JERSEY,
Secretary: Jurat H. Perree,
Beau Pre, St. Mary,
Jersey, C.I.

The National Trust for Jersey was fovmded in 1936 and on the first of May 1937 the Act of Incorpora
tion was registered by the Royal Court of the States of Jersey.

The aims of the Trust are to secure for permanent preservation for the benefit of the Island, buildings
of beauty or historic interest and lands, as far as possible, for their natural aspect, features, and
the preservation of native animal and plant life.

The Trust is an independent local society, registered as a charity, and depends financially entirely
on the generosity of its members, gifts and legacies. The annual subscription is 50 pence, the same
as it was when the Trust was formed 41 years ago. Life membership is £10 or £5 if the member is over
50.

After acquiring three properties in the early years the war intervened, but by the time of our Silver
Jubilee in 1961 we then owned 23 properties or parcels of land, including Morel Farm anrf Le RSt cott
age. Today the Trust owns over 50 properties including Longueville Colombier, Gr%ve-de-Lecq Barracks,
La Vallette, The Elms, and the lease of Le Moulin de Quetivel which we have recently restored complete
with its water wheel, grindstones and all the machinery for grinding corn.

All our land is open to the public except where it is tenanted, and although some of our properties
are leased visits can be arranged. Wherever possible footpaths have been formed, as at Col de la
Rocque and Bonne Nuit Bay from where there are magnificent coastal views.

We ask all those who agree with our aims to consider joining the Trust by telephoning or writing to
our Secretary, Jurat H. Perree, who will be pleased to send an enrolment form.

We are ever mindful of the changing face of the Island and accept that some change is inevitable,
nevertheless the Council of the Trust has protested, usually successfully, to the various States
departments when some important feature or building was in danger of being spoilt or destroyed. We
appreciate the co-operation of the Island Development Committee and from time to time are able to
assist them with their decisions.

Uu. ^Hster
Architectural

X xj jeritage™ socxc^, "^Hcoaety
181A Stranmillis Road, X X V
Belfast 9,
Northern Ireland.

Fotmded in.1967, the Society is based in Belfast, but its membership and activities extend throughout
the nine northern counties of Ireland. Its objects are: to promote the appreciation and enjoyment of
good architecture of all periods; to encourage the preservation of buildings and groups of artistic
merit or historic importance; and to encourage public awareness and appreciation of the beauty,
history and character of local neighbourhoods.

The Society has compiled and published to date twenty-six surveys, in a format similar to this volume,
covering different towns, villages and districts on both sides of the border. It has also published
seven hard-back books on subjects connected with Irish architecture. It has campaigned successfully
for important changes in the planning and conservation laws, and plays an active part in environmental
issues of every kind. Members receive half-yearly reports, and enjoy the privilege of buying the
Society's publications by post at a 25% discoimt. Ordinary membership costs £2 a year; for those
under 25, £1 a year.
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